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UNIT I: BRICKLAYERS' TOOLS AND MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE I: BASIC TOOLS AND MEASURING DEVICES

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

This task package could well be a springboard to a rewarding

career in the building construction field. In this first package,

the basic tools and measuring devices used by the bricklayer will

be identified.

Hand tools of the bricklayer have not changed much in the

last 5000 years, other than a change in their shape. These tools

are the trowel, brick hammer, brickset, striking iron (jointer),

level, and "carpenter's" square. The measuring devices arc the

brick spacing rule, storypole, and 50 ft. or 100 ft. tape. These

tools and measuring devices are used as manipulative, cutting,

aligning, and measuring instruments.

Learning to recognize and properly using tools and measuring

devices are essential in carrying out the duties of a craftsman.

These are instruments he will use on the job daily.

The package has been developed to provide you with Learning

Activity:and Practice to help you achieve the behavioral objectives.

Now continue by reading the behavioral objective and performing

the Learning Activity and Learning Practice. As you go through each
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UNIT I: TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIAL FOR MASONRY

PREREQUISITES: NONE

The skilled craftsman must be able to select and properly use

tools for the job to be completed if he is to perform masonry tasks

effectively and skillfully. Your success as a mason will depend in

part upon your ability to select, use and care for tools efficiently

and safely. You will also become aware of the shapes and sizes of

brick and block units as well as equipment for the mixing of mortar

and use and care of scaffolds. The successful completion of the

task packages in the unit will enable you to perform more complex

construction tasks later in the course. Continue by reading, the

General Objective for the unit and the SpecificgbitcLIKeE for each

task package. Proceed to the LcIrn ngicLivl,ci, which will indicate

to you ;That you are to do and 1-ow this ',nit is to be completed,

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Upon completion of this unit package you will be able to use masonry

tools with a degree of skill and confidence.

Specific:

Upon completion of the task packages f of to s unit, ycu 011 .

to:



OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

1. Correctly identify in writing all the names of seven basic tools

and three measuring devices. Your performance will be evaluated

in accordance with the instructor's checkil5t.

List in writir.; at least two care-and main-cenance operations

for each of the five basic hand tools and ,:nP basic measurement

device used in mason7y constru,:tion, Your performance will be

evaluated in accordaw.,:, with the instructor's diecklist.

3. Do the following:

a. list in writing the names of at least four kir:2 E--)ndard

brick used in m.1.:;onry construction.

b. name in writing and calculate the number of at least seven

types of modular brick uni-s needed in a given wail.

perff-c," will be evalurced in accozdance with ttvl

'

1-,3tructor's

qi 17aiu fi in accor,doncr r!, the

,
17" 1,1yout

to t!'' nc-1-eZt 1/32" tr'T Ycol

6. Use a mAson's 1evel ) chf'ck 1 i
t fem-

a flat surface f-)r lev-noqq, tie prrev!-n7 le Ntirj -1 ,-iii
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OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

when the bubble settles between the marked lines of the vials

on the level.

7. 1)..,

name in uTfting four types of stationary and two types of

table s,caffolds used in masonry work,

list two care and maintenance procedures for :lie seffold

identifiod in the aDove ,;tatement.

Your performar,c will he evalnateJ in accoraance with the

instructor's Pheck1L-zt.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

in order to romplote nnit successfull7 vou shovld begin

vogr Tzork rn Tar* !'r'ls-rge 1, vou will notice that the other packages

1-1-,

vIry Tay bP done

to psked to view

or and

the 7-cl-crr:es contained

N,- D'1TCES

TASK FA(KhGE (7," p:) ,iAT-TENANCE OF !3ASIC PAND TDPEq AND

'4;" 1,1,":3CFS

TASY PACIK:E lOrj;;F:Iti KINDS AND SIZES OF Bldri

TIO7 A-'+0 Ttr,!(,

TASK PACKAGE 5: BRICK SPAC1NC. PULE ArD Col:RSE 120,(1-

(.7



LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

TASK PACKAGE 6: :.1\SON'S LEVEL

TASK PACKAGE 7: SCAFFOLDS

At this point, sholad you feel able to pass a c,',1preben:,ive

test on the Tools, Equipment and Materials covered in thi unit,

contact yo1,7 !nstrector. However, should you teel that you are

not ready to be t2 (t, our work as out.ined
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UNIT I: BRICKLAYERS' TOOLS AND MEASURING DEVICES

TASK PACKAGE I: BASIC TOOLS AND MEASURING DEVICES

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

This task package could well be a springboard to a rewarding

career in the building construction field. In this first package,

the basic tools and measuring devices used by the bricklayer will

be identified.

Hand tools of the bricklayer have not changed much in the

last 5000 years, other than a change in their shape. These tools

are the trowel, brick hammer, brickset, striking iron (jointer),

level, and "carpenter's" square. The measuring devices are the

brick spacing rule, storypole, and 50 ft. or 100 ft. tape. These

tools and measuring devices are used as manipulative, cutting,

aligning, and measuring instruments.

Learning to recognize and properly using tools and measuring

devices are essential in carrying out the duties of a craftsman.

These are instruments he will use on the job daily.

The package has been developed to provide you with Learning

Activity and Practice to help you achieve the behavioral objectives.

Now continue by reading the behavioral objective and performing

the Learning Activity and Learning Practice. As you go through each

7
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RATIONALE (cont'd):

of your learning activities think of the objectives frequently so

that your own goal will always be in sight. Have a good day.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to:

correctly identify in writing all the names of seven basic

tools and three measuring devices used in masonry construction.

2

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View slide-sound package #EM-I-1 at the resource center.

2. Read 13risilaJLim Vocational Training, pages 4 through 9

and the section en Story Pole rnd Gage Stick on page 10.

a. '::"Lice the appearance and the names of the tools and devices.

b. Observe figures 2 - 1 through % - 5.

(1) One of tic -c tcol5 ir; the v.-t i-oprtInt n}lit one is the

most delicate.

(2) Which ire thr-.?

r.elLte spic17-12 rule to the perf-,rm-Ince of the story pole?

and corner gitde.

(1) thy is th ,;parin 11r' ?,;t to m:n(e up t. story role?

(2) Hor does th.: corner 1.ntde dept lad on the use cf the

spacing rule?
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

d. View the illustration on page 19 (a) & (b) of figure 4

e. Read article (c) of figure 4 - 1, page 19, of Bricklaying

Vocational Training to recognize where and why the striking

iron is used.

(1) What is the average rule for laying brick to the line?

The answers to the above questions should be turned in to your

instructor.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. Visit the tool room and identify the brick trowel, brick hammer,

spacing rule, brickset, level, steel square, and striking irons.

When you feel that you can Identify them all ask the instructor

to check ycur knowledge.

2. "rota a marked of story pole, supplied by the instructor, be

prepared to explain !,n writing, on a sheet of paper, in outline

form, the details of the marks and how they coincide with the

parts of a brick wall and the relationship to the windows and

doors. Also explain the relationship of the story pole to the

spacing rule.

3. Viand in all written answers to your instructor for checking.

4. You've got a lot to learn, so be on your way to the next task

package.
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UNIT I: CARE 3v' :IAIITENANC

TASK PACKAGE: CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF BASIC HAND TOOLS AND

MEASUREMENT DEVICES

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

The care and maintenance of tools is important to all skilled

craftsmen since the condition of their tools will greatly affect

the quantity and quality of the work produced. The mason must keep

d tools in proper working order if he is to perform his job

effectively and skillfully. This exercise will enable you to gain

essential knowledge about the proper care and maintenance of the

d tools which you will use in all of your masopry work.

OBJECTIVE:

etion of this task package, you will be able to list in

at least two care and maintenance operations for each of

the five basic hand tools and the one basic measuring device used

in r!asonry construction.

in
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View the slide-sound package #BM-I-2.

2. Read pages 4 - 9 Bricklaying Vocational Training.

3. Why is it necessary for you to care for tools? State

in writing your answer to this and all subsequent questions.

4. What will happen if you allow mortar to harden on a trowel?

How might this affect your ability to spread mortar?

5. What is the purpose of rubbing linseed oil on the wooden

surface. of the level?

6. After you answer these questions, have your instructor check

your results.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

From the package of tools supplied by the instructor, examine the

following tools and on a separate sheet of paper describe the care

and maintenance operations that were not observed.

1. Examine the two mason trowels.

A. What caused the trowel blade to rust?

B. What operation was ignored that resulted in mortar build-

up on the trowel?

C. Observe the handle: what misuse of the handle caused this

condition?

2. Pick up the brick hammer.

A. What needs to be done to dress the cutting edge or chisel

peen of the hammer.



LEARNING FRACT

,ne-

ss between

3

the handle and head. How can

head and handle be corrected? How

cault.4. s co-md;tion be ire

-1,1 he e to correct

action needs

ine the cutting edge. What

of the cutting

to be ken on the striking

the scuare and examine its condition. What corrective

actinm n--,-As to 7,,e should he square be placed

Pick up

in a area?

rule and observe its con ition. Do you know

cost to ,camas ool? List two care and

7...aintenance rTerations that were ignored?

Fick six f t t .,n,c rule and locate the 8" mark. Whoops!

something.

1.-reakinc the rule.

taken a

After you finish _._iv

two possible

find it difficult to

with thls rule? What corrective action

7r 1zation

71.1ny tines.

f this rule?

hand your answer sheet in to your

oat it okay it .. -11 repay you

Advan, the next task zackage.
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UNIT I: KINDS AND SIZES OF BRICK

TASK PACKAGE #3: IDENTIFICATION OF

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

SIZES OF BRICK

In modern masonry, there are many kinds of brick because

varying styles of brick are needed to serve different purposes.

Some of the brick differ in composition and design. Some are

produced for economy, others for strength, and still others for

appearance. And, there are brick made for special uses.

Modular brick, with their respective sizes, evolved from

standard-size brick. Using modular brick eliminates excessive

cutting, and saves time and energy. You will use modular brick

when installing windows, door frames, etc. Don't you wish everyone

used modular brick? Knowing the types and sizes of modular brick

will make you a more efficient and yell-paid mason.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon the completion of this task package you will be able to:

a. list in writing the names of at least four kinds of standard

brick used in masonry construction.

name in writing and calculate the number of at least seven

types of modular brick units needed for a given wall.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

2

1. Read; Bricklaying Vocational Training, page 13, section on Size

of brick; page 14, table 3-1, Modular Size of Brick.

2. Read: Masonry Simplified, Volume I, pages 257 through 261, Kinds

of Brick.

3. View sound-slide package #BM-I-3.

4. Why was the modular size brick developed when we had a variety

of standard brick? What makes the difference between a face

brick. and a glazed brick?

5. Knowing the kind of brick will not build a wall, such as learning

spreading of mortar, but it will aid in the reading of the

specifications for the construction of a building.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. Identify by name in writing four of the kinds of standard brick

used in the construction of a wall from Kinds of Brick in

Masonry Simplified, Volume I, pages 257 and 258.

2. (Using Table 3-1, on page 14 of Bricklaying Vocational Training,)

determine the unit designations and number of brick needed to

fill in the wall opening of the following:

a. Height 2 2/3", thickness 4", length 36"

(1.) Unit designation

(2. Number of units
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

b. Height 3 1/5", thickness 4", length 48"

(1.) Unit designation

(2.) Number of units

c. Height 2", thickness 4", length 36"

(1.) Unit designation

(2.) Number of units

d. Height 2 2/3", tnlckness 6", length 60"

(1.) Unit designation

(2.) Number of units

e. Height 4", thickness 4", length 36"

(1.) Unit designation

(2.) Number of units

,
f. Height 2 2/3", thickness 4", length 31"

(2.) Unit designation

(2.) Number of units

g. Height 4", thickness 4", length 40"

(1.) Unit designation

(2.) Number of units

3. Let your instructor check your answers for this exercise and the

following one on your downtown tour when it is completed.

4. Take a tour of the downtown area and locate buildings which are

constructed of different types of brick. Write the name and
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

location of building and the kind of brick used on a sheet of

paper and hand in to the instructor. List at least five

buildings.

Did you know that Sanford is the brick capital of the United

States? Don't you feel kind of proud?

1.6
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UNIT I: CONCRETE AND CINDER BLOCK UNITS

TASK PACKAGE: IDENTIFYING CONCRETE AND CINDER BLOCK UNITS

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

There are many shapes and sizes of concrete and cinder blocks

used in masonry constructions. It is necessary to recognize

these various shapes and sizes because architects and builders

specify the different varieties in design specifications for

construction. In this task package you will be introduced to the

varying styles of concrete and cinder block units. You will become

familiar with such names as bull-nosed, partitioned, stretched,

channel, and trough. Don't get these names mixed up, for'you

might wind up with a "hog in the wall".

1.7
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to

identify, in writing, from an illustration, the correct name

of concrete and cinder block units used in masonry

construction.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read Maed, Volume I, pages 143 through 146,

Shapes and Sizes of Concrete Masonry Units,

2. View sound slide package # bM-I-4.

3. Observe the different shapes of concrete and cinder blocks

in the school buildings. Compare your results with those of

your classmates.

4. What is the actual size of a stretcher block? Write your answer

this and all subsequent questions for r.-bmission to your

listrvctor for rtvriluntion

you dintinish boty;-#?,m a concrete and cinder block? If not,

you had better check with your instructor. How is this

difference observable?

6. From illustrations in tbe Lcarninp Praeticcr select the correct

shape and size to correspond with the samples of concrete or

cinder block provided by your instructor.
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LEAMING PRACTICE:

Under each illustration on pages 4 and 5 of this task package,

write the name of the typeof block unit. After having completed

the exercise, check your answers in the reading assignment against

those in the book. Don't feel bad if you missed some; this is to

be expected. However, if you missed more than 12, go back and

repeat the reading assir,nment.

Don't be bull nosed about it; bend a little, complete this

package, and go on to another.
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UNIT I: TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS FOR MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 5: BRICK SPACING RULE AND COURSE LAYOUT

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Unfold your spacing rule and lay out the course. That's what

you need to do in this package. Now, pace yourself, use your six -

footer and really lay it out accurately.

A skilled craftsman must be able to use appropriate tools for

the job to be constructed if he is to perform masonry tasks effect-

ively. The student's mastery of the Objective in this task package

is essential to his success in completing the Objective in later

task packages. You will gain the ability to use various types of

measuring tools to perform all required measurement tasks in complet-

ing your subsequent task packages. This package contains the inform-

ation on how to read and measure course layout using a brick mason's

six-foot standard spacing rule. Continue, now, by reading the

012jective and doing the Learning Activity and Learning Practice.

22
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to read

a six-foot standard brick-spacing rule, and measure course

layout to the nearest 1/32".

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-I-5, a super attraction.

2. Read and study Bricklaying Vocational Training, page 7,

section Six-Foot Rule. Observe that the spacing rule is used

in laying out a story pole and laying out arches over windows.

3. View figure 1 in this task package. Observe the two faces of

the rule; the one side being the 6-foot folding rule,(used

extensively as a measurement tool) and the other side being

the brick mason's spacing rule (used to determine the course

spacing for the brick and mortar joints inclusively).

4. There is very little written information found on this spacing

rule. So follow very carefully the explanation of the rule in

the Learning Practice.

5. This completes the Learning ; begin now on the Learning

Practice.

2.1
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LEARNING PRA T

is and Equipment

Six-foot standard brick-spacing rule

Acquire a 6-foot standard brick-spacing rule from the instructor.

Observe the two sides of the rule; one side is the conventional

side oo the rule and the other side is the standard brick-

in g rule.

e spacing face of the standard brick-spacing rule is laid out

divisions represented by the figures one through ten. These

figures indicate the height of a brick and mortar joint for a

...- brick.

when given a wall height of 48 and 3/8 inches, read the convent-

ion l side of the , turn the rule over and number,five on

-le spacing rule is the indicator of the brick course spacing to

be used. This means with a standard brick (2 1/4 inches in

height) the thickness of the mortar joint is 7/16 of an inch.

:f hr-crht had been 47 and 1/4 inches, the brick spacing

a number and with a standard brick the mortar joint

thickness is 3/8 of an inch.

It is ?ossil:le to use any one of five course numbers for a given

brick; therefore the wall height, door height and window height

are the indicat:rs as tc which Lourse spacing is selected.

_ The height of a finished masonry opening for a door is

24
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4

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

6 feet 11 inches from the floor. What is the course spacing to

be used? Answer: number five.

6. Using the 6-foot standard brick-spacing rule, indicate in writing

the course members to coincide with the following:

a. Wail height 31 1/2"; course number is

b. Wall height 44"; course number is

c. Wall height 51 1/16"; course number is

d. Wall height is 38 7/16"; course number is

e. Window opening height is 7' 1 3/16"; course number is

f. Door opening height is 7'; course number is

Now that you're all coursed out, take your answers and

discuss them with your instructor. It is necessary to master the

spacing rule, for you will be using it extensively in constructing

many of your m-senry walls. crick masonry is your thing - do it.

=s a play. Keep rehearsing.

25
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UNIT I: TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS FOR MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 6: MASON'S LEVEL

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Do you like prized tools? Well, the mason's level is one of

the best. Sc pause now and get acquainted with this prize.

In order to perform the various tasks that are required of

brick masons on the job site, it is necessary to develop basic

skills in the proper use of different hand tools. One such tool is

tne mason's level, the most delicate and most likely the most prized

tool owned by the brick mason. In this task package you will use

this device to determine whether or not a surface is plumb or level.

Anxious to get going? Okay, then read the Objective and do the

Learning Activity and Learning Practice as often as necessary, for

it sets forth your goals for this task package. Bug out and get

ready to level with this assigrment.

27
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

mason's level Lo check a vertical wall for plumbness and a flat

surface for leveiness. The acceptable standard will be when the

bubble settles between the marked lines on the vials of the level.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-I-6, starring James Mason's Level.

2. Read page 8 in BricIdayillg Vocational Training, concerning the

level; refer to fic;ure 2-5, the picture of the level, Observe

the safety tips and learn to use them, for this will insure you

of a long-lasting and valuable tool.

3. Se figu-e J in thin taqk package; observe the position of the

bubbles in Ch.. of rt

Pl-cleed to the -earniLlf

P P T i CT ;C'----
can {! t tv: t.

1. !ftiqoh7, lrev,J

1. :;pc,Jrc n fro,1 the t, , l crtb :;ith the instructor's

7 1 1( I [(,;:iTis. 1,(

place the pottre 't c, of 74,I 9idc jarl:) of the

28
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

entrance doorway to the masonry laboratory. The level should be

held in a vertical position, as shows: in figure 1 of this task

package. Check the position of the bubble that is visible and

runs in a horizontal direction. Has the hubble settled betveen

the marked lines? If so, the side jamb is said to be plumb; if

not, it is out of plumb.

3, if the jamb is out of plumb, sLep 2 above, 11.ternately rove er.teh

end of the level slightly away from the jamb, but keep the opposite

end tight to the jc.-lb. Observe the bubble closely. When the

bubble settles between the lines, the jarib is plemb. Record on

paper the fractional part of an inch that the jamb is out of the

plumb.

4. Check the other side jamb of this doorway, following the procedure

outlined in steps 2 and 3 of the Lenla::

f,f the doorway

,%-actice. Record your

-ttf,D- en too le-,c1 in figure 1 of

this task nacklee. rr,td tae bw,ble that is visible in the long

if t t 1. the top jamb,

it is sai,.! to he iel. tt; ffgure 1 in

tac.!. ;<.r, :r r i tc.vci. .33 e °c Y-Id in sue.::ession

(as you did on vh,, ;id(' until t ne ntibide is centered hetween
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

the lines. Record the approximate distance, if any, that the

top jamb is out of level.

6. Allow your instructor to check your answers. If you did not

complete the Learning Practice successfully, you are requested

to repeat it until it meets the instructor's checklist.

7. So you completed it correctly; super! Move on to task package 7.

Oh, by the way, did you know that "Happiness is a job well done."

Keep leveling with masonry skills, and rise to higher levels.

I
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UNIT I: TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS FOR MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 7: SCAFFOLDS

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

How would you like to be a real swinger? Well, becoming a

brick mason, you will some day have an opportunity to work from a

swinging stage scaffold. Most of the masonry walls the bricklayer

constructs are over five feet in height; therefore it is necessary

to have a temporary platform built for the support of workman and

material. This temporary platform is known as a scaffold. In this

task package you will become knowledgeable about different stationary

and adjustable scaffolds. Working from a scaffold is many times

easier than working from uneven ground at the early stage of building

a wall. You should acquire considerable respect and appreciation for

using the scaffolds. Continue, now, by reading the Objective and

doing the Learning Activity and the Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to:

a. name in writing four types of stationary and two types of

adjustable scaffolds used in masonry work.

b. list two care and maintenance procedure.-; for each scaffold

identified in the above statement.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-I-7, starring Scaffold the Swinger.

2. Read Bricklaying Vocational Training, page 11, and note figure

2-9 on page 12.

3. Read and study the information of pages 5 and 6 of this task

package.

4. View figures j through 4 in this task package. Looks scary?

Well, it isn't as bad as climbing the steel girders on a large

skyscraper.

5. So now that you have both feet on the ground (scaffold), continue

on with the Learning Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. A scaffold is a temporary platform built for the support of

and

2. Be very careful in building because workmen's

lives depend upon safety.

3. A foot scaffold is a type of scaffold that should not exceed

inches in height.

4. When construction of masonry is worked from the insida, a

scaffold is used made of wooden parts.

5. Another of the wooden scaffolds built from the ground upward to

the desired height on the outside of a building is called a

scaffold.

6. A scaffold is used extensively when working

from the deck inside tita walls when composite walls are constructed.

7. The adjustable type scaffolds shown in Bricklaying Vocational

Training are the stage and type.

8. Exercise great care in building scaffolds because workmen's

lives depend upon safe equipment. No is

temporarily nailed for it may be forgotten and never adequately

9. In erecting a putlog scaffold the uprights must be to

the wall by stays. These stays may be passed throu0 a wall

opening and fastened to a structure inside.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

10. If there are any questions, check with your instructor.

11. So, you've gone to higher heights on a swinging scaffold, not

quite as high as swinging on a star. Very good. See your

instructor for evaluation of your work.

12. Upon satisfactory completion of the Learning Practice, turn your

attention to the next task package. In the work projects to be

done, it is very possible to have violations of safety rules.

So look at the accompanying illustration and pick out many

violations you can avoid.

The poet Robert Frost was a swinger of birches, but you're

becoming a swinger of scaffolds.
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BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

A scaffold is a temporary platform built for the support of workmen
and materials. Scaffolds are necessary after the bricklayer has
completed work at the height he can reach by standing on the floor or
ground. Extreme care is taken in building scaffolds because workmen's
lives depend upon them. No scaffolding is temporarily nailed for it
may be forgotten and never adequately nailed. When the scaffold planks
at one level are no longer needed, they should be removed; falling mortar
will hit them and splash on the wall. Rough lumber should be used for
wood scaffolding.

TYPES OF SCAFFOLDING

Several types of scaffolds are described below:

a. Trestle Scaffold. When construction is such that the brick can
be laid from the inside of the wall, a trestle scaffold as shown in
figure 173 may be used. The trestles should be from 4 feet to 4 feet
6 inches high, The scaffold planks rest on the trestles and should be
2 by 10's. After the wall has been built to a height of 4 or 5 feet,
the trestle scaffold should be erected. The wall can then-be completed
to the next floor level while the bricklayer works from the scaffold.
As soon as the rough flooring for the next floor is in place, the above
procedure is repeated. The trestle should remain at least 3 inches from
the wall in order to make sure it will not push against the newly laid
brick and force them out of line.

b. Foot Scafole, At tires it may be necessary to reach higher
t-!..7n the trestle scaffold permits. Then a foot scaffold such as the
one shown in figure 174 ccn be used. The 2 by 10 planks rest on bricks

can be sunported by the trestle scaffold. This type of scaffold
71sould not exceed IF, inches in height.

c. Putlor; caffo?d.
(1) ;Then it is necessary to erect the scaffold from the ground to the
height required, a rutlog scaffold can be used to advantage. The uprights
should be 4 by 4's supported on a 2 by 12 inch plank 12 inches long for
bearing on the soil. These upright should be spaced on 8-foot centers.
There should be 4 feet 6 inches between the wall and the uprights. The
ledgers should be made frwm 1-by 8-inch lumber nailed to the uprights,
as shcm ;n figure 175. The nutlog is a 3 - by 4 - inch piece of lumber
that rests on top of the ledger :end against the upright. Tice other end
of the 3 by 4 rests on the wan; n brick is omi'_ted to provide opening
for it. The putlog is not fastened to the ledger. On top of the putlog,
five 2 by 12's are placed to form the scaffold platform. The planks are
not nailed to the putlog.
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(2) The uprights must be tied to the wall by stays. These stays may
be passed through a window opening and fastened to the structure inside
the building or spring stays may be used as shown in figure 175. Spring
stays are made by placing two 2 - by 6 - inch boards in an opening in
the wall formed by omitting a brick. After boards are inserted into
the hole, a brick is placed between them and forced to a position close
to the wall. The boards are then sprung together and securely nailed
to the ledger.

(3) The putlog may also be used as a stay in which case a wooden wedge
should be driven above the putlog and into its hole in the wall. The
wedge should then be nailed to the putlog and the putlog be nailed to
the ledger. Longitudinal cross bracing must be installed as shoum in
figure 175.

d, Outrigger Scaffoid. This scaffold conoists of 2 - by 10 - inch
planks supported on a wooden beam projecting from the building. The
beam is supported as shown in figure 176. If a steel outrigger beam
is used, the beam is fastened to the form work of the structure by means
of threaded U-shaped bolts.

e. Steel Scaffolding. When prefabricated steel scaffolding such
as that shown in figure 177 is available, it should be used. It is
more easily erected and dismantled and can be reused many times.
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UNIT PACKAGE 1I: BASIC TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS NEEDED FOR

MIXING MORTAR

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Mixing mortar is one of the many operations that are import-
6

ant in masonry construction. While the mason seldom does the mixing,

it may be necessary for him to supervise the work in case he has

an inexperienced mortar man. The tools and equipment required for

mixing a batch of mortar are simple, and only a few pieces of

equipment and tools are involved.

In order to mix a batch of mortar, it is necessary to learn

of the materials, and the proportionate amounts of the different

materials, to have a specified type of mortar that will meet job

conditions.

Continue by reading the General Objective for the unit and the

Specific Objectives for each task package.

OBJECTIVE:

GENERAL:

Upon completion of this unit package you will be able to understand

the types of mortar materials, tools and equipment necessary to mix

-a batch of mortar.
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

SPECIFIC:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Do the following:

a. name in writing the five basic hand tools and equipment

needed for mixing mortar by hand.

b. list the three procedures for mixing mortar by hand.

c. list the four procedures for mixing mortar using the

mechanical method.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Mix a batch of mortar. Materials will be supplied by the

instructor. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance

with the instructor's checklist.

3. Do the following:

a. list in writing, five types of masonry work using S type of

mortar.

b. list in writing, five types of masonry work using N type of

mortar.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

To complete this unit successfully, you should begin work on

task package 1, and then, in order, complete packages 2 and 3.

Observe that the task packages do not have a Prerequisite; therefore,

they may be done out of numerical order. In the packages you will

be asked to view a sound-slide program, read assignments, answer

questions, and perform some practical exercises.

The titles of the task packages within this unit are:

TASK PACKAGE 1. BASIC TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

TASK PACKAGE 2. MIXING MORTAR

TASK PACKAGE 3. TYPES OF MORTAR

If you feel that you can pass a comprehensive test on the material

covered in this unit, contact your instructor. However, should you

feel that you are not ready to be tested, begin your work as outlined

above.
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UNIT II: BASIC TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS NEEDED FOR MIXING MORTAR

01TASK PACKAGE 1: BASIC TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT V

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Well done on Unit I - and welcome to Unit II. In your basic

study of masonry, you must become familiar with the basic tools

and equipment. Here's a good place to begin.

Mixing mortar is an important operation in masonry construction.

In this task package you will learn of five of the basic tools and

how mortar is mixed by hand and mechanical methods. Mixing requires

very few tools, but it is necessary that you become familiar with

those that are needed. In mixing mortar, using either hand or

mechanical methods, one of the more important properties is consist-

ency. Consistency generally refers to the condition of mortar in

relationship to the amount of water used in the mix. Because of

the nature of the materials and the proportions in which they are

mixed, some mortars require more water for the same consistency than

others. Usually the mortar material is mixed with the greatest

amount of water necessary to make it a workable and trowelable mix.

Continue by reading the Objective and doing the Learnins Activity

and Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to:

a. name in writing the five basic hand tools and equipment

needed for mixing mortar by hand.

b. list the three procedures for mixing mortar by hand.

c, list the four procedures for mixing mortar using the

mechanical method.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM -II -1, starring Count Basic Tool.

2. Read page 6 of Bricklaying I, by Delmar.

3. Read pages 35 and 36 of Masonry Simplified, Volume I.

4. Read page 15 of Bricklaying Vocational Training, the section

Mixing Mortar.

5. This completes the Learning Activity; begin on the Learning

Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. Having viewed the sound-slide package, visit the tool crib

and identify the mortar box, hoe, shovel, wheelbarrow, and

steel drum. When you feel you can identify them all, ask

the instructor to check your knowledge.

2. Obtain paper and describe in writing how and why the hoe is

used.

3. What type shovel is recommended to be used for mortar?

4. What are the two purposes of the steel drum?

5. Describe in writing the method used in Bricklaying Vocational

Training textbook for mixing mortar by hand.

6. List the four steps used in mixing mortar for the mechanical

method as related on pages 35 and 36 of Masonry Simplified,

Volume I.

Could this be magic!

Tools, equipment and know-how add up to success.
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UNIT II: BASIC EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS NEEDED FOR MIXING MORTAR

TASK PACKAGE 2: MIXING MORTAR

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Although this package has to do with mixing, don't get mixed

up with it. Just learn to mix the mortar properly, and you'll mix

fun with profit.

The present-day technique of bonding masonry units with mortar

originated with the ancient Egyptians. Chemical examination shows

that the Egyptians never used lime until the Roman period and that

the cementing material was obtained by burning gypsum. Limestone

was more abundant but required a greater temperature and the scarcity

of fuel was the reason for using the gypsum. The Romans are given

the credit for the wide use of lime mortars. The mortar was prepared

then as it is today, by slaking the lime (done commercially today)

and mixing with sand and water. The examples of Roman brickwork

which still exist are evidence of the perfection which the art

attained in ancient times. So as the Romans did, get with the

Objective, Learning Activity, and Learning Practice.
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Upon completion of this task package you will be able to mix a

batch of mortar. Materials will be supplied by the instructor.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

DARNING ACTIVITYs

1. View sound-slide package BM-1I-2, featuring To Mix.

2. There isn't any reading avalibie, so it is necessary to follow

the directions given in the Learning Practice.

3. Proceed with the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE

Tools and Equipment

1. Mortar box 5. Metal bucket

2. Mortar hoe 6. Steel drum with water

3. Wheelbarrow 1. Sand

4. Shovel '8, lime

1. Secure the necessary hand tovls from the tool crib.

2. Using the shovel, place 17 to 19 shovels of sand from the

outside sand pile into the wheel arrw, transferring the sand

to the mortar box.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

NOTE - The general rule for lime mortar proportions is:

2-2 114 parts of sand to 1 part of mortar.

3. Add one sack of masonry lime to the sand. Be careful emptying

the contents of the bag so that it does not create a ditat storm.

4. With the mortar hoe, dry mix the sand and lime together; using

a chopping motion with the hoe, mix thoroughly.

The water is the next ingredient to be added to the mixture.

It will take between 8 and 9 gallons of water. Do not place all

the water in at one time but add small quantities and mix it in

with the powdered materials. Continue to use a chopping motion

with the mortar hoe.

6. Add only enough water to the lime and sand to produce a trowel-

able, workable mix.

All mortar mixinp, tools should be kept clean at all times to

prevent the mortar from hardening on the tools.

that you mixed a batch of mortar, have the instructor

evaluate it for consistency, workability and plasticity.

Can't wait to get your hands on a trowel now? Just around the

next corner.

Litre mixing it up just right for new masonry skills.
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UNIT II: BASIC TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS FOR MIXING MORTAR

TASK PACKAGE 3: TYPES OF MORTAR

PRERFQUISITES: NONE

V

RATIONALE:

There are all kinds of bonds - family bonds, friendship bonds,

hometown bonds, etc. Bonds serve to hold things together. In

masonry, the bond that holds the units together is mortar. Learn

about it here.

The strength of a brick wall is only as good as the strength

of the mortar used in the wall. Some means of bonding masonry units

together must be provided, and to meet this requirement we use mortar.

When properly mixed and used for its specific purpose, mortar tends

to bond masonry units into a solid mass and also acts to retain

weather and moisture from penetrating the structure. The mortar

most commonly used for masonry construction consists of Portland

cement - lime mortars or masonry-cement mortars. The type of masonry

work will determine the type of mortar with the correct proportion

of mixture. The Portland cement gives strength to the mortar, allowing

it to set and harden rapidly. The lime gives plastic qualities to

the mortar and aids in making it more workable. Lime also helps the

mortar to retain water until the mixture has set. Sand adds bulk

and volume to the mortar and prevents a great amount of mortar shrinkage.

Continue by reading the 9012jective, doing the Learning Activity and

completing the Learning Practice.
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OBZECTiVI:

of this task rack e you will be able to:

es of masonry work using S type of

mortar.

list uTitimg fiv- types t masonry work using N type of

mortar.

Your rer'or-7-_7.-.ce will be evaluate- in accordance with the

structe-'s checklist.

Vie scur.d-slize packaee 5M-II-3 starring Mortar Bond, James's

uncle.

aze. o: 7)-"cKlaying Vocational Training.

zaTc ' table 3-3, page 15.

3. 72iscuss anot:le: stuzlen: h tole 3-2 corresponds with

ta'21e

This c,:=7 t-ne Activity; proceed with the Learning

Ice.

LE.?...R;IN:' FRAC::

tho different types of

' :.-pes of tartar and the materials

ea a. :y7c. z'f _r :_& Vocational Training.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

2. In type N Portland cement lime mortar, what proportion of lime

is used with the sand and Portland cement?

7
type b nasonry cement mortars, what proportion of sand is

used with the Portland cement and -asonry cement?

4. From the table 3-3 on page 15, list five of the types of masonry

work that use S type mortar.

5. From the table 3-3 on page 15, list five of the types of masonry

u,rk that use ;; type mortar.

6. After having your work evaluated as satisfactory, you will be

directed to the next task package.

7. This task package was meant to give you high strength for what

is to come later. You are ready.

As you study these masonry skills, bond them together into unified

knowledge.

I

ST..1 /
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UNIT III: SPREADING MORTrl

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 2

RAT1011'1E:

ln thc; -It ut latitng rtar, the trd.-1

the training the atht L...! rust go through to

It is necessary tc devoLol; vanipuiative ski

cAlrdinating members of I., 1,:st as in b.

tennis and other tports, nortar r' f ret

position to the well on Olich the mortar sprad,

handlit4, of the trowel, the ,:upping and spread;',; of ',Ile

and develo..ment of the eve skill must be acniev '

that top performer.

Continue now by reading the General Objectie for th,,

and Specific Objectives for the task vIckages w.thin tne un-t.

Proceed by reading the Learning A ti Which plain9 whPf:

to do in this unit and how you are to ptoceec: an

tasks.

OBJECTIVE:

GENERAL:

Upon completion of this unit pact-ige you will t

mortar onto a wall, using the r.pulative rn- "-r'd
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OBJECTIVE (conr.'d):

SPPCIF1C:

Upon complion the task pacl.tage for thiq you will 1.0 oh!

to:

1. Do the

a. set up a sLatin fcr spreading mertar.

U. positIon 1urscli :;tatie.r,

e. spre,:d mortar on ni bolrl.

Your performance will be _'%." iud in accorda:,zP with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACIiVITY:

This onit or ,prcc_diag mortar consists o? rna

pdckage, i;nd 1.t Is desigred to give yo

handling of the trowel, and the technique of :,.,)-ading

onto a wail.

The title of the task package contained 1 thc'; unit

TASK PACKAGEPACKAGE 1: TECHNIQU;!: OF SPREADING

Note: Unit 1, task package 2 should be completed otnning

this unit. As you do the required work on this task 1,ackage, you wIii

perform readings, answer questions, and compiet other actiiitieq

as directed. If you should feel confident enou,- to r;s

hensive test at this time, contort yot:r instr c

you feel you are not ready to 'oe tested, begin vow ,

above.
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!J!I S l)ING NORTA1

TASK PACYDl: TECHNIQUES OF SPREINC MORTAR

PIEREQUlLflS: NCNE

In this ask pacr; cu will develop Julative I11]

basi to satisfactory in the field of inasurity - the sre.dirg

of mortar. Spreading rnert3r fi'ent1y reau!:es you to develop

methods that will enable you to work with a minimum airount of

effort and motion. You will learn how to set up a work station,

take the proper stance, and spread the nortar klllEullv- SL'Jl

in performing these tasks will be a necessary and valuable

asset to you in masonry work. Now continue by reading the

Objective, then the in Activity and the Learning_Practixc

If you enjoy the outdoors and working with your hands, masonry

may really be your bag.
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00EJECTIV2:

F

1 Upon ecr -, this task packauP ycL. ;1' z aJr ti:

2

A. IC,. tor re, kiing i.

to Liu ,a

3.

iou will b._ eva_Le, MS!..fuCL,,l'!7

'EARNING ACTIVITY:

Read Bricklaying Voe,ILional Tr, pag 5, .:2tons 2 ,hrune,h 7:

page 6, sections 8 and 9.

I. After you coL:plet .2. the reading, 3ist the b S st.07s c.

spreading mottar.

2. Why is it necessary La -1e the fewest por.0i: '0 motior!

spreading mort-ar?

3. When you have finished your writt-ril t to ye Ir.

instructor for h1 3 approval.

Before going on with the 3H,arning Practiee, tho

instructor demonstrate the corrP-t manner of iitag tl.e trowel for

spreading mortar. Try to remember the way yoiir instructor worked

as you go through the pra;tice o erciqe!,.

4. View Lee slide-sound pro8rm
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TIC !s vol to :ipied

mortar on ) 7i,n4

like a wall blit .

help you to hLndic

Sac Up

1. Secure 6 concrete

high er,proxi,

2. Plac 2" x 4" _ t _

3.

using block, "
4".

4. Now that your work is , lear-

the prcper ,3r1 '.1-17;;

very irporLe.nt Z-

Proper Stance

You can't hit the b,11 n:rtar) ji yu;

the proper poition to tL ite

I. Position your d ,o t..

your work gur,., , Tci

mortar from riqllt. tc

2. In sprou,Ilng
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1.1-.1RNING (contid):

I parallel with your %.-.--)rk sl-fa_R

3. Hou,

'2,1:flt'`e7Now you're 1 0"..,1:1

that if you don't jo3 3, t., -2 - T

L.aci wonder why.

Tools &

1. Trowel nent

Acrtar J.

3. 2" x 4-

I. After wettin9 v,-ar 7r rr

mortar onto the b-r,rd. Loc almos:: 9, od to eat..

Don't! The lftic in f-le mortar is =,,t;st:r.-,

your mouth and youi t!yes,

2. Grasp the

finger witn ttle

Figure 1, p,agtf

3. Manipulate tl 2 it-1w::

mortar arc,und

your c2othim, mu tr. r I.

Figure 2, p?,-, 6.



LEARNINC PRACTICE (cont'd):

4. Ctv- t,=

o x

tr: ,1- elbow 3= the

away from the body. The

le,:ve and a _

time. See 2

5. Using the tre,31, :ne mont::

furrow the mortn:, t_ :n, 2-

not to get the furrow too der--p.

6. Remove th.2 ..-

trowel and place it en tae mortar b-ard. 4

dry out a little? A2.1 -..a:er tc.) the m1,-- it m:r

workable - we call th!F

7. Repeat this operatic,: Latil tnc

trowel, and consf_tc,nt= ti

mortar on the boat., yo.l. can

inch distance.

Keep practicing

picking !.., tne m

mort

the



1A .207-

9. When you think you can do it like a pro, c.J. ;cur inst:-....;:tor

;.,.

Go to the

E.;
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UNIT IV: CONSTRUCTION OF A STRETCHER BRICK WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT III, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

In the construction of a brick masonry wail, either in

residential or commercial work, the mason must know how to c.,_;T

struct a stretcher brick wall. Probably the most important ;actor

LI determining the succes )f ma,,onry work is quality workm,in,h1p.

It is self-evident to say that a masonry wall can be no better than

the materials and workmanship which go into it. There are mrev

types of brick walls, such as veneered walls, retaining *xalis,

curtain walls, panel walls, and many others that are constructed

using a stretcher brick bond in the wall. Now, contimle

-0 ol,iotives. and t1 Lernir;

r
t-

t`,

oroeeed in performing the

OBIECT1VE,

VI A

',Ten

necery -,ktlis to c,m_L. J_t

ti7



EC::V=

C.

altera:e 1:sinc -in=

e e,

z: a szre:::er

(-17 :14k 1,

s---1:1:1 1-e zzt--.4Iste.i this uni,. A5 thC

szy the t.eading assig=entst

CS
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UNIT IV: CONSTRUCTION OF A STRETCHER BRICK WALL

TASK PACKAGE CONSTRUCTING A STRETCHER BRICK WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT III: TASK PACK*CE I

RATIONALE:

The manipulative skills of properly handling a trowel,

holding the brick, and placing the brick in the wall are necessary

for efficient masonry work. In this task package you will combine

all the skills learned in previous task packages, and you

will experience a major accomplishment in constructing your first

wall. If you learn to build satisfactory wall, this skill could

lead you to an interesting and rewarding career. (Remember: it

is not where you start in life, but how far you go.) Good luck in

.7.2nstructing ye_ir first 1.-All!

OBJECTIVE:

Upon the ...o.pletion of this taL-A package you

Butter and mortar en the read end of lc'

B. Lay alternate strer oourses

techniques, _lligni-11.7 face et by ;

wil: be rated in pLoor,.Pnce instr cl
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound slide package #BM-IV-1.

2. Read: Masonry Simplified, Volume I, page 275, Head Joints

in Stretcher Courses.

3. What do you need to be able to butter the head end of a brick?

State in writing the answer to this and all subsequent questions

for your instructor's evaluation.

4. One of the methods of buttering a brick is by placing a dab of

mortar on the corners of a brick in place on a wall. What is the

other recomme-Jation for buttering a head joint?

5. Take a good look at the full head joint used in Figure 10 on

page 275. This is the proper way.

6. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume I, page 274, Bed Joints in

Stretcher Coveles, and page 276, Closure Joint in Stretcher

Courses. Look at Figure 9. Sc e what the ';.)i-cck ore 1;',

it is not a water-bed; if it were they wo0-1

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Observe very careful y how your iv:if-rev-tor ,7C

brick using the forehand and backhand techniques. 711:2y 7;.!1,

,;imple but it takes a and peti,-,

artful f;kill.

Tools & EquipmeLt

1. Tr-wel

70
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

1. Spread mortar on deck approximately five feet in length. If you

are having difficulty now, go back and review Task Package II1-1.

2. Lay the first brick at the right hand end of the wall-bed and

head joints to be 3/8" to 1/2"; butter the next bricks one at a

time, laying a total of six bricks.

3. Lay alternate courses using the backhand and forehand techniques,

aligning all the brick by eye. Repeat all actions used in

laying the first course to the height shown in Figure 1, page 4.

4. Secure half brick to be used on the end of the won from the

instructor. Have your instructor check your wall at the end of

the tenth course.

The Great Wall of China was built one brick at a time; that's the

way all walls are built.

How do you think the owl got so wisP? He lid anct1,9,.- ,1>

and aliother task package.
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A 4" ALL STRETCHER WALL

.7..41,,,,-.??1.L-r,./.1..,,,,,,i::
I 1.,,,., .0J ..1= fi31

- .i--_-t
IlliO=1, L-:-.--,-tl. Ci., . . . . . . . .

!. Ij. 73:r7-1. . - . . - - . -

ti 0 i=:C..P. 1 .-

Front Elevation

t ii ji _AL -J

2nd, 4th, 6th, Uth and JYth course

2st, 3rd, 5tn, 7th

T'glIrr. 1
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UM( t/ :1boNRY WALLS

PRERL4111S11:..S: LONL

P.AFICALE:

6onu is nbt tech.lical nd mechanical procedure of

cementing ,C :3 t-, a ';trong and weather resistant

wall, but hi:Jo prfficht, :'ssibilities for making a

brick wall face an coiccL .17.1 is accomplished by the

header brick that is 1.1si to overlap cl.Q_ wytne of wall to

another as it also for.:-, ;-.attern and the face of the wall

ouch as the Fl2misi. Etw.lish bond, common bond and the Dutch

bond.

The structural bond developed by using metal ties and adhesion

of groat enable the bricklayer to lay up walls by projecting and

recessing brick from the face of the wall as the conveniJnai

pattern bonds used on stretchr,r brick wall. Continue now by

reading the General Obiectives for tilt: .nd the Specific

Objectives for each task package within the unit. Proceed, by

reading the Learning Activity, -:hich explains what you are to do

in this unit and how you are to nroceed in performing the tasks.
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Upon comuletion of this unit package you will be able to

understa:td t'la procedures for structurally bonding a masonry wall.

Specific:

Upon completion or t: task package you will be able to

descrioe in uriting ere, and when each of the three methods

of structural L-onding i.. usf .n the construction of a Tall:

a. oyLrlaI 1:.eL,1:;

b. metal ties.

c. adhesion et grout.

'lour performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor13 checklist.

LEARNING ACilViTY:

unl% rn 'tructural Bonding of nasonry Walls consists of

a single task pp,..kage. As you do the required work oh L;:is task

package, !,Ludy 1:1-e tlsiFnments, answer -estions and perform

the objectives Es directed.

TASK PACi:AGE l: STRUCTURAL RONDING OF MASO;;RI WALLS is the title

of the ta3k package contained in this unit. Complete the work on the

task packaN as outlined. If you should feel confident enough tc

pass a comprehensive test at this time, contact your instructor.

dowever, should you fePI v'-u are not ready to be tested, begin your

work as outlined above
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UNIT V: STRUC 'UP \L BONDING OF MASONRY WALLS

TASK PACKAGE 1: METHODS OF STRUCTURALLY BONDING A WALL

PRE1-,:QUI' : NC.E

RATIONALE:

Don't 1_:t this f):Tle g: -e you the gout. It's all about

grout and two other methds of ,ucturally bonding walls. Learn

about them here.

The introduction of new materials has aided the masonry

construction industry to develop into one of the giant industries

of the country. In this task package you will gain the know-

ledge of the three methods of structurally bonding a wall. One

of these, the overlap method, does not fit into the new materials

or techniques of recent years; but the other two, metal-tied

walls and adhesion of grout, were made possible by the manufacturing

of many types of ties and reinforcing materials now available in the

industry.

Continue by reading the Objective, doing the 1./-:Lilithctiy.vit

and the Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be a'Jle to

dE,-.cribe in -rItin2 low, when.- and when ea.-, the three

r.:. 'loth: ,ot s,_? nctur<< bonding .s used au _ht.- construction of

a wall:

a. overlap ::,ethod.

b. metal ties.

adhesion of grout.

Your performarce will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checKlist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM -VI, starring Gomer Grout.

2. Read pages 25-27 of BricMayine Vocational Trainin.,,, the

section Structural scuds.

3. When possible, visit a construction site t observe .:11i-.:11

method of structurally bonding a wall Ls used.

4. This completes the Learning Amt ivit i begin on the Learnlng.

:Tactic_.



j

LKARNiNG

1. Obt..;n, Irch. the paper needed to record your

answefs or this Loilning Practice. The material on pages 25-27

ot .raininK is Jasis of this inform-

in
t. structurally bonding a w,111, thc

L t2

bases . th: ; Cu; .

3. t. , the shown in figure 5-4, page ".:(;,

yhen the st.1-_:ctural bonding is

ac.:omplished by ov,r' .pping tie masonry uhitL..

AccorLing ;_o figt.:re 5-3, p,:ge 27, structur,1 bonding of masonry

walls with ;..eta] tie--; Is used in both walls a

wall construction.

5. Most building codes permit the use of metal ties in solid ma,-Lry

walls. The ties are spaced so that at least one tie ccurs

every 4 112 feet of wall

6. The maximum vertical distance (elevat -, between ties shall not

exceeu inches and the maximum horizantal

distance =hall n(t exceed inches.

7. Structural boticang of -nd reinforced brick masonry walls

is accot.7itsned by which is poured into the cavity

between of masonry.



LEARNING PR.' WE (cont'-,f

8. Grout L, to which sufficient water has been

added.

9 rhe t, T.thod 1,4 rc, mmended ror

10. One of 'us of t metal tie method over the other

two ,s of construction.

11. Have th. luL,cru our work from his checklist.

Structural 1-onding 07 like cementing friendships.

Go on to the next task 7,ack.ge.



W
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UNIT MASCNRY !,::

PREREOUISTri'; ONE2e

LZATIONALv'

ze; a building material is most interesting

5ecause o: ,ne varietion of placing the brick in a wall.

The various boi.ds ;ei:.terns styles are numerous and each

requires great ski._

Many other van Lit.:_ lals ave been developed in the

recent years; however no nther stru.----al material offers the same

sc'pe either in the colcra and textures cf available brick or the

variety of wall patterns and bonds cbtainable. No other material

offers the same possibilities for the exhibition of skill and pertectioc

in the field of masonry. (ne can attain a degree of appreciation

of the creativenesti cf pattern walls much as the people of the arts

can obtain for thre.r pructs. Continue now by reading the -eneral

and Specific Objectives, and the Learning Activity for the unit.

enJECTIVE:::

General:,

Ipon completion of this unit pacl-aee you will be able to look at a

brick wall and identify the p:Itlern bond by the arrangement of the

brick position in, a wall.



. - -

for this unit, you will be able to:

.e correct terms at

a brick in a wall.

ea e:1 of the correct positions

Ti.ated in accordance with the

the et:etcher, common, stack. Flemish

_17-1 Your performance will be

t-r.c r--,ter4al covt:re in nrieklavin

2S.

7n=:: Positions and Pattern Bonds c rsists

s'-.ruat.' 're complete,- in nu--._rIcal order.

task rerfo:n

tho other .--zivities as directed. The

this unit are:

1:RICK POSITIONS

1-1:.77:7-YIN PATTERN BONDED WALL

82



:eel .onficent enough to pass a co7nprvhensive test

at t;Ils contazt ycur instructor. However, should you feel you

n^t to :'e your work as outlined above.
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UNIT Vi: MASONRY UNIT POSITIONS AND PATTERN BONDS

TASK PACKAGE 1: IDENTIFYING BRICK POSITIONS

PRUILV:ISITES: NON!:

RATIONALE:

Perhaps in your cq;:,Lcvatiun of brick houses and buildings jou

have noticed that the brie,- seLl2v- to be placed in different

positions. The brick was placed in these positions on purpose

in order to create pleasing patterns - and also to serve different

functions. The brick mason needs to have knowledge of the different

brick positions and the resulting functional uses. You will find

that there are only six possible positions, which when learned and

understood, will allow you to be able to recognize all patterns.

We will not cover ene of the brick positions, known as the sailor,

in this task package since it is very rarely used. Would you like

to find out more about brick positions? Well., 'Jou are in luck because

that is what this task package covers.

Read on to jour Objective, Learning Activity, and Learning

Practice as they will be the guide post to new horizons. Keep

clearly in mind your objectives,



OBJECTIff:

Upon the Lompl, -f task package you will be able to:

a. illu,;rrt.(Ins, the five correct terms

that reLlte of a brick in a wall.

b. draw n ,21 the five correct 1,ositinns

of hrl,, as

Yout ,e t_t, cordance with the

instrttztcr's chvoklist,,

IHARNING

1. Read rira_ning, pes 27 anu 28. Look closely at figurt

5-i figt.re 5-2,

2. Rd 'i:olttiLo, Volume I, pages 262 through 269.

3. View sound-siide

4. Observing tar briLk positions, you win see that tws, of these,

besides beini-; detforative, are functiona_.

5. =is it true that tilt- stretcher 1-cition has its longest length

laid witn t't.e leat;t:1 oi the

6. Looking at low brick wars :n one area where you live, see it you

can fi-.7.d brick pattern positions. After

you ,as.tr h,3 have you instructor check your results.
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LEARNING -IIVI1X (..ont'u):

7. You ',HAI be able, from the illustrations in the Learning

Fract lo select lire correct shape to correspond to a

given 1fL

LLARNING

1. From tae

of poz,:tion of brie,

1-5 found on page 4 write the ni.me

'_lank spaces provided. Is that

bool: open? IL bhouldt 't 1. ; ',ecause if you do not ma:,fer the

identllication of the p,sitions of brick it will be much more

difficult to do the ..;3ignment in the next task package. Your

knowing the p)sitions of brick, will make your next -xperierice

of learning much simpler.

2. On a separate sheet of paper draw, by using each of the five

brick positions as a course, a wail in the order listed:

'st course soldier 4th course rcw:ok

"nd course stretcher 5th sniner

3rd course header

The brick is to be l/4" high and 3/4" long.

As you're walking around the campus with your friends, point out

to them some of these brick positions. Three are used very often.

Aren't you glad you're not <1:3 lazy as some pecple?

Sf;
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To.. 7. Istck Pottions

Figure 3

Figure 2

Figure 5

4
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UNIT VI: MASONRY UNIT POSITIONS AND PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE #2: IDENTIFICATION OF PATTERN BONDED WALL

PREREQUISITES: TASK PACKAGE VI-1

RATIONALE:

In order for walls, chimneys and other structural members

to be -strong, solid, and durable, it is necessary that the

brick be ?laced in such a manner that they are bonded together

to form a well-structured unit. The mortar, covered fn Task

Package ITI-1, tends to bind the brick together, bu unless

the individual brick is correctly placed, theriby bonf:tng It

correctly, a wall will not have strength or dur;:biiity. In this

pa:1:nge wa consJ.der the wan face design than is produced by diff-

erent brick arrangements in the wall. To you as a bricklayer,

knowing the pattern bonded wall designs like the carpenter's

knowing the different facing material that be places o- the

exterior of a frame building. Therc. are many rare pattern bonded

wall designs than you will cover in this package, but the five -

stretcher, common, stock, Flemish and English - arc the most

frequently used in constructing a, wall.

This package has been developed to provide you with h

Len--ing A,ltivitx and Learning Practice to direct vcu towards

SS



RATIONALE (. ,1)

t z.ini- h '

-; as you (.k'el TleCeSiGIF',/

pcii cenl, ;

,

tht,, ,rtt: Vat' t L at) .. identify,

the

terial 'cc"- l'r

28.

1. V sa pa- fp=

2. Read ." I ck 1 r
7

sectic n on

Read .i.3(_Ittty 1,

sect on on °Am.

, .71 le t , - s.

ick atul titc F '

C Inpare th cow: '

I
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ih hcsnd.

to nlnd r1^,ne, but cannot,

:aw d below,

'! a:i tne

W' wail

.1 i,11,.-trations

in

etcher ..1,o !er :!ck.

:--,`-er

t. r
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rr-ck7es for you

--n

'1

_or 3- 7_ 'or of

la4d lir.n.

_,_- :co be evat,',?r' in :;':C0=danC0 W-7-1

:orner ntr37:ci-r.sr 13or.ci,

F17-C2 etc :.

for :1 '7:23

riur-

lcccrd,.r.ce wiz;

bc:wcr.



for _.amber cf course:

_ _or c4_7er. nunbc,r of COUr3iN5

lovele-.11 nd

Le ,vnluato.j. 2ecorrjlnce the

in . etche: L111 Leteen

r bet :con (1.7tch brick lengthwise.

_ z7;iven number of courses



'

.r.on 'u cwadrYru --:cordance J1t te

ice

Tr'

c_sjiblished

---ar rc-doon e:ch brick lenr,thwise.

number of courses

c. 211 br_ci: :o line.

d. rick in scuared,

e. !Tet--11 -,ies in nor.::?r.

Your 1-rfo=nco *co eval-zci in rccordanco with tho

cr:ecklict.

lr. CO7n70:', bor.c.L .:211 establish2d

"
'1 encl. brick

:" for o: 11 for 7ivon nuriter of courses

.- o7.-.11'..,atc: In accordance with :he

or'- cl.--_,. .11s:.

a.



maintain4ng the

orick lencthwise.

_-u .:4r of courses

-ocordance the

=.= 7ou chould begin

2f.ocz,e.. _ to complete each

thc total of eight

2r-vo th7: z=11 of the packaf7es

:he ,,ach has P

1:=fcre.. In the packages

ea: the assign

nrccedure directions.

Included in Lhis





LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

TASK PACKAGE 1: LAYING UP & e SIBSTRETCHER WATT

TASK PACKAGE 2: LAYING UP A 4" RETURN ::017.2CER LEAP

TASK PACKAGE 3: LAYING UP AN 8" STRETEFIR csRfCK WALL

TASK PACKAGE 4: 8" RETURN ANGLE CORF.17

TASK PACKAGE 5: 4v 7 12" PILASTER :4 AN 8" STRETCEER

TASK PA',:KAGE 6! P,N 8" INTERS= STR-7"-rER 9A$11,

q eJ2I co'(11.(21r ?CM'

TASK PACKAGE 8: 10" CAAITT VAL IN :TRETChLR

Proceed with your Q k as outli. ah:ve 1-;'7en y

ready for the unir e 1BJtioa, ccntar:t your r,

9
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UNIT VII: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK WALL USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE #1: LAYING UP A 4" STRETCHER WALL

PREREQUISIT7.3: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1 - 2; UNIT IV, TASK PACKAGE 1;

UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE II

RATIONALE:

The 4" stretcher bonded wall is one of the most extensively

used bonds for the construction of brick veneer and partition

walls. It is known as stretcher bond since all of the courses are

laid using the stretcher position of a brick. Familiarity with

the 4" stretcher bonded wall pays dividends to the mason.

In this task package you will learn to properly position

the mason line on established leads and to lay brick to the

line. This 4" stretcher wall is only the beginning of many

different types of walls you will be building in the near future.

In this task package you will also gain skill in building a

stretcher bonded wall. Continue by reading the Objective and

performing the Leaning Activities and the Learning. Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon the completion of this task package you will be able to

lay up a 4" stretcher wall between established leads maintaining

the following:

a. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space between each brick lengthwise.

1/8" for overall height for a given numhet of courses

and wall height.

c. Al? brick laid to a line.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's check list.

2

LEARNIN(1 ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package #BM-VII-1.

2. Refer to Unit III, Task Package #1, Unit VI, Task Packages

#1 and #2.

3. View figure 1, page 5.

4. Read and stu:'. Masonry Simplified, Volume I, pages 264 and 265.

5. This completes the Learning Activity. Now begin the

Learning Practice.

LEARNING, PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 4. Mason's line
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LEARNING PRACTICE (contsd):

2. Mortar board 5. Corner blocks or pins

3. ?rick hammer 6. 6 ft. !pacing rule

1. Check with the instructor for the type of brick to be used,

and the height of the wall; then determine the brick spacing

and mark them on the leads.

2. Stretch a mason line on established corner leads.

Spreo4 mortar on deck.

4. La; - "ict, on the bed of the mortar to a line. Be careful not

to crowd tt.e linn; this will cause a bulge in the wall. Also

cry to srairtain a 1/16" space between the top edge of the brick

and the mason line. Maintain a 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space

1-otwi,ef,

5. Now that you are finished with the first course you are ready to

start the second course. (Be sure to check that no brick are

below the line) .

6. Secure half brick from instructor.

7. Move mason line up to the second course, raking sure the line

is adjusted t( the correct position on the lead.

Spread mortar on top of the first course of brick.

9. On one end of the wall set a half brick in position so it

is flush with the bottom brick, at the some time keeping

tue ton .(1c.s of the half brick to the line.

1,00
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

10. Fill in the remaining section of the wall with brick maintain,-

ink; the 3/8" to 1/2" mortar joint or head joint.

11. Repeat all operations previously used for the first two-

courses in completing the remaining courses to the

given height + 1/8".

12. When finished for the day, clean up work area and tools.

Well, since you finished the wall, was it as easy as you first

thought? It probably wasn't, but don't be discouraged; you

will rat much better as you keep trying. Remember, the

longest journey begins with the single step.
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UNIT VII: CONSTRUCTION OF 1( WALL USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK ACKAGE #2: LAYING UP A 4" RETURN CORNER LEAD

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1, 2, 5; UNIT VII, TASK'PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

In this package you will be able to construct a 4" return corner

lead. To accomplish this, you will be using the "carpenter's" square

and level to assist you In conq:ruction of the wall. All buildings

have corners; therefore, you must master the necessary skills in

this task package. A person who develops a high degree of skill in

building corner leads is in a much greater demand than a person who

can only lay bricks to a line. Now, read your Objective and follow

the instructions outlined in this package.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon the completion of this task package you a 11 ba :431e to lav

up a 4" return corner in stretcher bond maintaining the f

3/8" to 1/2" mortar space between each brick lev,;thwiFe.

+ 1 /B" for overall height given number of course: and wall

height.

c, squared, leveled, and lumbed courses. Your performance

will be evaluated in accordance with the instru.? 4

checklist.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

3. Lay out the corner lead dry and square, using the "carpenter's"

square and level as an extension leg with the square.

4. Using figure 1, page 4 as a guide, bed up in mortar brick 01-2-3

before disturbing the other brick. Align the brick to your layout

and level, leveling from the corner brick.

5. Lay in the remainder of the course, aligning and leveling the

brick.

6. Continue with the second course; lay up tha corner brick leveling

and plumb it and the last possible brick on the tail end of the

course. Level the last two brick to the one on the corner. Plumb

them from the first course. Lay up the remainder of the course,

7. Repeat all operations needed in completing the remainder of the

lead, racking back 1/2 brick on each course, until the given wall.

height + 1/8" has been reached.

8. Remember, each course as it is laid must be leveled and plumbei

to + 1/4". You are not at this time building the LeanI ng Tower

of Pisa or a roller coaster.

9, When finishing up for the day clean up work area an4 tools

placing your tools, clean and dry, in the tool room.

Right on; in the near future you can look back and rbalizr sow

you became a good lead man.

Peristence has its rewards in helping the individual to accompl5s1

whatever he sets out to do. Do you have persistence?
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UNIT VII: CONSTRUCTION OF A BRICK WALL, USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE #3: LAYING UP AN 8" STRETCHER BRICK WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT V, TASK PACKAGE 1; UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE i

RATIONALE:

Now you are going to be given the opportunity to see how good

you are at using the overhand
and veneering technique at constructing

an 8" stretcher brick wall. Don't be discouraged if at first you

experience some difficulty in being able to use these techniques.

An 8" stretcher brick wall is frequently used in building retaining

partition and exterior walls in commercial brick work. Since

commercial brick work accounts for approximately three times more than

residential work, it is highly important that you have a thorough

working knowledge with this type of wall construction. Much of

the work of a mason involves the building of 8" stretcher brick

walls.
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2

OBJFCTIVI..

Upon :--,pletion of this task package you will be able to lay-up

an 8" q,:retch,r Mick wall between established leads maintaining

the followlpF:

a. L- li2' mot-iv s:.ace between each brick lengthwise.

+1_ " IV .ht for a given number of courses and wall ,

1:1!,t tt: t flue.

ti.!s in mortar.

Your till be evaluated in accordance with the instructor'si

check iist.

LEARNINC A:j;"11Y:.

L. ,i7eln program BM-VII-2.

2. Revi, P,nit TaGk Package i71, and Unit VII, Task Package #1.

3. Rea(' ,-.1wk,nr> :;,:tpl_iped, Volume 1, page,: 274 and 275 and study

th: illoq'rlf.

4. Vtr-,.. Fiure nage 5. Do you understand this illustration; if not

in:;trur tor
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Ewlipnent

1. Trr,wel

2. 6 ft. sracing rule

3. Mason's line

er blocks or pins

Mortar board

1. Obtain from your Instructor five 7etal ties ...ornation

regarding the wall height; rm4ne the brick snacing

and marl- the :mints on leads.

2. Ilrr -(7' the B.3 vall using finure 2, page h eve the

correct spacinr, between the lc

wall is th-, length of a brick.

3. Stretch the lines

4. Penove

e width f the

leads at correct sr wit marks.

rn,r bricks to dry lay -out, spread mzrtar,

and Jay the brick on the mortar in proper sitian to the other

brick. Re-:love lcnse brick the brick to a

line. You will 1,e using the objectives of Unit III, Task

Fackae I, in rositlonin7 the brick to a line, overhand and

veneering tec: r3 ues.

5. itlon line nd course n the corner lead.

alip.ninc6. Bed-up the two corner

corner ',rick; shoes

the to the first course

cth of these brick to be

the width of he wall. : _rep r ar and _ay the renaining

brie, the course to the line.

7. Adjust line to next oosl lead anal elate netal ties
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

on the bed of course 112. (Repeat on top of course 8.)

8. Fill in the remaining section of wall to the given height,

+ 1/8". Are you maintaining the 3/8" to 1/2" on the head

joints? ,'re metal ties being embedded properly? Unit V,

Task Package 1 is the reference for these. Are they missing

from on top of the 8th course?

Proceed at your own pace; Abe Lincoln did.

11.0
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UNIT VII: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK WALL USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE # 4: 8" RETURN ANGLE CORNER LEAD

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES # 2 anu 3

RATIONALE:

In the previous task package you learned how to construct a

4" return corner lead. Nov you are going to construct an inside

and outside corner lead while working on one side of the wall.

Does this sound impossible or difficult? If you follow the

instructions outlined in this task package it will be as easy as

laying brick to a line. It is too costly to erect scaffolding on

the inside and outside of the wall, and you would spend much more

time in constructing these corners by working on both sides of the

wall. You would be physically tired to climb up and down a twenty-

foot wall and work off two scaffolds to construct a corner lead.

Do you get the message? Learning the content of this task package

is better than climbing the walls.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon corrpletion of this task package you will be able to lay up

aa 8" rct:urn angle corner lead in stretcher bond maintaining the

followinp:

a. 3/3' tc' 1/2" mortal space between/each brick lengthwise.

b. + 1/8" for overall Is-light for a given number of courses and.

wall height.

c. all corsa. :,quare elz,1 and plumbed.

d. install metal ties in mortar.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Review Unit VII, task packages # 2 and # 3.

2. At the resource center view sound-slide package 0 BM-VII-2.

3. View figure 3 of this task package and observe the 1st and

2nd course brick placements. The empty space at each tail

end of the second course is known as toothing. Knowing this

procedure enables you to build a higher corner lead.

4. If you have any questions, consult wits your instructor

before starting the Learning Practice.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

5. This completes our Learning Activity; begin work on the

Learning Practi:e.

LEARNING PRAC.IICE:

To,ls and ETtir,- It

1. "Crp,:nt,lI =square 4. Level

2. 6' spacing rule 5. Mortar board

3. Trowel 6. Brick hammer

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the 8" corner lead.

2. Determine the brick spacing and use the correct course number

to check each course height as you construct your corner lead.

Using figure 3, page 5, dry lay out the job as shown on the

first course plans, squaring with the "carpenter's" square and

then use the level to align remaining brick in wall.

4. Remove bricks numbered 1, 2, 3, without disturbing remaining

brick; bed up these brick in mortar without disturbing the other

brick, leveling from # 1 to 1/ 2 and # 3. Fill in remainder of

the outside course, bedding the brick in mortar.

5. Lift out of position bricks II 5, # 6, and # 7 from inside course,

repeating the procedure used for the outside course. If it is

not working out for you, check with your instructor.
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4

LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

6. Construct the remaining section of corner lead to its given
height + 1/4",

using information gained in doing Unit VII,

task packages # 2 and # 3. Courses to be level and plumb + 1/4".
7. Metal ties are used in the corner to structural

bond the two
wythes into one wall. Do you realize you are laying brick with
the overhand and veneering methods as well as forehand and

backhand techniques?

8. Follow the yellow, green, blue, red, white, and gray brick
roads to success as a mason.
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UNIT VII: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK WALL USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE #5: 4" x 12" PILASTER IN AN 8" STRETCHER WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE #5

RATIONALE:

Clear che deck! Here comes Mr. Pilaster, our structural

friend.

Many of the walls that you will be building need to be

strengthened or reinforced depending upon the situation, so that

they can adequately support the total structure of a building.

A pilaster is such a structural member that it is used in strength-

ening and reinforcing walls. Pilasters are used in commercial

buildings where walls must support a heavy load, such as steel and

concrete girders. Also pilasters are used to strengthen a wall

for lateral support such as in reinforced foundation walls. Many

of the building codes specify the construction of pilasters with a

wall for reinforcement.

1,7
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2

the c:.-cmieticm of this task package you will be able to lay up

2 pileste stretcher l between established

1eais r7amtai.--47; foil

to ni-trtar space between each brick lengthwise.

4-1pr for oyes:; height for a given number of courses and

c.

Tour

-=-er brick leveled and lumbed.

be evaluated in accordance with the

M -VII -2.

:mit VII, Task Package 4.

view »g in this task package and observe the brick placements

-pirer on the 1st and 2nd course plan.

i ii 'led. Vclume I, pages 303-305. Take note
=

Ate, it is mec e pilasters in wall construction and

shtuld he pro ly tied into the main wall.

with your instructor if you have questions. If not,

mov p with the Learning Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 5. Corner blocks or line
pin

2. Level

6. Brick hammer
3. "Carpenter's" level

7. 6' spacing rule
4. Mason line

8. Mortar board

1. Cheek with your instructor for the height of the wall.

2. DeLLIrillae :.he orice. spaLing and use the correct course number

to check the established corner lead for height.

3. Using figure 4 in this task package dry lay out the 8" wall

with two 4" x 12" pilasters positioned as shown on the

first course plan. Observe, in particular, the pilaster

section to the manner of the brick placement for the wall.

So it's different, don't fear, the pieces will all fall

into place by following the correct procedures in constructing

the wall.

4. Bed up brick #1 and #2; remove loose brick from alignment,

replacing them in mortar to the line. Repeat with brick #3 and

#4 wall section with the pilaster assembly. Place metal ties

in position as shown on plan view. Place on top of 1st and

8th courses.

5. On the second course, after line has been raised to correct

L `1
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0= the I brick #1 and #2 as indicated

fr-- course plan of figure 4. Lay the remaining

brick on to the cirse. Beware of the brick arrangement at

ta rilaster They must be so arranged to receive the

=A= strength re.Iire ci the pilaster to the main wall.

-'lasters nest be aralle1 to the face of the wall.

6. ove Une un to suca salve lead spacing marks and lay brick

7.

onto the w A A g to the line. Are you being careful not

to crowd the line; is there 1/16" or less between top edge of

4 -,he line?

eted to given height of

de corner edges to within

should have promised if you weren't
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8" MLTAL TIFF WALL WITH ;WO 1.0 X 12" PILASTERS

Figure 4
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UNIT VII: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK WALL USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE #6: AN 8" INTERSECTING STRETCHER WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES 1-5

RATIONALE:

Many of the buildings that you will construct have to be

partitioned off; therefore, it is necessary to know how

to join a partition to an outside wall. In this task package

you will learn how to construct an intersecting wall. In the

construction of an apartment building this type of

construction, the intersecting wall, is frequently used.

Upon completion of this task package you will have successfully

completed another milestone along the journey to becoming a

skilled brick mason.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able tv lay -p an

8" intersecting stretcher wall between

maintaining the following:

3/8" to 1/2 mortar space between Cash brie 1

+ 1/8" for overall height for a numcer of courses an

wall height.

c'. all brick _n man wall 1 o the line,

d. all brick short intersecting wall squared, leveled

and plumbed.

e. install metal ties in mortar.

Your performance will evaluated in acco dance

instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACT

1. At the resource center view sound package #BMVII-2.

2. Review Unit VII, Task Pack 1-S.

3. View figure 5 in this task package and observe the brick

placement of the 2nd curse at the intersecting -ln of the

short wail to the wail.

placed in this manner - as

main wall? Is it necessary

o you think they are

to only

an into



3

LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

another wall? If not tied in, what could happen to a

wall at the intersecting point? Write your answers on

a sheet of paper and let the instructor see them.

4. If you have any questions, before starting the Learning Practice,

consult with your instructor and then complete the LeacAng

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 5. Mason's line

2. 6' spacing rule 6. Line blocks or pins

3. Level 7. "Carpenter's" square

4. Brick hammer 8. Mortar board

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall.

2. Determine the brick spacing and use the correct course number

in laying up the given wall height. It is necessary that the

spacing mark coincide with the top edge of all brick courses.

3. Embed metal wall ties in proper locations in the wall.

4. Using figure 5, page 5, lay out the first course plan, dr

positioning of the brick.

5. Lay up the first course of brick on mortar:

a. set line at established corner leads.

I 4
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

b. lay up bricks #1 and #2.

,...._-,

c. lay up brick to the line.

d. lay up bricks #3 and #4.

e. lay up b to th line.

f. lay up ick and #6.

g. lay up b ck in short wall leveling from brick #5 and #6.'

h. check both sides of the short wall with the square + 1/16'!

from the main wall.

6. Adjust line to lead for next course of brick.

7. Lay up the second course of brick on mortar:

a. lay up bricks #7 and #8.

b. lay up brick to the line on both sides of the wall.

c. lay up brick #9.

d. lay up brick leveling from #9 to the longer wall.

8. Repeat the 1st and 2nd course procedures on the remaining

courses to the given wall heights + 1/8". All courses to be

level and plumb within + 1/4".

9. Clean up work area daily and clean, dry and place tools

in their proper place.

So you're a non-conformist? Well, do a task package. Not

everybody else does.
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tAIT 771- CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK WALL USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE 07: 8" WALL IN COMMON BOND

ESERStlisITESI VI:T VI-2; UNIT VII 1-6

, a

RATIONALE;

News flash - too many "hogs in the walls" have been

discovered in brick structures in Hog Jowl, U.S.A. These

"hogs in the walls" could have been eliminated with closer

attention to pattern details. The design discussed here,

along with other patterns, will serve you well in properly

designing walls.

A pattern design very often used in brick masonry is the

common bond. In the previous task package an 8" wall was

joined together using metal ties; in this task package you

will learn how the mere positioning of a brick (header) permits

you to structurally bond two or more wythes together. In

addition to being functional, the common bond is esthetically

pleasing in appearance and is second to the stretcher bond in

use. Oftentimes common bond is referred to as American Bond.

Being an 4merican, shouldn't you know this?
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'1BJECTIVE:

2

yen thL coyletion of this task package you will be able to

lay q J41 S" .k.:amn bonded wail
between established leads

merNloiA;r,s the

3/S" to 1/2" mortal' space between each brick lengthwise

b. for overall height for a given number of courses

and wall height

c, ell br!.21- laid to a line

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

View sound-slide package #BM-VII-3 for today's show.

2. Review figure #2 in this task package and observe the brick

positions to the 2nd and 8th course plan in relation to the

objectives in past task packages. Also note the 3/4 length

brick used in t!.e 2nd and 8th courses. Figure the approximate

length of the 3/4 length brick and ask your instructor for them

in inch .7.engths.

3. Road Masonry Simplified, Volume I, pages 291, 293, 295, 298 to

300. Observe on page 297, figure 30, the variety of methods

1 8
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SARNIM ACTIVITY (coned):

ot- corner Layout using common bond patterns.

4. If needed for review see Viit VI, 2; Unit VII, 1-6.

5. rhis thi Learniul Activity; consult your

iostrulotor if you :lave an, questions, or go to the

Ce4rn-nr cractice.

LEARNIN' uRACTYCE:

Zuois and Equipment

1. Trowel 4. Mason's line

2. 6' spacing rule 5. Corner blocks or pins

3. Brick hammer 6. Mortar board

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall.

2. Determine the brick spacing and use the correct course number

in marking them onto the established leads.

3. Using figure 2 in this task package, lay out the first course

dry as shown on the plan, spacing the brick 3/8" to 1/2" apart

for location of wall.

4. Lay up the first course of brick by:

a. Stretch line on to established lead at the correct course

spacing.

b. Bed up bricks #1 and #2 in position.

c. Lay up the remainder of the brick in the course.



e.

Note:

AA.

brick:

e second a

used in this manner se_ to

line over to other side of the wall established lead

brick *3 and *4.

brick in the wall to the line.

second course there are four 3, 4 length bricks

tho wal Approximately how long is a 3/4 length

-rses are the header courses and

rurally bond the two

wyths of w,-01 into in z revi z- ask packages you

romded a email by metal ties in the wall. A new

,Irs when you lay in the header brick in

this course. See figure 3 in this ask package, and if

see your ins

-.=no the head

the proper method of holding

71 remainder of the courses are constructed just as the 8"

stretcher brick wall.

Height given wall to he IS that line still

getting - rur way: The best war to reedy this is to

1-een on -ith perseverance you will overcome.

You've gone tnis far air

acksge

d only one more task

re really getting with it!

4

.10



4th, 6th, 10th and 12th course plan

1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th 9th and 11th course plan.
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UNIT VII: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK WALL USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKACE #8: in" CAVITY WALL IN STRETCHER BOND

PRbRCQUISITES: UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGE 2; UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES 1

RATIONALE:

When you're cold, you're cold, and when yourlre hot, you're

hot,

Do you know how you can build a brick wall that will keep the

heat in and cold out or vice versa? Well, the solution is simple

take what mother nature has to offer; that is the air which ls an

insulator and sandwich it between two brick walls, The name of this

type structure is called a cavity wall. The cavity between the

wythes of brick may be filled with other types of insulation material

as well as reinforced grout. Cavity walls also provide the needed

space for plumbing and electrical fittings. Now read your Obiective

and proceed to the Learning Activity.

da



package you will be able to lay up a

:_-avtz-7 7-211, using stretcher bond maintaining the following:

mortar space between each brick lengthwise.

5" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wz.11

ail 1-:- line.

=

be evaluated it accordance with the instructor's

t:le resource center view sound-slide package #BM-VII-4.

2. lead and rational Textbook, pages 20 - 22,

Observe in section of page 21

one nears of structurally bonding the two wythes together. This

is tae :7-et. tie needed to make the two wythes into one wall.

-ova t like the open mouth of a hungry alligator.

=iel7 _1 2 in k package and look at brick ft3, 4 and 5.

7-7. 3 4 to be used for correct layout of the

cu have c, pleted the Learning Activity, take the tiger

am. .plete the Learning_ Practice.



LU:!i:TNG NACTICE:

fools and Equipment

1. Trowel 5. Mason's line

::. W spacing rule 6. Line blocks

1. Level 7. "Carpenter's" square

4, brick hammer . Mortar board

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall.

2. Determine the brick spacing and use the correct course

number in marking them on to the established leads.

using figure 1 in this task package, lay cut the first course

dry as shown on the plans, spacing the brick 3/8" to 1/2" apart

for location of wall.

4. Stretch line from existing leads located on the first course

marking and bed up bricks #1 and #2; lift the remaining brick

and set them in mortar to the line; brick #1 is square to the line.

5. Bed brick #6 and lay in the brick between brick #1 and #6

using the level, checking alignment and leveling.

6. Measure 12" from face of courses of position and bed up 3/4

4rick w3, #4, and #5. Brick 115 is square to the first course

in position; lay in the remaining brick in the first course.

.-,:fed wall ties on the second and eighth course as you are

4,iying up the wall to the given height 4. 1/8 ".

.1 :15



LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd) :

3. Cavity is to be kept free of mortar droppings at ;iii Lines.

9. Return corner to be kept level and plumb 1/4".

There's really nothing to it but to do it. So you thought only

dentists worked with cavities!
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UNIT VIII: BUILDING BLOCK WALL' USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1-3; UNIT III, TASK PACKAGE 1;

UNIT VIII, fASK PACKAGES 1-4

RAlIONALE:

In the construction of most commercial building, much of the

masonry construction ,s of Q:...Lfete block. The foundation, usually

below grade line, uses concrLtc block as the building material

with the width of the wall doterminecl by job site conditions. One

of the walls in this task package, the 8" stretcher block, is an

example of this type of construction. The 4" block walls are used

in partitions and in back up material to other masonry units. The

stack bond pattern is a decorative wall, so it cannot be used as a

load bearing wall. The cavity wall is used in a variety of ways with

one being as partition wall with plumbing supply lines, heat ducts,

and heavy electrical conduits placed in the cavity.

Continue, now, by reading the General Objective for the unit

and the Specific Objectives for each task paz*-ze. Next, read the

Learning Activity, which will indicate to you what you are to do and

how to proceed in doing it.

1*
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OBJECTIVE:

GENERAL:

Upon completion of this unit package you will be able to construct

concrete block walls in a variety of bonds and patterns.

:,PECIFIC:,

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Lay up an 8" corner return lead, maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar- space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. each course leveled + 1/16".

d. overall height plumbed + 1/4".

e. corner squared + 1/16".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Lay up a 4" stretcher block wall, maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space between each block lengthwise,

hereafter known as the head joint.

b. + 1/8" for overall height ice a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. each corner leveled + 1/16".

d. overall height plumb + 1/4".

Your performance wil be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

3. Lay up an 8" stretcher block wall, maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. each course leveled + 1/4".

d. overall height plumbed 1/4".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

4. Lay up an 8" stack block wall, maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. each course leveled + 1/16".

d. overall height plumbed + 1/4".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

5. Lay up a 14" cavity block wall using stretr.,:er bond, maintainlng

the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joint.

b. 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall h ight.

c. each course leveled + 1/16".

d. overall height plumbed + 1/4".
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

:LAKMIX ACTIVITY:

It is desirable to begin your work in this unit by completing

task package 1, and then proceed with the remainder of the five

packages, in order, to the completion of the unit. All of the task

packages have a Prerequisite and should be completed in numerical

order. In the packages you will be asked to view a sound-slide

program, read the assignments, answer questions and construct

concrete block walls in a variety of bonds and patterns.

The titles of the packages contained in this unit are:

:ASK PACKAGE 1: 8" CORNER RETURN LEAD.

TASK PACKAGE 2: 4" STRETCHER BLOCK WALL.

TASK PACKAGE 3: 8" STRETCHER BLOCK WALL.

TASK PACKAGE 4: 8" STACK BLOCK WALL.

TASK PACKAGE 5: 14" CAVITY BLOCK WALL.

If you should feel confident enough to pass a comprehensive

test at this time, contact your instructor. However, should you feel

you are not ready to be tested, begin your work as outlined above.
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UNIT VIII: CONSTRUCTION OF BLOCK WALLS USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE #2N 8" CORNER RETURN LEAD

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1, 2, 4; UNIT III, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

Do you want a corner on the market? No? Then how would you

like to construct a return corner lead?

In this package you will be able to construct an 8" return

corner icau.. To accomplish this you will be using the "carpenter's"

square and level to assist you in the construction of the wall.

Before any concrete or cinder block can be built, it is necessary to

construct sections, usually at the extreme end of the wall known as

the corner leads. To achieve this objective we will start off this

unit by building an 8" return corner lead. The individual that

becomes skilled in corner lead building is in greater demand than

one who can lay block only to the line.

Now read your Ob ective and follow the instructions completely

through this task package dm. and don't get cornered!



2

C5JEC:IVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to

e.

corner return lead maintaining the following:

7/16" star space for head joints.

3" for overall height for a given number of courses

and van heieht.

rso leveled +

all eight

Your rf

r squat

instructor's c.

will b evaluated in accordance with the

7:7ARNTNG ACTIVITY:

sound -slideop o d and vim package tBM-VIII-4.

fig,=ures 1 in this ask package. Observe the

bricklave regard to the wall location;

also locatiou of his mortar board.

Read Masonry Simplified, Volume I, pagos 183 through 186.

What is the

of the wall? in p sitioning the block on a bed of mortar,

-- final t= nts (level, plumb and adjacent) to the block

la of the corner lead to the completion

the bon

tile the mortar is and plastic. What happens

are made late? Record the answers in

144
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

writing on a sheet of paper and give them to your instructor

before starting the Learning Practice,

4. Proceed to the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 4. 6' modular spacing rule

2. "Carpenter's" square 5. Brick hammer

3. Level 6. Mortar board

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall;

determine the block course spacing to be used in constructing th

the block corner lead to the given height. Block are 8" x 8" x 16".

2. Corner lead uses 4 block with the return 3 block lengthwise.

3. Using figures 1 and 2 in the task package, follow the procedures

outlined therein:

a. dry bond layout of corner lead.

b. spread and furrow bed of mortar onto the deck.

c. position corner block.

d. butter head joints (check with the instructor for head

joint buttering technique).

e. position remainder of the block for the first course.

level the block course + 1/16".

g. align the block with the level horizontally.

j45
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LEARNING FRACTT.CE k

tho return corner for square + 1/16.

--- face sly

ne of the corner lead, r-cking back on tail

ends the ecut$es. ie joints spacings to be 5/16"

to - le".

Over al- -en heii7,ht + 1/S"

Overall heiv,h

The tail

p1= :r corner lei + 1/4.

:LI return ccrter lead resembles steps;

4

acquired a ':la achieved in rain1,7 the masonry crafts will lead

up the sttesteps in the preparation for a cati on.

146
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UNIT VIII: CONSTRUCTION OF BLOCK WALLS USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE 2: 4" STRETCHER BLOCK WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1, 2, 4; UNIT III, TASK PACKAGE 1;

UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

Did you know why the giraffe had his neck stretched? So he could

see over the stretcher brick walls you will build. And the 4" .

'7.ick troll in this task package is a very useful

design for the mason. Learn it well and keep the giraffe's neck

stretched.

The brick mason, in working with the different materials

available, will use the 4" stretcher concrete and cinder block in the

construction of masonry walls. It is principally used in non-lor4

bearing partition walls, veneering walls, and as a back -':p material

on many composite walls. You will find f..n the construction of this

4" block wall that you will complete the construction of the given

wall in much less time than a comparable brick wall, due to the

size of the comparable masonry units. One of the important facts

about building a 4" block wall is the ability to plan your lay-out

so the block will properly fit with the desired dimension. This

task package gives you the steps for constructing a 4" block wall,

but the rest is up to you. Go get'em, Tiger!
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon the cc''pletion of this task package you will be able to

lay up a 4 stretcher block wall maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space between each block lengthwise,

her-:aft()_ kncwn as the header joint.

b. +1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wail height.

c. each course leveled +1/16",

d. overall height plumbed +1/4".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

check list.

LEARNIK ACTIVITY:

1. Sound-slide package #BM-VIII-2 is today's feature.

2. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume I, pages 156-159, the section

Block Planning. Discuss this section with a fellow student

and explain to him how you would plan a block lay-out for a

wall.

3, View figure 1 in this task package observing the placement of

blocks on the first course plan and the staggered head joints of

the elevation view.

4. If still uncertain as to the procedure, check with your

150
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

instructor.

5. This completes C:e Leariiug

4:-.

LEARNING PRACTI

4.

Tools

1. Trowel

2. Level

3. 6' no u ar spacing rule

-ced to the Learning

Mcztar and

1. Check with your instructor for the h eigh t ur the wail and the

blocks to be used.

2. Determine the block course spacing and use the correct course

spacing in laying up the given

that the .pacing

courses.

3. Observe one

is necessary

s coincide with the ton edge of all block

ur block ice one of the ::gds is thicker

than the other; select and sition the t,-..cker bed of the bloc.

to be on top when laying in the wall.

a. providing a bette ing pc-we, Ith the hands.

b. providing a larger 4dillg area.

4. Using figure 2 on this task package, dry bone blocx, using

4" x 8" x k to check for layout, usinz, 4 stretcher

blocks in the length of the wall.

1St
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

4

5. Remove the two end blocks and bed up in mortar.

a. Lev,-.l the first blocks and then, using it as the guide, level

the :econd and subsequent blocks in the course.

b. Chcct me face of the end blocks for plumb and align the

remaining blocks in the course to end blocks.

6. Fo the ccnd cours- c.c.quire two half blocks, from the instructor,

laying them up on opposite cricis of the wall, repeating the

Objective previously stared.

7. Fill the remaining section of the wall, alternately using

proceeding directions.

8. Courses are to be leveled + 1/16".

9. Overall height plumbed +1/4".

10. Overall height of wall +1/8".

11. Clean up your work area; then clean and dry tools, placing them

into the tool crib.

Now that you have completed your first block wall, was it as

easy as laying up a similiar brick wall? It ,zobably wasn't, but with

more practice the skills will develop. With your determination

these types of walls will become easier to construct.

Success in life is largely determined by how hard we try. Rest

awhile. Hey, let's try another task package.
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4" STRETCHER BLOCK WALL

Figure 1

5

ELEVATION VIEW

1ST COURSE PLAN

153
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UNIT VIII: CONSTRUCTION OF BLOCK WALLS USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGL 3: 8" STRETCHER BLOCK WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGES 1 AND 2.

RATIONALE:

Have you ever tLeu;,,a. concretely about the value of cinder

block in modern construction? Well, why not put this block into

your thinking and be concrete with it?

The 8" concrete and cinder block wall is used extensively in

the construction of commercial and residential buildings. It is

one of the most economical and durable of the wall finishes.

Blocks can be used successfully for a wide variety of construction

purposes, including buildings such as homes, apartments, schools,

churches, industrial plants, offices, and all types of farm

structures. In your construction of the 8" stretcher wall, good

construction demands either that joints be staggered or that adequate

reinforcement be used. Good appearance dcr-ds that the blocks be

employed uniformly in all courses.

Through the Learning_Activity and Learning Practice in this

task package, besides being introduced to the materials, you will

become more acquainted with using the level as e checking instrument.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon the completion of this task package you will be able to

lay up an 8" stretche- block wall maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mort tr space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall 1,4,,It for a given nu: :her of course:,

and wall height.

c. each course leveled + 1/16".

d. overall height plumbed ,

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-VIII-2, a good show!

2. Read and study Masonry Simplified, Volume 1, pages 181 tArough 186,

the section Laying Concrete Block Walls. Observe figures 44 and

45 on page 182. What tool is the brick r---on using in his left

hand and what procedure is he accomplishing with the tool?

Write the answers on a sheet of paper and hand them to tnc

instructor I. Fore starting your Learning Practice.

3. View figure 1 in this task package for the first course plan

layout and elevation view.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd) :

4. This completes your Learning Activity; consult with your

instructor if you are unsure of the objectives and then

proceed with the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equip

1. Trowel 4. Brick hammer

2. Level 5. Mortar board

3. o modular spacing rule

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall;

determine the block courses spacing to be used in laying up

the block wall to the given height.

Following the procedures outlined on pages 181 through 165

in Nasonry Simplified, Volume I, lay out dry the block wall,

four stretcher blocks lengthwise. View figure 1 in this task

package.

3. Alternate courses will use a half blot' lt both ends of the wall

to create the stretcher-bond pattern.

4. Head joints for spacing will be 5/16" to 7/16" wide.

5. Each course leveled + 1/16".

b. Overall height plumbed + 1/4".

7. Overall given height of wall ± 1/e.

156
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

8. By this time you have probably recognized that the 8"

block are easier to control than the 4" block, because

of the greater wicL- of the block. When you are working

on a paying job yo, .4,11 also lay up 12" block, using 12" block

and will find this i t sold true. The larger sizes only

slightly increase in weight tne block. By that time, your

body muscles will be so tough that the little extra weight

of the larger b1ocE will be of no concern.

9. Have your instructor check your wall upon completion and

then proceed to the next task package.

Congratulations! Brick masons always make a pile.
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UNIT VIII: CONSTRUCTION OF BLOCK WALLS USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE #4: 8" STACK BLOCK WALL

PREREQUISIIL:;: UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGES 1, 2, and 3

RATIONALE:

Do you like variety' Most people do. Well, masonry provides

you with different varieties pi patterns. Just consider the contents

of this task package.

So you say that you're tired of using the stretcher bond

pattern. Well, here is an opportunity to remedy that situation by

building a block wall with a stack block pattern. You have noted,

however, in Unit IV, Task Package 2, that while a stack block

pattern may be pleasing in appearance, it lacks the basic structural

support to stand by itself.

In previous task packages on block wall construction, you built

the walls with the head joints staggered to give the wall

structural support.

You will find that all vertical and horizontal joints of the

8" stack block wall are in a continuous, unbroken line. The key to the

success of this wall is keeping the block units directly above each

other in perfect alignment, and maintaining a uniform joint.

This package can be a challenge to the skill you have already

developed. So good luck, and complete the Learning Activity and

j59



RATIONALE kzcntldl:

rniac ,:rac i ce after reading and s udyinr t!le Objective.

06-TFC71_.

2

Cper
-Is task paci-age you will be able to lay

ack maintairine the following;

5713 S.IA.7:7 for head joint.

" for z,verall
i given number of courses and

wall height.

each coutze levelea

overal he4gtt tour'-ed

erf:rmance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

LEARND:C

sound-siide pac for v's attraction.

2. View fic re 1 of this task package. L'ompare the contrasting

elevation view of this Lkace with the previous cask packages

oc walls. Notice the arrangcmer of the blocks as well

those of the

like it.

Looks simple, so try it; you'll

1W)
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

3. While driving by the Mobile Home Sales Display Center on

Brage Street, observe the nlanter box beneath the sign. What

material and p.tttern bond were used in its construction?

Discus the ansvors with your instructol.

4. liav!ht-; -11,2 Learning Activity, proceed with the

Learning, Practicn

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 4. Brick hammer

2. Level 5. Mortar board

3. 6" modular spacing rule

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall; determine

the block course spacing to be used in laying up the block wall

to the given height.

2. Dry bond 8" x 8" x 16" block to check for layout, using 4 stretcher

blocks length wise.

3. Lay up the first course in mortar, plumbing and aligning

the block.

4. On the second and remaining courses the blocks are positioned

directly above the first course layout, making all head joints

and block vertically aligned.
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LEARNING PRACTICE kcont'd):

5, Spacin for ha.: to 7/16".

6. Each course leveled =1/16".

7. Overal_ -t-1/4".

8, Ove:. hei,-*: of wall

9. Whe:1 are satis: .:.-, that your Obective has been met, check with

your instructor 's satisfaction, take down your wall

and proceed to anothel :as, 7.,.:kage.

Empire Stare 11din.

ave never been able to build the
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8" STACK BOND WALL

Figure 1

5

--.

ELEVATION VIEW

1ST COURSE PLAN
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UNIT VIII: CONSTRUCTION OF BLOCK WALLS USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN BONO

TASK PACKAGE #5: 14" CAVITY BLOCK WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGES 1 - 4

RATIONALE:

Believe it or not, cavities sometimes serve really useful purposes.
Of course, we're not speaking of dental cavities but those cavity walls
which you need to learn how to build in masonry.

A cavity wall is a form of a masonry wall consisting of two

parallel wythes of masonry separated by a continuous air space, usually
about 2" wide. One of the advantages of cavity wall construction is
that the air space acts to prevent rain or moisture that has seeped
through the outer wythe from penetrating the inner wythe. The cavity
also provides additional insulation as a result of the air space. An

improvement of over 25% in insulating value was found for unventilated
cavity walls compared with solid walls of the same materials. Cavity
walls when properly built will support approximately the same load
as an 8" solid brick wall.

As you consti.1,:t this wall you can tell

your friends you have a cavity and Crest did not have a thing to do
with it.

1 G4
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nBJECTIVE:

Upon the completion of this tas.s. Ilackage vzsu will be able to:

lay up a 14" cavity block it using stretzer intaining

the following:

a. 5/1b" to 7/16" mo.:tar space for head joints.

b. + I/S" for overall. ,-s for a umber of courses and

wall height.

c. each course sevei

overall height

Your performance will be evaluated accordance with the znstructor's

check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Today's outstanding feature sound -sli

2. Read Masonry Simplified, Vc1ue I, cages 177 throu 17.4, the

section Cavity Walls. Observe the ypes zf noh-ccrreding wall

ties rec

figure 37, page

View figure

for use in this type of all construction. See

the basic art,Inge=ent of a cavity wall.

his task pac:cage noting the two distinct sir

(widths) of the block in the placement the block on

course plan.

4. If you have any question before starting the Learning ?ractice,

,:onsult with your instructor.

LGS



LEARNING PR\CIICE:

TOJL; and Equipment

;'rowel 4. "Carpenter's" square

1 Level 5. Brick hammer

3. 6' mcdular spacing rule 6. Mortar board

1. Check with you. _.,7tructor for the height of the wall and the

blocks to uu us, ,1; i,termine the block course spacing and use

the cc,rreet in laying up the given wail height.

3

Usin :igurc 3 in tni:, tom.` package dry bond block wail, using

4" x S" x 16" and 8" x 8" x 16" blocks.

3. Construct the cavity wall using the Objectives learned in the

task packages 1 r. rough 4 in Unit VIII.

4. Block cavity walls fall into the category as a brick cavity wall,

except for the more economical cost of the block wall in comparison

to the brick wall.

5. You barrelled yourself right through another task package.
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14" CAVITY BLOCK WALL

Figure .9

ELEVATION VIEW

:'_No COURSE PLAN

1ST COURSE FLAN
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:cad= ton- cavity wail, Iriom

and .., mainzainiu.: the following:

1, lb- =0 2 to mortar snace or joints fe= brick. and

';slock.

:or oy neIgnt tor 3 glven number of courses

an.;

eacn .:.,u =se 5 ..

cveraLl neIgn:

7erformauce w-" :e e i w, :n aczfordance .4.ith :11,e

instructor's one

--m &I AC:IVIat

I= this un:r. you --ill able =o begin o any c:la of the four

mackages desire; although they have p r iuisrtes. it is

do th-,m nume I order. Ther is a di:Lerent

dei:ree d-"4-uity i= each so YZ,I1 will receive skills _e

asked to
enoent on the ot-lers. .naokages you

view zooay s attractions on a so ,--slide 7

assi ents. answer -questions and construct a variety of cc-nFosite

walls =sing a== ± =:5e= 3 -,mmon non -s: i:ne number sae the names

zasm racxages Include unit are as follow:,:
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

TASK PA6KAGE 1: b" STRETCHER WALL USING 4" BRICK AND 4" BLOCK

TASK PACKAGE 2: 12" STRETCHER WALL USING 4" BRICK AND 8" BLOCK

TASK PACKAGE 3: 12" COMMON BOND WALL L,;ING 4" BRICK AND

S" HEADER BLOCK.

TASK PACKAGE 4; " STRETCHER CAVITY WALL USING 4" BRICK

BLOCK

Havint; ccmpleted ,.; Activity, begin yovr work as

outlined above. ou ,ei on the unit, after completing

the four (4) Lask packages.
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UNIT IX: COSSTRCCIIcN MPOSITE MASONRY WAILS USINC :PPROPRIATE

SCND

STRETCHER WALL USING 4" P CK AND 4" BLOCK

:ASK PACKAGES 1-7; UNIT VIII, TASK

PACKAGES l-4

RATICNALE:

Co mous v.'- g n n. RC ,:ern mason. Use modular brick and

make thines easier on yourself.

ricus combinations of brick and concrete or cinder block

in the construction walls for residences and

commercial buildi s. Such wails have an advantage in that they

are

have :n tL p,evious two units learned to work with

in4;vd-,1 brick and block walls. In this task package the

etives will be to use brick and block together in a

faster than solid brick walls.

wail. In most instances three courses of brick will

one course in height of block, spacing the mortar joints

core syst of using the materials together is known

lar. Modular means that two or more building materials

ii fit together with very little cutting at the job site.

1 7-1
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RATIONALE (cont'd):

Prior to the early 1900's masonry walls were ,onstructed of

solid waUs 4 wythes thick or approximately ft". It took much

L : .e otructing such a wall, so the de,,elopment of the first

2

tirick and tile comp° J':..% wits and, in the last 20 to 25 years, the

b:Lck ,:nc, block compos:te wall, helped speed up things for the

mason.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to lay

up an 8" stretcher wall using 4" brick and 4" block maintaining the

following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints for brick and block.

b. + 1/8" for overall heights for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. each course leveled to + 1/16"._

d. overall height plumbed + 1/4".

e. position metal wall ties.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with your

instructor's check list.
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LEARNING ACrIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-IX-I for today's attraction.

Take a look at :igure 1 in this task pars Observe how the

width the wai remains parallel from he base to the full

'.,ay railroad tracks run in parallel. It is

essoat:al that botr :he brick and block wvthes remain plumb

3.

I ,.

modular

un,ortain

-ething ,Iso you notice is the corresponding brick

block.

th, odure, check with your instructor.

a. This 'o=pletes the Lon,ning Activity keeping the objectives

clearly p,oceed on to the Lea Practice.

LEARNING FRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

Trowel modular spacing rule

i. Level Brick hammer

3. "Carpenter's" -uare 7, Standard brick

4" block

eck with your instructor for the hef,-'t of the wall; determine

the brick and block spacing to use the correct course number

to chock the height as the wall is being built.

2. The length of composite wall will be determined by four

stretcher block, using proper head joint spacing 5/16" to 7/16".

Mortar board
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

The brick wythe will correspond to the length of the four

blocks. Brick and block ends to square kith each other.

3. You 1 use the 6' modular spacing rule for checking the

heiri brick and block course,. Observing on your rule,

the A" block will lay up on the #2 scale, 4" standard brick to the

1/6 ::cafe. Three coutses of brick on the #6 scale will lay up to

one course of block (v2 scale) in height when properly laid to

the course numoers on ti:e :TaLing rule.

4. Employing fig #1 use the first course plan layout to position

brick and block.

5. Lay up 3 courses of brick to required height, then, using the

block as back up material, back up the brick with 4" block,

keeping the top of brick and top of block level with one another.

6. Position metal wall ties, brick to block on top of this course,

using wee ties properly spaced.

ow lay up 6 courses of brick to correct course number, then

back up with 2 courses of block to an even height.

8. Position 3 wall ties on top of the thirL block course.

9. Repeat laying up brick and block, in proper sequence to the given

height of the wall + 1/4".

:1`77
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

10. All courses are to be level + 1/16"._

11. The overall given height plumb + 1/4".

12. Whoa there! That wall is not a horse; ,t doesn't need to

be straddled to build it. Hold your proper stance of building a

wall in relation to material and wall position.

Some people come up against a brick wall and don't know where

to go from there, but you are in a good position of being up

against a brick wall, and the LAperience will enable you to

gain the better things of life,
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UNIT IX: CONSTRUCTION OF COMPOSITE MASONRY WALLS USING APPROPRIATE PATTERN

BOND

TASK PACKAGE #2: 12" STRETCHER WALL USING 4" BRICK AND 8" BLOCK

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES 1-8; UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGES 1-4

RATIONALE:

When you do a heavy task, you may need someone to back you up.

The same thing is true with building materials. Often they ne,i.backing

up, and that's the reason for the back-up wall.

As with the 8" composite wall, the 12" brick and block back-up

wall was developed to withstand a great structural load in the wall.

It is used where great strength is required. The stretcher 12"

composite wall is probably the most widely used of the composite walls.

Many of the exterior walls of our schools, churches, offices and

buildings of this design are built of 12" brick and block composition.

As in the planning for the construction of a building where it is

necessary to use a 12" wall, construction of that wall must be carried

out as carefully as the planning, following definite building codes,

building practices and quaiity workmanship. This is where you are

going to be able to contribute your learned skills to a growing and

prosperous community. With the skills gained from these objectives,

you will become one of the greatly needed and respected brick masons

in your community.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon tae completion of this task package you will be able to lay up

a 12" stretcher wall using 4" brick and 8" block maintaining the

f ollowin:

a. 3/16 to 7/16" mort,(r space for head joints for brick and block.

b. +1/8" for overall heights for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. each course leveled +1/1'.

overall height plumbed +1/4".

e. position metal wall ties.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. At the resource center view sound-slide package #EM-IX-2.

2. Observe figure 1 in this task package. The courses of block

are laid up to #2 scale, on the modular spacing rule. What

course spacing number must be used for the standard brick?

Where is the beginning position for setting the zero end of the

spacing rule placed? Why is it sometimes necessary to use a 12"

composite will as opposed to an 8" composite wall? Record your

1 Si
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

answers in writing on a sheet of paper, save these answers,

and discuss them with a classmate who is working at your

speed. Speed only counts after you are hired onto a job; now

we are :ainly concerned with quality.

3. Aftar you have studied the drawings in figure 1 and have it clear

in your mind, pro -:-1 on to the Learning Practice, keeping

the Objective in

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 5. 6' modular spacing rule

2. Level 6. Mortar board

3. "Carpenter's" square 7. Standard brick

4. Brick hammer 8. 8" block

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall; determine

the course spacing scales needed for the brick and block.

2. Using figure 1 in this task package, position the brick and block

as presented on the first course plan. Head joints 5/16" to

7/16".

3. Lay up the first 3 courses of brick and back up with one course

of 8" block.

4. Properly position 3 metal wall ties on top of this course (brick

to block).

1S2



LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

5. Lay up 6 courses of brick and back up with 2 courses of block.

Hold it! That top course of brick is lower than the block;

you need to do something with those last 2 courses of block or your

last courses of brick.

6. Position correctly 3 metal ties on top of the third block

course.

7. Repeat laying up brie lnd block in proper sequence to the

given wall height +1/8".

8. All courses to be level +1/16".

9. Overall given wall height to be plumb +1/4".

How do you think the owl got so wise? He did a lot of task packages.



Figure 3.

A 12" STRETCHER BRICK AND BLOCK WALL
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UNIT IX: CONSTRUCTION OF COMPOSITE MASONRY WALLS USING APPROPRIATE

PATTERN BOND

TASK PACKAGE 12" COMMON BOND WALL USING L" BRICK AND 8" HEADER BLOCK

PPTM4Ir "NIT Vi , TASK PACKAGES 1-7; UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGES

1 -4

RATIONALE:

The factors which govern -Itrength of masonry walls have

been determined through years by scientific study and research.

One of the factors involved the development of the header block

unit that enabled the brick mason to construct a common bond 12"

brick and block wall. This wall has the exterior appearance of

a solid brick wall and has great structural strength, In the

header course used, the brick in header position overlap the header

block, making a sound structurally bonded wall.

As stated previously, 12" brick and block common bonded wails

can be used in the same manner as like thicknesses of solid brick

walls. Again, the key to the success of the 12" wall the cual.:y

of workmanship. So come along and let's build a 12" common bond

wall using brick and block. Together we wi31 build a better tom,,rrow.
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LEARNING' ' (.,nt'dl

349, oi.serving the Ito !..rick course

in:. . t 1,cel..- block.

I"i t

; '

Jur completion of the

Lt ft' it 1 in this task package,

TooLt - E',!orn:

1. 5. 6' lidulat spacing rule

rd

7. "-standard 'rick

4. r. :(.-k hxu-ryr 3. e header block

0. t'" stretcher block

1. Check ytth ,our instructor for the height of the wall;

dezeri.'n the course spaLing tles need C :or the brick and

2. Usiz:g I rt I in this task Dacnge, position the brick and

block .4.; presented on the ttrst course plan. Head joints

5/16" !.1 7/

3. u:-.e-vc he elevati. .Lion 'w CI... header block on the

se.ond bluer. cc,Irse 1.; the header .ourse of brick or the sixth

18?
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ler !-rick, being (Ireful that
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Figure 1

A 12" COMMON BOND BRICK AND BLOCK WALL
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UNIT IX: ccNsiR.,:rioN OF CO:IPOSITE MASONRY VALLS USING APPROPRIATE

L " S;r:i:TC!iEr CAVITY WALL LS.NG 4" BRICK AND 4" BLOCK

TAS1: PACKArL 3; LNIT VIII, TASK PACKACX 4

we've a cavity! And we built it all by ourselves.

acq,ra:lc. .:hi' serves many useful purposes.

,avItv walLs are intenaed to produce a water-tight wall which

..an be mastered irect without the use of furring strips with a

material :or rlaster base. Cavity walls can be used wherever an 8"

WAL is used with the confidence that it will be of at

eeual streneta. The maxi ^um permissible height of a 10" cavity

wall is :3 feet or a two-story residence. The cavity in the center

of a cavity wall should not be less than 2" or more than 3" in width.

You have lea ed that cavity wall construction was designed to

with the elimination of moisture penetration int; the inner wythe;

ius factors include the heat and cold transmission and the equal

of a cavity wall to a solid wall. Another interesting tid-

bit is , fir,2 resistance of cavity walls. Fire tests of cavity walls

indicate t;:at the first endurance of these walls ranges from 5 to 7

hours; whereas tests co walls up to 10" solid or composite (other than

cavity) revealed first endurance to be approximately 4 hours.

4.-tren
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RATIONALE (coned):

With all the advantages of the cavity wall, it is only as good

as the quality of workmanship put into it. The pride you develop in

your work is another key to success.

oBJECTIVE:

Upon the completion of this task package you will be able to lay up

a 10" stretcher cavity wall, using 4" brick and 4" block, maintaining

the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints for brick and block.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall heights.

c, each course leveled + 1/16".

d. overall neight plumbed + 1/4".

e. position metal wall ties.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Study figure 22, page 230, of Masonry Simplified, Volume II, the

typical metal ties used in cavity walls. Read and study page 245,

section Laying Veneered and Cavity Walls. Observe where and why

the plumb rule was used. Look at section (A) figure 30, page 236,

and examine the cavity wall section at the roof line,

191.
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3

LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

2. Vieu sound-slide #BM-1X-4 as today's attraction.

3. Apnly figure 4 in this task package to your Learning Practice.

4. Proceed on with your Learning Practice, unless you are not sure

of your Objective. Check with your instructor.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 5, 6' modular spacing rule

2. Level 6. Mortar board

3. "Carpenter's" Square 7. Standard brick

4. Brick hammer 8. 4" block

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall;

determine the course spacing scales needed for the brick and block.

p

2. Using figure 1 in this task package, position the brick and block

as presented on the first course plan. Head joints 5/16" to 7/16".

3. Lay up 3 courses of brick and back up with 1 course of block.

Watch it! What about that 2" cavity?

4. Position 3 metal wall ties in proper position cn top of brick

and block.

5. Continue co lay up the remaining courses of brick and block to

the given height + 1/8".

6. Correctly position 3 metal wall ties on top of the third block

course.

7. All courses to be level + 1/16 ",



.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

8. Overall given height to be plumb + 1/4".

9. This is not exactly Disney World, but it's fun, isn't it?
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Figure 1

A 10" STRETCHER CAVITY WALL

If- iotol
ELEVATION VIEW

BLOCK

BRICK

1ST COURSE PLAN
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PILASTERS, PANELS, AND CHIMNEYS

WITH BRICK AND BLOCK

PIEREWISITES: NONE

'RATIONALE:

Do you want to get ahead of your peers? If so, in this unit

I be able to construct a brick and block pier. Also, you

tract pilasters, panels, and a chimney, using bricks and

blocks. Tne pilaster is used to stabilize a long section of wall

on the inside of the wall. The pier and panel wall will give you

experi ce of properly tying in the piers to the panel wall;

this type of wall is one of the economy brick walls and is used .

for small, single story structures and garden walls. The chimney

cannot be omitted, for it is the avenue by which the heating plant

of the building emits its smoke or fumes.

Now, continue by reading the General Objective for the unit

and the Specific Objectives for the individual task packages.

Proceed next to the Learning Activity, which will supply the inform-

of what you are to do and the proper procedure in doing it.



OBJECTIVE:

GENERAL:

Upon completion of this unit you will be able to construct brick

or block piers, pilasters, panels, and chimneys according to plans

and specifications.

SPECIFIC:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Lay up a solid brick pier, maintaining the following:

a. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses

and wall height.

c. corners plumbed + 1/4".

d. courses leveled + 1/8".

Your performance will be evaluated upon completion of this task

package according to the instructor's checklist.

2. Lay up a hollow brick pier, maintaining the following:

a. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall heights for a given number of courses

and wall height.

c. corners plumbed + 1/4".

d. courses leveled + 1/8".
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OBJEC.TI VE:

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

checklist.

a ho Uow block pier, maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

height.

c. corners plumbed + 1/4".

d. courses leveled + 1/8".

Your performance w1 11 be evaluated in accordance with the

ructor's checkList.

1

4. Lay up a block wall containing block pilaster, maintaining the

following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. corners plumbed + 1/4".

d. courses leveled + 1/8".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

Install a single flue brick chimney, usig 12" x 12" flue liners,

ma .twining the following:

3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses

and wall height.

c. corners plumbed + 1/4".

d. courses leveled + 1/8".

e. install flue liners.

f. square all sides + 1/16".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

6. Lay up a single flue block chimney, using 8" x 12" flue liners,

maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space fur head joints.

b. corners plumbed + 1/4".

c. courses leveled + 1/8".

d. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

e. install flue liners.

f. all corners squared + 1/16".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

7. Lay up a brick panel wall containing a brick pier at each end,

maintaining the following:
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

a. 3t8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall .height.
.4

c. courses leveled + 1/8".

d. corners plumbed + 1/4".

e. all pier corners squared + 1/16".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

Do your thing, for in this unit package you will be able to

select whichever one of the seven task packages you desire in the

order of your choice. These are all related types of masonry

structures, but are not dependent upon each other for their constru-

ction. There are unique skills to be learned from each of them. In

the task packages you are to view a sound-slide presentation, read

the assignments, answer questions and construct a variety of

structures. The list of task packages for this unit in numerical

order is:

TASK PACKAGE 1: LAYING UP A SOLID BRICK PIER

TASK PACKAGE 2: LAYING UP A HOLLOW BRICK PIER

TASK PACKAGE 3: LAYING UP A HOLLOW BLOCK PIER
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

TASK PACKAGE 4: LAYING UP A BLOCK WALL CONTAINING BLOCK PILASTER

TASK PACKAGE 5: LAYING UP A SINGLE FLUE BRICK CHIMNEY

TASK PACKAGE 6: LAYING UP A SINGLE FLUE BLOCK CHIMNEY

TASK PACKAGE 7: LAYING UP A BRICK PANEL AND PIER WALL

Upon completionof the Learning Activity, begin work as

outlined above. You will be tested on the unit after completing

the seven padcages.
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UNIT X: CONSTRUCTION OF PIERS, PILASTERS, PANELS, AND CHIMNEYS

WITH BRICK AND BLOCK

TASK PACKAGE 1: LAYING UP A SOLID BRICK PIER

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1 & 2; UNIT III, TASK

PACKAGE 2; UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES 1 -

RATIONALE:

When it is necessary to support a wood, steel, or

reinforced concrete beam, it may be done by laying up solid

brick piers. The sizes of the brick piers are determildWe by

the loads that are to be placed on them. The load- carrying

capacity of the solid brick pier is increased over that of the

same given size hollow brick pier. It is necessary that the

piers be built plumb and level with using the emallest.head and

bed joint possible to the given height. Let's complete the

pier and become skilled enough to be able to make enough bread

to pay our expenses for a fishing trip to the pier at Atlantic

Beach.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon the completion of this task package you will be able to

lay up a 12" x 16" solid brick pier maintaining the following:

a. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall heights for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. corners plumbed + 1/4".

d. courses leveled + 1/8".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package #BM-X-l.

2. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume I, page 306, section Laying

Columns. Pefer to figure 36, page 305, observing the center

core in place of the 1st and 2nd courses.

View figure 2 in this task package, observing the placement of

brick on the first course plan and the elevation view.

4. Proceed on with your Learning Practice, keeping clearly in mind

your objectives.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel S. 6' standard brick

2. 2' level spacing rule

3. 4' level 7. Mortar board

4. "Carpenter's square 8. Brick

5. Brick hammer.

1. Check with yotir instructor for the height of the pier;

determine the brick course spacing for use in building the

pier to the given height + 1/8".

2. Apply figure 1 in this task package to the construction of

your pier, using the following procedure:

a. Dry bond 1st course layout; square all four sides of the

pier.

b. Lay up the four corner brick, using the selected course

spacing to the proper height of each course.

c. Fill out 1st course, all brick leveled + 1/8".

d. Use 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

e. Align and rescptare all faces of the brick.

Fill in the center core with brick and mortar to make the

pier solid.

. Lay up the second course, reversing the position of the corner

brick so as to stagger the head joints. Follow procedures

of the first course.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

4. Repeat all necessary procedures to lay up the remainder of the

courses to the given height + 1/8".

. Use the 2' level to level + -'1 courses and for plumbing

the firs,. seven courses of
. pier. Accuracy will be easier

to master using the short level in starting the pier.

6. Use the longer level in plumbing the remainder of the pier to

the given height + 1/8".

This pier is unlikc .le one you would like to fish from, but

after several years of dedicated work you will have t' extra green

to be able to charter a fishing boat.

r



A 12" x 16.' SOLID BRICK PIER

Figure 1

1st course plan
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UNIT X: CONSTRUCTION OF PIERS, PILASTERS, PANELS, AND CHIMNEYS WITH

BRICK AND BLOCK

TASK PACKAGE #2: LAYING UP A HOLLOW BRICK PIER

PREREQUISITES: UNIT X, TASK PACKAGE #1

RATIONALE:

Don't think that building a hollow brick pier is a hollow

task, because it isn't. Also, this project doesn't mean that

you will go to the hills and build a brick pier in a hollow.

Some moonshiner might take you for a revenooer and try to blast

you. We don't want that to happen, so get on with the package.

In this task package you will construct a hollow brick pier.

In the previous task package you built a solid brick pier (different

size) that would support a greater weight. The hollow brick pier is

used in the same manner as the solid pier, except that it is not

expected to support as great a load. The most popular usage of the

hollow brick piers is in residential foundations and supporting piers

in commercial buildings. In the construction of the pier, quality

workmanship is the priority. Speed sometimes makes waste so build

with the utmost care. One of the reasons much of the brick work of

several hundred years' duration is still standing and useful is

due to quality workmanship.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon the completion of this task package you will be able to lay

up a 20" x 24" hollow brick pier maintaining the following:

3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

. 1/8" for overall heights for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. corners plumbed -I- 1/4".

d. 'courses leveled -I- 1/8".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor

check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package #BM-X-1 as today's star attraction.

2. View figure 1 in this task package, observing the placement of

brick on the first course plan and the staggered head joints of

the elevation view. Observe the omittance of brick and mortar

in the center of the pier.

After you have studied the drawings and Objective and

fully understand them, proceed with your Learning Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:,

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 5. Brick hammer

2. 2' level 6. 6' standard spacing rule

3. 4' level 7. Mortar board

4. "Carpenter's" square 8. Brick

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the pier; determine

the brick course
spacing for use in building the pier to the

given height + 1/8",

2. Apply figure 1 in this task package to the construction of

your pier using the following:

a. dry bond first course layout; square all four sides of the pier.

b. lay up the four corner brick, setting the brick to your

determined course height.

c. continue laying the first course, leveling + 1/8" all brick.

d. align and resquare all faces of the brick.

e. use 3/8" to 1/2" mortar spacing for head joints.

3. Position corner brick as shown on the elevation view of figure 1

and fill in the remainder of the course.

4. Repeat all necessary
procedures to lay up the pier to its given

height ± 1/8".

5. Use 3' level for course leveling ± 1/8" and for plumbing the

first seven courses of the pier.



LELARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

Vse the longer level in plumbing the remai cr

the given 1,eieht 1/8".

ee one of your peer group and let him '<no, 1

a hollow brick pier. . rhaps you

vur C'bective for pier size before having tLE:

evaluate -vour

Yo.1 glided risht through it.
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UNIT X: CONSTRUCTION OF PIERS, PILASTERS, PANELS, AND CHIMNEYS

WITH BRICK AND BLOCK

TASK PACKAGE YING UP I. }FOLLOW BLOCK PIER

PRE UISI LNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1, 2 and 4; UNIT III, TASK

PACKAGE UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGES i - 3

Among many of the different kinds of work experiences a brick

mason will encounter is the construction of hollow block piers. The

pier black design is similar to the stretcher block except both ends

of the block are completely filled in solid. It is sometimes called

a double corner block. Block piers are usually constructed as

load-bearing structures in foundations to carry the loads resting

on them. The block piers are more economical to build than a

brick pier and feature labor and material savings.

You have probably heard of people going to Atlantic City,

New Jersey, to visit the Steel Pier to have fm. Well, you too can

have as much fun as a visit to the Steel Pier when you lay up and

build your own 4.ollow block pier. Gee, this sounds exciting, doesn't

it!
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to lay up

a 24" x 32" hollow block pier maintaining the following:

.a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall 'wights for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. corners plumbed + 1/4".

d. courses leveled + 1/8".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with your

instructor's check list.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. The special feature for today is sound-slide package #BM-X-2.

2. View figure 1 in this task package. Observe the block layout

on the first course. There aren't any pieces of block showing,

so in arranging your layout it should have all full block

8" x 8" x 16".

Observe also in figure 1 the 2nd course plan how head joints are

renvranged to stagger joints.

4. Review Unit I, task package 4, if necessary.

5. Proceed with the Learning Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

5. Brick hammer

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel

2. 2' Ievel 6. 6' modular spacing rule

3. 4' level 7. Mortar board

4. "Carpenter's" square 8. 8" block

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the pier; determine

the block course spacing for use in building the pier to the

given height + 1/8".

2. Using figure 1 in this task package, dry lay out the 24" x 32"

hollow block pier.

Square four sides using the "carpenter's" square, and trace

lay out on the floor with a marking pencil.

4. Lay up in mortar the first course of block, leveling, plumbing,

squaring, and aligning them. Refer to first course plan of

figure 1.

5. Reversing the corner block, to stagger head joints, lay up the

second course. Refer to second course plan of figure 1.

6. Repeat operations of the first two courses to the given height

of the wall + 1/8".

7. Use 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints.

8. All courses leveled + 1/8".
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

9. Overall height of the given wall + 1/4" for plUmb.

Now that you have proudly completed this task package, have

your instructor evaluate it. See, you knew you did a good job on

this one, didn't you?

Tools still clean and in good working order?

15
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24" x 32" BLOCK PILASTER

2ND COURSE PLAN

1ST COURSE PLAN

Figure 1
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UNIT X: CONSTRUCTION OF PIERS, PILASTERS, PANELS, AND CHIMNEYS

WITH BRICK AND BLOCK

Tv:K PACKAGE 4: LAYING UP A BLOCK WALL CONTAINING BLOCK PILASTER

,ITE;': UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1, 2 & 4; UNIT III, TASK

PACKAGE 2; UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGES 1-4

RATIONALE:

Have you ever stiffened your upper lip? Maybe you have and

maybe not. At any rate, there is a certain stiffening process

which uses block pilasters, and which you should find interesting.

Concrete block w,lis with block pilasters are used to stiffen

long walls and serve as increased bearing surfaces for the ends of

beams. Pilasters are used many times in the building of foundation

block walls where the wall is larger than 30 feet. There are

other variables that give us reason for building pilasters into a

wall such as the depth of the foundation into the ground; the

ground creates more lateral pressure on the wall, and in quality

construction the use of pilasters helps eliminate the cracks

appearing in a block foundation. (These cracks allow water to leak

into the basement.) Another variable is the local building codes

citing that ends of beams must be supported by pilasters.

Other conditions under which pilasters are used in a wall are

in building retaining walls, exterior walls and interior walls for
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2

RATIONALE (coned):

commercial building.

The strength added to a block wall by adding a pilaster is

like :II, strength you receive from physical exercise, so after

finishing this wall,feel your muscles.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to lay

up a 8" block wall containing a 8" x 24" block pilaster,

maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall heights for a given number of courses

and wall height.

c. corners plumbed + 1/4".

d. courses leveled + 1/8".

e. square pilaster + 1/16",

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instruct-

or's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Hippity hop on down to the resource center and view sound-slide

package BM-X-2.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

2. Read and study Masonry
Simplified, Volume II, pages 102-104,

sections Concrete Block Foundations and Concrete Block

Pilaster; plge 119, section Concrete Block Pilasters. Why is

it necessary to build pilasters into a wall? What length of

foundation wall does not need a stiffening member built into

it? Write your answers to these questions on a sheet of

paper and discuss them with your instructor as you are doing

your Lezrninl Prnctico.

3. View figure 1 in this task package for position of first and

second course plan block.

4. With the Learning Activity and Objective in mind, proceed to

the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 5. Block hammer

2. 2' leVel 6. 6' modular spacing rule

3. 4' level 7. Mortar board

4. Carpenter's square 8. 8" stretcher and pier

block.

1. Check with your ins.rItctor for the height of the 64" long

8" block wall with 8" x 24" block pilaster; determine the block

course spacing for use in building the wall with pilaster

height + 1/8".
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

2. Using figure 1 in this task package refer to the top course

layout of elevation view; it is identical to the first course

layout. Dry lay out the 8" wall and the 8" x 24" pilaster;

square the pilaster from the inside face of the 8" wall,

maintaining 5/16" to 7/1.6" head joints. Trace the layout on the

floor.

3. Lay up first course to the determined height, leveling + 1/8",

plumbing 4- 1/16", squaring + 1/16" and aligning the first

course.

4. Lay up second course referring to second course plan in

figure 1.

5. Continue laying wall and pilaster to the given height + 1/8".

6. All courses.level + 1/8".

7. All corners plumb + 1/4" to given height.

The added strength the pilaster gives to the wall is parallel

to the added skills you are acquiring to be a stalwart individual

in your family and community.

Hey, diddle, diddle! You've just jumped over a task package.



CONCRETE BLOCK WALL AND BLOCK PILASTER

2ND COURSE PLAN

Figure 1
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UNIT X: CONSTRUCTION OF PIERS, PILASTERS, PANELS, AND CHIMNEYS WITH

BRICK AND BLOCK

TASK PACKAGE 5: LAYING UP A SINGLE FLUE BRICK CHIMNEY

PREAEQU1!.1TES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1 and 2; UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 1;

UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES 1-7: UNIT X, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

Chimneys have long teen useful and interesting to people. Some

chimneys became familiar landmarks on the landscape. A smoking

chimney was often the symbol of hospitality. And a large city with

many chimneys required chimney sweeps. Since you don't plan to

become a chimney sweep, just sweep yourself into this task package.

There are not many houses, offices, churches, merchandising

stores, or other inhabited buildings in your community that do not

have a chimney. Some are very ornate while many are a small single-

flue chimney. These chimneys have two main purposes. The first and

probably most familiar is that they carry away fumes (smoke)

resulting from the combustion of all types of fuels. Such fumes br

gases are injurious to the health of the occupants of buildings and

in many instances constitute a fire hazard, unless they are disposed

of by the use of a properly constructed chimney. The fumes must be

carried off in such a way as to provide insulation for the
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RATIONALE (cont'd):

structural wooden members of the building against fire and high

enough to be dissipated harmlessly into wind and air.

The second purpose of the chimney is that it serves to create

a draft. A draft iu a chimney provides a constant supply of fresh

air which is necessary to keep the fires burning.

So, in building your chimney, use the skills necessary for

quality workmanship that will make it one of your memorials.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon the completion of this task package you will be able to lay

Up a single flue brick chimney using flue liners, maintaining the

following:

a. 3/8" to 1/2" mom,- space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall heights for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. corners plumbed + 1/4".

d. courses leveled + 1/8".

e. install flue liners.

f. square all sides + 1/16".

Your performance will be evaluated according to the instFuctor's

checklist.
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IV

Read Maso,ry Simplified, Volume I, pages 306 and 307, section

ying a Simple Chimney, and Masonry Simplified, Volume II,

paL;t througl- 241. Observe on page 235 why the chimneys

1th flue liners are superior to an unlined chimney, and

7,-zr'y 233 the conditions on the inside of a chimney that is

to carry off the gas vapors when the flue is in operation.

2. View sound-slide package BM-X-3 as today's stellar attraction.

figure 1 in this task package. Observe the inserted

a liner inside'the chimney and block layout.

to the Learning Practice.

CTICE:

and Equipment

6. 6' standard spacing rule

2. level 7. Mortar board

3. 41 level 8. Brick

L. Carpenter's square 9. Flue liners 8" x 8"

5. Brick haaer

Check with your instructor for the height of the chimney;

brick course spacing to the given height + 1/8".

figure 1 in this task package to the construction of

your single flue brick chimney, using the same methods described

package 3 of this unit. This chimney construction is
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

the same as the hollow brick pier except for the installation

of the flue liners.

3. One method of inserting flue liners is to insert them into the

cavity after seven or eight courses of brick are laid up.

This enables you to have finger room to grasp the flue liners.

The hanging mortar :should be cut off so the liners can be

inserted without problems.

4. The other method is to set the flue liner in place and build

the brick around. This method adds a hindrance to laying up

the brick. If the first method is used dry, lay out the first

course to space the brick around the flue liners and then trace

the layout to the floor.

5. Build the chimney to its given height, employing the methods

already used.

6. Corners plumbed + 1/4".

7. Courses leveled + 1/8".

8. Square off sides ± 1/16".

9. Flue liners to have mortar placed between them.

The flue liner adds years of life to a chimney just the same

as your winter coat lining will add years to your life.

Chim, chimney, chim, chimney, chim, chim, cheree L. A guy who

finishes a task package is lucky as can be!
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UNIT X: CONSTRUCTION OF PIERS, PILASTERS, PANELS, AND r"PANEYS

RITH BRICK AND BLOCK

TASK Mena 6: LWING UP A SINGLE FLUE T ":" CHIMNEY

rRER2A4 _TES: UN'2 X, TASK PACKAGE ;3

you knc. .._7s Santa C.aus would be hampered

4ii perfoming a real service for Old

Santa in your o,:ileins zoimn . Sc learn here how to build

a single flue block chNne:..

In the previous task package you learned of the single flue

brick himney wi.th its funCtio7:a. The futccions of this single

flue block chim,y will not cs:.nge, but the physical nroperties

of the masonry :nits do. You also discovered it is more econom-

ical to build vith block than with brick; therefore, many block

chimneys are built, usually in the interior of the h$Lilding, so

they can be enclosed except for the portion projecting out of the

roof. The chimney top is constructed of brick or block again,

depending on available money to do the job. A chimney has a high

concentration of weight which also is known as high density of

weight; therefore, it needs a larger footing than the average

wall.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

IUpon completion of this task package you -gill be able to lay up

a sin flue block chimney using flue liners maintaining the

follnA-L,

cl3i," to 7116" 'tortar spar:e for head joints.

h. alt corners plumtd + 1/4"._

all courses level -_ + 1/8".

,:. + 1/8' for overali ...4,st for a given number of courses and

wall height.

e. install flue liners.

f. all corners squared + 1/16".

Your performance will he evaluated in accordsnce with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-X-3 as today's super thriller.

2. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume II, pages 246 through 254,

section Kinds of Chimneys. Observe on page 250, figure 19, a

single flue chimney constructed of 4" concrete block. In

reading on page 246, note that flue liners are used in the

construction of this type of chimney.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

3. View figure 1 in this task package for arrangement of the

first and second
course blocks and flue liner.

4. After reading about the Kinds of Chi- eys and understanding

1 in th:s task package, proceed to the Learning

Fractice, keepi,,g clearly in mind the 212.111.sam.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and EquiprInt

1. Trnwr4
6. 6' modular spacing rule

2. 2' level
7. Mortar board

3. 4' level
8. 4" x 8" x 16" block

4. Carpenter's square 9. 12" x 12" flue liners
5. Brick hammer

1. Check with your instructor on the height of the block chimney;

determine the block
course spacing to the given height + 1/8".

2. Apply figure 1 in this task package to construct the 20" x 20"
block chimney, using 12" x 12" flue liners. Refer to the

first course plan for block layout, and use either of the two

methods for inserting the flue liners from Unit X, task package 5.
3. Lay up the second

course, referring to the layout of the second

course plan in figure 1.

4. Continue laying up the block to the given height, alternating
the first and second course plans.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

5. All courses leveled + 1/8".

6. All corners plumbed + 1/4".

7. All corners squared + 1/16".

The next installment is task package 7 of this unit.

He who builds chimneys always works upward!
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l'!" X 1" PUT

F,C01:1) I

12" X 12" FLUE Lrt

FIRLT COUR4-413 rri,"

SINGLE FLUE CONCRETE BLOC!: OTTIMEY

Figure 1
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UNIT X: CONSTRUCTION OF PIERS, PILASTERS, PANELS AND CHIMNEYS

TASK PACKAGE 7: LAYING UP A BRICK PANEL AND PIER WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 5

RATIoNALE:

Still interested in fighting inflation? Want to economize

some more? Then try another of the economy walls.

In our chatting a while back we discussed the economy of

block walls as opposed to the same size wall in brick or brick

and block. This is still another of the walls that are known

as economy walls. This type of wall was developed as a means

of saving appreciable amounts of material and labor. The u a

of pier and panel wall is usually limited to one-story residences

and small one-story structures. Another use of this type of

wall is that of a garden wall. If you ever have the opportunity

to visit Williamsburg, Virginia, the showplace of colonial

structures, you will see many of these types of garden wall

structures. So, going down the garden pathway of life, you

will be able to take advantage of the better things by nerfecting

Your knowledge and skills of the mason's trade.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task nackage you will be able to lay

up a brick panel wall containing a brick pier at each end,

maintainirq the following standards:

a. 3/8' ca 1/2" morcz.r :mace for head joints.

b. .4- 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses

and wall height.

c. courses leveled + 1/8".

d. corners plumbed + 1/4".

e. all pier corners squared + 1/16".

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with your

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-X-4, a terrific feature.

2. View figure 1 in the task package. Observe the second course

plan of the position of the two half brick at the niers. This

is necessary to get the staggered joints viewed in the elevation.

3. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume Ii, napes 331 and 168,

sections on Pier and Panel Walls.

4. Relate two uses of the pier and panel walls in a discussion

with your instructor as you are working on the Learning

Practice. After completing the Learning Activity and knowing
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (coned):

the Objective, proceed to the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Enuipment

1. .vowel

2. Level

3. Carpenter's square

4. Brick hal

5. 6' standard spacing rule

6. Mortar board

7. Brick

8. Metal ties

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall;

determine the brick course spacing to the given height

+ 1/8".

2. Apply figure 1 in this task package to the construction of

your pier and panel wall. This task Package is directly

related to BM-X-5, except for the thickness of the main

wall and the position of the piers.

3. The first and second course plans give you the position of

the bricks, so proceed with the knowledge gained in other

task packages to the completion of the given height.

4. Metal wall ties properly placed.

5. All courses leveled + 1/8".

6. All corners plumb'd + 1/4".

7. All pier corners squared.

8. Head joint spacing 3/8" to 1/2".
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

This completes another unit of task packages and you are

doing okay. You have not been goofing off to get this far, so

stay in the mainstream and get yourself another task package.

Rise to new heights - like a brick chimney.

4
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UNIT XI: BUILDING BRICK AND BLOCK VENEER WALLS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1-7; UNIT III, TASK PACKAGE 1;

UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES 1 & 2; UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGE 2;

UNIT XI, TASK PACKAGES 1-4

RATIONALE:

Most of the brickwork constructed in your vicinity on houses

is of the brick veneer type of masonry. The brick veneer has the

appearance of solid brick, but is only one wythe attached to a

----e structure. In s unit you will be able to construct brick

veneer ani block veneer walls, attaching to a frame structure. Along

7:4 straight wall, you will be building around door and window

openings, installing window sills and lintels over the door and

(s), erecting scaffolding and working from the scaffold to

construct the brick and block wall to a one story height. You will

the skill of using the corner pole system as well as the

plura line rt the corners to construct the corner lead for those

packages.

Continue, now, by reading the General Objective for the unit

and the Spezific Objectives for the individual packages.



OBJECTIVE:

GENERAL:

Upon completion of this unit package you will be able to construct

a brick and a block veneer wall, attaching it to a frame structure.

SPECIFIC:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Lay up a brick veneer wall, in stretcher bond, using a plumb line

at the corner, maintaining the following:

a. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar spacing for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. courses leveled + 1/16" while building corner leads.

d. brick laid to the line.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Lay up a block veneer wall, using a plumb line at the corner,

maintaining the following:

a. 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints.

b. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

c. corner leads leveled + 1/16".

d. blocks laid to a line.

A-0.1.1.11"
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OBJECTIVE (cont d):

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

3. Lay up a brick veneer wall, in stretcher bond, using the corner

pole system, maintairOng the following: .

-

a. set up corner

b. plumb corner pole + 1/8".

c. 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

d. all brick laid to the line.

e. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

4. Lay up a-veneer brick wall at a wooden door jamb location maintaining

the following:

a. + 1/4" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

b. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

c. all orick laid to the line.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

5. Lay up a brick veneer wall at a window jamb location,, maintaining

the following:



OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

a. + 1/4" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

b. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

c. all brick laid to the line.

Your performance will be evaluated according to the instructor's

checklist.

6. Install a lintel over a window or a door, to support brickwork

above, and install a brick window sill, maintaining the following:

a. installation of lintel above a window or a door, according

to building code specifications.

b. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

c. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and_

wall height.

d. all brick laid to the line above window and door openings.

e. whole rowlock or header brick properly spaced in window opening.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

7. Lay up a block veneer wall, using the corner pole system, maintaining

the following:

a. proper setup of corner poles.

b. plumb corner pole + 1/8".

c. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

t. all block laid to the line.

c 5/16" to 7/16" mortar space for head joints.

Your performance will be evaluated in acccdance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

In order to zompleLe this unit successfully, ycu shoL! .

your work on task package 1, and then proceed to complete

task package, in order, until you have completed the seven packages

in the unit. The first two task packages could be interchanged in

the order of completion, but the next five must be done in numerical

order for each is dependent on the other package (i) for their

completion. It would be difficult to install a lintel over a door

or window without the otIvir necessary section of the veneer wall.

In the task packages yo ate to view the sound-slide presentation,

read the assignments, and construct t1' section of walls in each

package. The titles of the packages contained in this unit ar.::

TASK PACKAGE 1:

TASK PACKAGE 2:

TASK PACKAGE 3:

LAYING A ERICK VENEER WALL, IN STRETCHER F'7.19,

USING A CORNER PLUMB LINE

LAYING A 4" BLOCK VENEER WALL, USING A PLUMB

LINE AT THE CORNER

LAYING UP A BRICK VENEER WALL, IN STRETCHER
BOND, USING THE CORNER POLE SYSTEM
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

TASK PACKAGE 4: LAYING A BRICK VENEER WALL AT A WO,DEN DOOR
JAMB

TASK PACKAGE 5: LAYING A BRICK VENEER WALL AT A WINDOW JAMB
LOCATION

TASK PACKAGE 6: INSTALLING LINTELS, BRICK SILLS AND LAYING UP
BRICK WALL ABOVE WINDOW OR DOOR

TASK PACKAGE 7: LAYING A BLOCK VENEER WALL USING CORNER POLE

SYSTEM

If you should feel confident encigh to pass a comprehensive tent

at this time, contact your instructor. However, should you feel you

are not ready to be tested, begin your work as outlined above.
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UNIT XI: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK AND BLOCK VENEER WALLS

TASK PACKAGE 1: LAYING A BRICK VENEER WALL, IN STRETCHER BOND, USING

A CORNER PLUMB LINE

PREREQUISITFF.: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 1-7; UNIT III, TASK PACKAGE 1;

UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES 1 & 2

RATIONALE:

Beat inflation with an economic wall. You also whip moisture,

heat and the penetration of qolids with the kind of wall discussed

in this task package.

One wythe of brick as a veneer on frame or masonry walls is

perhaps the most used of the wall structures. The veneered brick

gives the appearance of a solid brick wall as well as other

advantages - such as economy in construction over solid masonry, and

better insulation against moisture, heat and the penetration of solids

into the structure. The brick veneer must be anchored to the

existing walls by means of different types of metal wall ties to the

particular construction materials. Usually the stretcher bond is the

dominant pattern used in this type of wall. .

Are you ready to stretch your attention on into the task package?

Good. Continue by reading the Objective and doing the Learning

Activity and Learnin& Practice.
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.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to lay up

P brick veneer wall in stretcher bond using plumb line at

,_ac corn,r waintainir; the following:

.

C,

7,i8' to 1/2" morta, spacing for bead joints.

+ 1/8" for ci. rall L'Lght. fo, a given number of courses and
_._

u,111 height-

polirses levold. -I- 1/16" wh'lo building corner leads.

d. brick laid to the line.

Your performance will be .,yaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XI-1, today's super attraction.

2. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume II, pages 345 through 350;

observe in figure 32, page 348, the difference between brick

veneer walls and solid walls.

3. View figure 1 in this task package and note placement of brick

veneer to the frame wall.

4. Proceed now to the Learning Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 6. Corner blocks or pins

2. Level 7. M tar board

3. Brick hammt 6, Brick

4. 6' standard -1,cing rule 9. 6d or 8d common nails

5. Mason's lin 10. Metal wall ties

1. Check Ilth your ic,sti for for the height of the wall;

(let, "mine 1-... 1,,qc1- .-; '7 acing for the wall height + 1/8".

2. Establish plumb liner, dt une corners. (Consult with your

instructor for informition and proper setup before going to

the next step.)

3. View figure i in this tiackage for a wall section of brick veneer.

4. Construct, using past information and experiences, a short corner

lead at each corner, positioning the face of the brick the same

distance from frame siding as the location of plumb line.

Attach bottom of plumb line with a nail in the bottom bed

joint of the corner lead. Stretch the .11,.2 tight.

5. Lay up the three courses of brick, laying to the line.

6. Continue building corner leads and filling in the wall to the

given height 4- 1/8".

7. Maintain 3/8" to 1/2" head joints.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

8. Courses leveled + 1/16" while building corner leads.,

9. Properly position metal wall ties, nailir- to the studs.

(Again consult your instructor how to r- e wall ties for

a ve-('e- jol).)

Yoe thliik u;ing Li,, plumb line makes your work simpler,

faster, and more lecuf,:',s, bur wai, till you get to the third

task package. You're get '1111; 'rmb good at masonry work.

247
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4"BRICK VENEER WALL
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UNIT XI: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK AND BLOCK VENEER WALLS

TASK PACKAGE 2: LAYING A 4" BLOCK VENEER WALL USING A PLUMB LINE

AT THE CORNER

PREREQUISITES: UNIT' I, TASK PACKAGE 1-7; UNIT _II, TASK PACKAGE 1;

UNIT VIII, TASK PACKAGE

RATIONALE:

Although most of the block used in buildings are not used in

veneer type construction, it io sometimes necessary because of

economy or preference by the owner to use the block veneer wall.

Again, as with the brick veneer wall, the block veneer is even more

economical as well as a bitter insulation against moisture, heat,

and cold. The block veneer surface should a prepared by using a

waterproofing material. Some of these materials are a clear

silicon paint that doesn't discolor the block and colored masonry

waterproof paint. There are also decorative patterns of 4" block

to enhance the beauty of the block.

Continue by reading the Objective and doing the Learnin1

Activity and Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon comliction of his task IkIckage you wil able to

v ;,,,
-c r. wall, using a 731.T :ine at corner,

joints.

a .:ember of esnrses and

d. blocks to a 11,

e. install mk_tn1 ties.

Your performance oill .vaiutted in accordance with tLa

instruct.sr's

LEARNING ACT.ltiln:

1. View sound-sILde package IN-XI-2, a really good show.

2. View fis.lu of this task package for block position for

corner !old. Observe the 3/4 length hIc used at the corner.

The purnce for c,Irring the,: Meeks' to this length is to cream

the et;,. ;:ion staggtred joint:.; for a half bond. 'ibis is to Le

used oniv ." x x 12" b:orlx.

There is no textbook rea'ilr., for this task package, so put to utle

she kno'Aege acquired 1, previous t,-Isk packages and procci
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LEARNING CT1-T7 (cent:

with the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PrA':TIC'.:f

Tc0.- ni Fquipment

:1. 2:-ner blocks

M-1Lar boar-1

x 8" x 16" block

c!. 6d or 8d common nails

10. Metal wall ties

1. Check with your inst..:otor for the height of the wall:

determine the block :,.urbe spacing for the wall height + 1/8".

2. Lay out dry the t,rst course of block, using greater than one

hail a 1):,,,:;! for Ile (jose:- unit. Reverse one of the corners

if less than one half or closer. See figure 1 for corner

layout of 4" block to achieve center bonding.

3. Using the estnblished plumb lines at the corners, construct a

three block course corner lead, leveling each course + 1/16".

4. After the corners on opposite ends of Lh wall are built,

stretch a line between corner=3 and by block, maintaining

5/16" tn 7/16" head j'.)4 its tr the line. 1 know you ar,.! caref:11

not n ct-Qw(I that line. Are you keeping the tools out of your

path of work when not u'',c them?
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:EARNING FRA2TICE (contti):

5. Fill the ,.4-11 to the top of corner leads, change the

proc 4 beck tt budding corner leads rnd filling the wall

o the given height.

-'I the time. :int! and Tide wait for no man,

1-- Tackage.ct.1 tc

2K2
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Figure 1

14" CONCRETE BLOCK VENEER WALL

2ND COURSE PLAN

,,,,,,
,./.N

,,,4)0 ! ,

v

1ST COURSE PLAN



UNIT XI: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK AND BLOCK VENEER WALLS

TASK PACKAGE 3: LAYING UP A BRICK VENEER WALL, IN STRETCHER BOND, USING

THE CORNER POLE SYSTEM

PKE:,OUTSIZI : UNIT .1, TASK PACKAGE 1

PATIONALE:

Relax - and let tais task package lead you around another corner

to new masonry skills. You'll find the corner pole is helpful to you

in laying brick to the line.

The brick veneer wall is part of this task package and is not

relegated to a minor role, but here the corner-pole system comes into

being. The corner pole was developed to eliminate the necessity of

building corner leads before the brick course was laid, With the corner

pole, all the brick on a course can be laid to the line without first

building corner leads. The corner pole properly laid out will give

complete uniformity of bed joints from floor to top of wall, which

gives a stronger wall. A great benefit is the extra number of brick

that can be laid in a given length of time by not building corner

leads. The corner pole is adaptable to solid brick walls as well as

ick veneer.
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OBILCNVE:

111111111.11.

upon completion or this tank package you will be able to lay up a

brick ye,leer wall, in stretcher bond, usi! the corner pole system

,- the following standards:

a, r.-rner poles,

b. nluml) corner pole 1/8".

c. 1/1" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

d. all brick laid to the line.

e. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

Your performance will bt evaluated in accordance with the instructorisi;

checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-X1-3, a super feature.

7. Read Bricklaying Vocational Training, page 9, section Corner Pole

or Masonry Guide. Note the fact that the average skilled bricklayer

can lay at least five brick to the line in the time it takes him

to lay, plumb, and level one brick in a corner lead.

3. View figure one in this task package and note one type of corner

pole in use.

4, P.uad Masonry Simplified, Volume II, pages 363-365, section

Veneered !hills.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

5. Proceed to Learning Practice with determination to lay it to the

line.

LEAP1ING Mf,CTCV.:

; and Equ pment

5. Corner blocks

t'orner nolt . 6. :Tartar board

3. 6' standard pacing rule 7. Brick

4. Mason's line 8. Level

1. 1 .2c: 'Jour in!,Lz .krr for the height of the wall; determine

tne brick course 5mIcine for the wall height k 1/8".

2. Set up corner poles at the corners -1- I/8" for plumb. (Consult

with your instructor for information before going to the next

step.)

3. Mark off the corner poles using the 6' standard spacing rule

(number 1 step) and a pencil. Reference from the floor to the

height of a given wall.

4. Stretch mason's line on the markings between poles, attaching

with the use of corner blocks.

5. Lay the brick to the line (no need to build leads) maintaining

3/3" to 1/Z" head joints. When the course is filled in, raise

line to next narking on the pole and continue laying up the Nall

to the given height.



4

LEARNING PKACTICh (cont'd):

In task package XI-1 you found that building a corner using

t:e plumb line ua3 simpler and faster than the method of completely

-Inmbin- And leveling a corner lead with t.'" plumb rule. Now what

lions? You are one of the new breed that has the

to /ork with corner poles, and the future of the corner

in masonr can irovide you with an exciting future.

r,:v1;lt:ro you :an.
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UNIT XI: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK AND BLOCK VENEER WALLS

TASK PACKAGE 4: LAYING A BRICK VENEER WALL AT A WOODEN DOOR JAMB

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XI, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

Don't jam yourself against the wooden door! Just lay up a

neat wall around the wooden door jamb, and enter the door to

further masonry skills.

Unfortunately, all brick walls are not without openings. This

task package deals with laying up a wall around a wooden door jamb.

Since we need door openings to enter most structures, it is necessary

to place the brick around the jamb properly. Building up the brick

of the two sides of the door jamb uniformly to the top of the door

is a matter of proper course layout. It is also important to cut

brick neatly for the wall in order to maintain the same size piece

from base to top of the door.

Continue now by reading the Objective and doing the Learning

Activity and Learning Practice, referring back to the Objective as

often as necessary.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to lay up

a veneer brick wall at a wooden door jamb li e. ition maintaining the

following 3tandards:

a. l/4" :or overall wall height for a given number of courses.

b. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar ;pace for head joints.

c. all brick laid to the lino.

d. install metal wall tics.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XI-4, the cat's whiskers.

2. Look at figure 1 in this task package, observing at points (A)

and (B) how the top of the brick meets the top of the door

jamb in unit 2. Observe how the brick are placed at the door

jamb so as not to have an open space.

3. Proceed with the Learning Practice, unless you have questions

regarding the Objective. Discuss them with your instructor.

2G0
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Lquipment

1. Trowel 6. Corner blocks

2. Level 7. 'tortar board

3. J. Lek hammer 8. Brick

1. 6' standard spacing rule 9. 6d or 8d common nails

5. rason's line 10. Metal wall ties

1. The height of the wall will 2orrespond to the height of

the door jamb to + 1/4": dtt-crmine the brick course spacing for

the wall height.

2. Using the corner pole!-, mark off the poles from your 6' spacing

rule and stretch the line between poles on the marks.

3. Lay out dry the first brick course the total length of the

wall so as not to have a bat in the wall over the door.

4. Lay brick to the line, Tutting the brick with the brick hammer

or brick set (consult instructor for cutting demonstration) at

the door jamb. Keep the brick tight to the brick molding on the

jamb and maintain the 3/8" to 1/2" head joints on all courses.

5. After each course is completed, raise the line to the next mark

on the corner pole and fill in the brick to the height of the

wall.

6. Properly position metal wall ties every 7 to 9 courses and nail

metal wall tics to every stud horizontally.

0 E1
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

7. Use scaffolding where necessary.

Doing these task packages is like findilg gold, for at the end

of your traning period you can pan as much as you desire.
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UNIT XI: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK. AND BLOCK VENEER WALLS

TASK PACKAGE 5: LAYING UP A BRICK VENEER WALL AT A WINDOW JAMB LOCATION

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XI, TASK PACKAGES 1, 3, and 4

RATIONALE:

Don't jam yourself in the window here. Just lay up a brick

veneer wall at a window jamb location, and open a window on new

masonry skills.

There are many varieties of windows from the viewpoint of size,

shape and material, such as steel, aluminum, and wood. In this task

package we will work with a wood window properly set in the frame

wall opening. As far as the mason is concerned when laying a brick

wall around the window, the window has three principal parts: the

head, jamb, and sill. The head is the horizontal top of the window,

the jambs are the vertical sides, and the sill is the horizontal

bottom. In laying out the overall height of the wall, the mason

must consider the distance under the window to allow 4 1/2" to 4 3/4"

for a slanted rowlock sill or 2 5/8" to 2 7/8" for a header sill.

He must then consider the distance from where the brick will bear

to, to the head of the window. The brick must be laid tight to the

brick mold at the window jamb to keep air from passing in through

the frame wall.

21g4
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RATIONALE (cant'd):

In this task package you will be given the opportunity to lay

up a brick veneer wall at a window jamb loca':ion. Now proceed

with full speed ahead.

Upon romrietirn of thi3 ta,-k package you will be able to lay

up a b- veneer wall at a jamb location, maintaining

the following stLnuards:

a. 1/4" for overall hu4rht for a given number of courses and

wall height.

b. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar Ice for head joints.

c. all brick laid to the line.

Your performance will le evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XI-5, a scrumptious show.

2. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume I, page 247, section Laying

Units Around Window, and page 281, Window and Door Details and

Brick Veneer Details.

3. View figure 1 in this task package for brick details around

the window at the window jamb.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

Y. Proceed with the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

To)is anu Equipment

7. Mortar board

8. Brick

3. :rick hammer 9. od or 8d common nails

standard spaLing 10. Metal wall ties

Mason's line 11. Window frame

Corner blocks

1. The height of the wall will correspond to the height of the

window iamb to .1- IR.% determine the brick course spacing for

the wall height.

sins the established corner poles, mark off the poles from your

spacing rule and stretch the line between poles on the marks.

Maintaining 3/8" to 1/2" head joints, lay all brick in to the

line, cutting the brick at the window jamb.

.. :;se scaffolding where necessary and obsc-ve all safety regulations.

Clean up your working area and tools, placing the tools in the

toolroom.

Do you know why the hen stopped in the middle of the super

chway? So she could lay it to the line - just as you are doing.
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WALL SECTION AT WINDOW JAMB.
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..11-,,L.E1 WALLS

INSIALL LINTELS, BRICK SILLS AM) LAY UP BRICK WALL

ABOVE

- XT, TA:-K PACKAGE 3

c.-; the rarest plays in baseball is a triple

nlay. neLe : rare package, for it calls for

trinie

package y ill p.;" the triple hat trick:

instal a lintel an brick window sill, and laying brick above

Mc lintel is a length of steel angle iron set

over t:-e cpening to support the brick work above. Other

:es of lintls are of store, precast concrete, wood and other

patterns in steel. The brick window sill is constructed similar to

the rc: coning an top of a retaining wall, except it is n a

sione to allow tAe rain water to run off. To complute Lhe wall section

move the -ov you will need to build a scr.--old.

t'lt you have an idea as to wha- iou are going to do, read

crefu' **E, ':)iective and Learning Activity and

Learnir-

014,"IRS
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, o hi ta:.k to,hage You will le to install

1 Y a door to ,17po!' ,1,-! brick irk above,

rindo. the following

above i ,71nuow or a door accccrding to

LO..-k!.

t, mo. ,a: ioints,

L. t (ter.13.: -iven number of courses and

w,111

d. all lyric* )aid lile above window and door openings.

e ;mole r0,71ock or header brick properly spaccd to window

openiny.

Your nerIcr-lance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instruct:- 1s checklist.

LL:A;C:I!C ACTIVITY:

1. View snund-slide package DM-XI-6.

2. 'If,- {.Cure 1 in this task , to see the lintel placed over

a

3. Vic.; fir.ure ? in this tash package to see the placement of brick

sill.

2cs
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4 ' ,elume IT, pages 173 through 179, sections.

0"1- aid F nds of Lintels.

5. Volume 1, paw,: ;,31 and 283, section on

,lbserve i-, figure 20, page 283 to

,iccti)n of bottom edge of brick beyond

rf the brick under the wooden sill of the

1 tH

iEAPI

lnd

Trowel 6. Corner blocks

2. Level 7. :Iortar board

3. 3 nn.ner 8. Brick

4. ,t standard spacing rule 9. 6d or 8d common nails

5. ":;cn's line 10. Metal wall ties

11. Steel lintel

1. (..Acck uitn your instructor for the height the wall; determine

the brick course spacing for the wall -lot.

2. View i ure 1 in this task pic.1,a7._ for the method of placing a

lint) over a window or door, af-. place the lintel as shown nn

your work.

3. Lay uo tic Dr1,:k wall ahr,,2 lintel to the line mainta'ninz

.016 joints for Lne given height ± 1/8".
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LEARNINr, (:on 'd)

4. Viy tir,,,re 2 of this task package for the position of brick in

a r,H,)::: sill. The header window sill is Installed similarly,

to osition you learned about in Unit V1-1.

5. acing rule to determin he head joints'

Lb -'11; allow one c,:tra head joint in the

rf sill opening. It is a good practice to

mar( of: the spac' e existing brick work and then observe

v Most mn3oni, Yildings require brick sills under the

1,7:r1(0..q, o tais is an.tfier area were you must develop skill.

depend upon you, and congratulations on a job well done.

Brick Dv trick the structure rises; step by step your skills

increas-c.
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UNIT XI: CONSTRUCTION OF BRICK VENEER AND BLOCK WALLS

TASK PACKA(,::, 7: LAYING A BLOCK VENEER USING CORNER POLE SYSTEM

PRLREQUIbliES: C:UT :ASK PACKAGES 1-7; UNIT III, TASK PACKAGE 1;

01] .ASK PACKAGE 2; UNIT XI, TASK PACKAGE 3

RATIONALE:

The concrete block is here stay at least for a while.

Structures of this building unit stay around for quite a while. You

will see the reasons for its wide use in this package.

The construction of 4" block veneer walls properly designed and

built will satisfy varied building requirements, including fire pro-

tection, safety, durability, economy, appearance, utility, comfort,

and good acoustics.

The concrete block has in the last 25 years become one of the

most used of the masonry materials; it is reported that over 50% of

all masonry wall
construction today is 1" .gyp with concrete masonry.

The concrete bloc:. is not a burned
material, such as brick or structural

tile, bu a material pressed into f-Ims and then steam cured to speed up

the time oetween forming and delivery of the product to the job.

In order to familiarize yourself with this versatile and practical

proceed 1) reading the Objective and then doing the

LL,...-ImaLLiyLti and Learning Practice.

BEST COPY AVADBLE
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lluvin,:

1. prurLL

otu po

2

't,m tak package you will :Je able to by up a

tile coiner polo syst,_m maintaining the

C. c .o: veaH 10 h... a given number of courses and

d, 1:ock laid to lho line.

5, 10"
, lo" mortat space for head jonts.

;, instal: uotal

'.our por.,lan,o will be evaluated in accordance with the

instruct,:' Lneoklist..

_

LEARN!'.:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XI-7, fea' _ng Mr. Concrete Block.

Read nasc= :fIELIIfied, Volume 1, page 156, section on Typ'cal

Coacrote M.,-zonry Construction Lai IS. Observe what it has to

say aiout good construction aua good appearance of the block work.

3, In task cao of Unit XI, you read an article in Blickla2nc,

ad iraining aLJet corner poles. If need be, return to

on page j for revie".
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; Lt,arning Activitv PlocLeci to the learniaa

:: lo" 1 ]ock

!ttic 6. Lf'%trl

uf 8d common ,,0i 1q

Al b I. its IU, Metal wall tics

;d-t!uctol or the height t the will; determin.

:he Hoc, S. 1 for the wall height.

i,,ner poles as in task package 3, Unit X

1, c.orner poles using 6' modular rule.

11,es a 3/4" length block at corner as : -K pickage

5, .-Lftt, "..1";cI's lcue between corner ne; and lay block to Lie

5/10" tos 7/.16" head joints to the given

n:1

inu wail ties to the studs every 7 cour.A.,-

.t1 A. Ic n up ,,our tools and the work area.

4r

alon4 ,7',00thly to a ..aret.r in mascnry.

.#135
tr.R1 ATOBLE
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BM-XII

UNIT CCNSTrYCTION OF AN 8" BRICK WALL SECTION WITH

,v..; INSTALLATION

PREREISZIrc: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 7; UNIT VI, TASK PACKAGES

3, 5, and 6

RATIONAJE:

Man has defended on masonry walls to protect hi,-self -.I 7:1s

fam'y ar D?-.2t1 thou6h uoat c.as:cry wail o a

distinct beauty about thJn, sre enchanced with the plac_ent of

windows in them. So much `'or t!e l'ineows, as you will be more

coact-tined with the cons._.uetion of a wall section of a composite

,Incd,,e a window frame by building the brick v'ction below

tLa window, the pier on both sides of the window frame, installing

tLe lintel and doing the brick work above the window, then setting

the brick window sill in place. Continue now by reading the

General Cajectives for the unit and the Specific Objectives for thrl

individual packages. Go on to the Learning Activity, vh!'1; Sill

supply the information of what you are to do and :,).t. you ::re going

to do it.

e
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OnJa7IVE:

General:

Upon comrietion of this unit rackage you will be able to constnuct

brick w-11 ;Action with a window install Lion.

0C11,

Upon completion of th. task pailages for this unit, you will

be able to:

1. 1.,ey un an 3" brick r ..7.mmon bend, below window openirg,

usinr established leads an, "._Twining the followin7 standards:

a. to 1/2" mortar space for n, ,Id UJ ints.

b. 1/8" for overall height for a r: en number of courses

and wall height.

c. all brick laid to a line.

Your nerformance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Set P window frame and lay up 8" brick piers in common to

..err n window opening, maintaining the follow ^c' n:andards:

a. set window plumb 1/16" and level '1'6%

b. 3/3" to l/2" mortar space for hea,f, joints.

c. l/4" for overall height for , wi.ven number of courses

and wall height.

d. all brick laid to a line.

e. erect proyer scaffolding.

Your p.formance ::11 be evaluated in accordance with :ne

instruci-or's checkllst.

.,27q
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I

lin:el, hric wno ,! sill, an-1 1-: or an brick

wa.11 in coIon bd :bove wine,ow openk- -.A.intaininc the

a. 1=_-- I bovc

to I sr.-ice for joints.

or n 7:ven r,...Jbr of :roarses

w=17_

721 1.in'ow sill Lrick :o cocke,i -or iel

fc, wir't:: for rl TIven ni.-ber of brick for

winrIca s'll.

.71:ovtl lintcl to be ini6 to th,.? line.

'170-11- r,,,72or--ncc- will ..7t7 svPau,--tee! in F.:ccorrince with the
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LEARNING ACTIVITI:

This is another of the units that must be completed in

numerical order for the package. In the task packages of the

unit you are to view a sound-slide progran. read assignments,

and construct the walls in the three task packages. The task

packages contained this unit are:

TASK PACKLCI: I !:- AN 8," cOmMoN BOND WALL BELOW

TASK PACKAGE 2: LAY.:.,. COMMON BONDED BRICK PIERS
TO FO:.., . , _:'DOW OPENING

TASK PACKAGE 3: INSTALLING A LI!71:1., BRICK WINDOW SILL,
AND LAYING AN 8" OMMON BONDED BRICK WALL
ABOVE WINDOW

Upon completion of the Learning Activity, if you should feel

confident enough to pass a comprehensive test at this time, contact

your instructor. However, should you feel you are not ready to be

tested, begin your work as outlined above.



UMXII1

UNIT XII: CONSTRLCTIX: T 7.7ICL, WALL sycrION VINDOW

INSTALLATION

TASK PACK ACE LA1ING AN :" COMMON BOND WALL 1;ELOW A WINDOW

PaERECFISIT::: 1":;17 V__, TASK FA.2KACE 7; .'NTT XI, TASK PACKAGE

RAT IONALE:

Windows serve bki.. :nd artistic purposes. Some

windows serve for ventilation ... lighting; others for decoration:

The mason needs to know it ;l to lay up a:: 8" common bond wall below

either type of window.

f you drive to one of these new, modern industrial plants in

your tow., you will see very few if any windows, other than the

entrances, built into the Is. But in stores, office buildings

or other iizht commercial buildings, windows are an es-hetic part

of the walls. The bricklayer must know how to lay out his wall in

order for the brick sills to be properly installed, and that the

brick works out to the head of the w±ndow. It easier to plan your

proper brick layout than to cut brick the (lire height of the wall.

Haste makes waste, so do your planning oefore beginning construction

of your wail; then get with it.



BM-XII-I

OBJECTIVE:

Upon compl,tion of this task package you will bc able to lay up an

8" brio', 1 in rmmrn bond, below a win '.n, opening, using

establis',! ! :-;aintaining the following standards:

a. 3/,"

+ 1/W' --r

wall

c. all Lrice to a

joints.

nembr of courses ind

Your perfz,r71.ince wit' be -17:-.11ated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACrIVI-Y:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XIII-1, starring James Common Bond.

2. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume II, pag7- 327 through 32Q.

Stuuy figure 12 or. page 329.

3. Read bricklaying Vocational Training, page

4. This completes the Learning Activity; 'egin the Learning

Practice.
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LEARNING P.:AC.0

lo:,'

5.

sq.lare

.r f ..,on's line

irido

tur the Yen?,::11 (): the wall;

Lt.,- Jr_ -,pacin': needed for given height of

the will

2. Written material z:id found in Nasonry Simplified,

Volume II, pages '327-139, and Bricklaying Vocational lrainini:,

page 27, will sere as the standards to Ise in the construction

of the 3" common bond wall below window placpment.

3. With the experience gained in past task packagps, dry lay out

the first course of brick eliminating less than a half

the wall. Review task package 7 in Unit VII If 'essary.

4. Lay up the S" common brick wall mainta1 f.c:7 3/h" to 1/2" head

joints and the given height of the .11 + 1/8", layihg all bri6,

to the line.

5. W(211 ye% have completed the 1 to its given height, have t!le

instructor evaluate it. Do not demoll,:i this wall as (-,L1 will he

building on top for win:low piers in the next :as!.
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UNIT VII: CONSIRUCTIO% OF o WALL J. I U WLiI W INSTALLATION

TASK PACKAGE 2: LAYING UP 8" COMMON BONDED BRICI, :0 FORM A WINDOW

OPENING

iASF PAAGE 5

RATIONALE:

Don't peer ouL 1 e Lon window. Focus your attention on brick

piers to form a They are dis,u,:,ed

In this task :go ),: discovt: thit workin around a

window frame for an 8" br.ck wall is . .00d deal different from

what was accomplished in Unit XI, task package 5, where the window

was installed by a cnrpenter in a permanent setting and you worked

to the set window. Now you will use one of sever,-.1 otner meth ,s o:

building piers for the window jamb openings.

These methods are important to the mason in construction work

because plans and specifications often call for varyn pr ,s

You will find that the more versatile the mason, the cr the

demand for his work.
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1 Upon con! ,tion 3f this task package you wi e able to stt a

"-dots !ud lay in Si" brick piers ( non bond to form a

: ..inaow ,p,mtui mainta -lag the fol.it,win, standards:

1

I a. set window pitrib 7 l'Ib" and lev1 4- 1/16".

b. 3/8" to 1/2" mort,- k !or bead joints.

,. -1- 1/6" icy cyeraLl 1., ,:.: ! , A given number- of courses and

wall

d. all brick laid to A .

e. erect proper scaffoldLng.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance witn thc

instructor's Lhetklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

I. View uound-slide package EM-X1I-2, and peer at it -'

2. Read nd,onry Simplified, Volume I, pages 2t,l-,o5. Stu,ly figart 20

part (A) on page 283,

3. This completes the Learning A-tivit',; proceed to the LEarnina

Practi,:e.
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LEARNING PE:kCilLI:

looL and Equipment

1. Trowel 6. -ner block

1, II L I. non o r rtar board

3. icing ole 8: Brick

4. ,U IL-., ljflt 9. Window frame

5.

I. Check wt :n the instr,_ . :he manner ut setting the

window trame into posit. ,n pinrh f 1/16" and level + 1/16".

2. Chuck the hLight of the window frame, plus the essential

distance for the briLK sill, and determine the brick course

spacing tor the height + 1/4" of the 8" common bonded brick

piers that form the window opening. The length of the

established wall, less the width of the window, will be the

two brick pier widths.

3. Construct the two brick piers, laying to the line the

± 1/4" ol the window plus brick window sill.

4. Erect propet scaffolding to make your w ore comfortable

less dangerous.

One more task package and you wi have a full story high

wall. Get on with it, for this is only half a loaf.

You're going to be outstanding as a mason among your
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UNIT XII: CONSTRUCTION OF AN 8" BRICK WALL SECTION WITH WINDOW

INSTALLATION

TASK PACKAGL 3: INSTALLING A LINTEL, BRICK WI-DOW SILL, AND LAYING AN

" BONDEL BRICK WALL .:ROVE WINDOW

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, :ASK PACKAGE 7; UNIT XI, TASK PACKAGE 6

RATIONALE::

Did you ever think thnt Shale would be used so

extensively in construction? Well, is makes beautiful brick for

building. Consider its use here for the projects in this package.

Brick can be and are used for many structural purposes,

including all kinds of walls. In this task package you will

confronted with laying an 8" common bonded wall section above a

window. This is not much different from building the section

below the window, except for the height off the floor and a means

of supporting the brick above the window opening. You ell,-..nace

the height problem by properly erecting a scaffoll and working

from it. The supporting of the brick above be tat' n care of

by correctly installing two metal angle irons as lintels. The brick

sill is to be installed as in the pre\2.Als unit. The degree of

difficulty has been decreased by the learning factor of knowing what.

to do. When you become a skiPed mason, you can be like James Bond -

one of the bust in your vocation.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will he able to install

a lintel, brick window sill, and lay up an Su brick wall in

a ndow opt ning, maintaining the following

standards:

position lintel .,bove window.

b. 3/b" to 1/2" mortal pace 1:)r head joints.

c. + 1/8" for o,.rall heig1t
, a gl_ven number of courses and

wall heieht.

d. all window sill brick to be checked for level 4- 1/8" and

alignment with level.

e. + 1/8" for overall width for a given number of brick for window

sill.

f. brick above lintel to be laid to the line.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM- X11 -3, starring James Common Bond's

grandfather.

2. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume II, pages 188-189. Observe the

method of placing steel lintels over window openings. Study
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LEA:NING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

figure 9 on page 326, observing the brick work above the windows

to the height of the total wall.

3. This ...ompletes the Learning Activity; pr,ceed with the Learning

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tols and EquipmLnt

i. Trowel. 5. Corner block

2. 61 standard spacirr_; ruio 6. Molter board

Brick hammer 7. Brick

4. Na son's line S. Scaffold

1. Check with your instructor for height of wall; determine the

brick course spacing for the wall height-+ 1/8".

2. Install lintels and brick window sill as in task package 6

of Unit Xi.

Lay up the 8" common bonded wall to the given height -I- 1/8".

4. All brick above the lintel to be laid to the line, maintaining

3/8" to 1/2" head joints.

Continue to blend together hard work and enthusiasm as you

dive off into another task package, after having this one checked

by the instructor.

Bond by bond, you're building toward a career in masonry.
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t 32i WALL SECTION WiTh STEEL DOW'. JAMB

rTnN

; i3NIT XI!, lASK PACKAGE 2

7C,TTOV'7=.

Ice17'.-- he Igalk.Lng thromgh the door of a new learning experience

R" ---cher bonded brick wall at a steel door

4=1717,
steel door frame becomes an intregal part at

-1,_--- Ia =

tat heal

--laeled due to the method of tying the

7=117 V-41-41 steel

dL. ET. V"="1. he

4=7:1-7x;77-4-711,7 ,

. You will be using your

the course spacing from the floor

from the head to the top of the

t a scaffold and work from the

4 -t of the total wall. Continue by

fur the unit and the Specific Objectives

Learning Activity which will

do and the proper procedure

Camerm::

atrm_trict tf this =mat package you will be able'to construct

location.
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OBJECTIVES (coned):

Specific:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Lay up an 8" brick wall in stretcher bond to the height of the

door jamb between established leads, maintaining the following

standards:

a. set door jamb plumb ± 1/16" and level + 1/16".

b. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

c. + 1/4" for overall wall height for a giveninumber of courses

to top of the door jamb.

d. all brick laid to the line.

e. erect proper scaffolding.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Install a lintel and lay up an 8" brick wall in stretcher bond,

above the door lintel, maintaining the following standards:

properly positon lintel above door opening.

b. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

c. + 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses

and wall height.

d. all brick laid to the line.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

29:
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LEARNING ACTIVITY:

Begin with Task Package number 1 and then do number two, for this

is a short unit in terms of task packages but not in terms of experience.

In the packages you will be asked to view a sound-slide package, read

assignments, and construct a brick wall at a steel door installation.

The task packages titles contained in the unit are:

TASK PACKAGE 1: BUILDING AN 8" STRETCHER BOND BRICK-WALL TO

THE HEIGHT OF A STEEL DOOR JAMB

TASK PACKAGE 2: BUILDING AN 8" STRETCHER BOND WALL ABOVE THE

DOOR LINTEL

If you should feel confident enough to pass a comprehensive test

at this time, contact your instructor. However, should you feel you

are not ready to be tested, begin your work as outlined above.
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UNIT XIII: BUILDING AN 8" BRICK WALL SECTION WITH STEEL DOOR JAME

INSTALLATION

TASK PACKAGE 1: BUILDING AN 8" STRETCHER BOND BRICK WALL TO THE

HEIGHT OF A STEEL DOOR JAMB

PREREQUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 3

RATIONALE:

In this task package you will find there are other types of

door frames than the one you built brick mound in another task

package. You will work with a steel door jamb and its adjacent

brick wall. The steel door frames are paining in popularity with the

builders, especially apartment and townhouse contractors. There is

less danger of damage to the steel frames while the tradesmen are

handling them, or when they are in the wall as the buildings are

being completed. Another major reason for using them is that the

steel door frame requires no other trim around the unit to complete

the installation. The steel door frame with its counterpart, the

steel door, forms the most burglar proof of all door units. The

door frame is attached to the 8" brick wall by the means of steel

anchors, supplied by the door-frame manufacturer, placed at three

exact positions along the door jamb section of the door frame.

29S
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OBJECTIVE;

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to lay up

1 an 8" brick wall in stretcher bond to the height of the door jamb

between established leads, maintaining the following standards:

a. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space or head joints.

b. + 1/4" 0 for overall wall height for a given number of

courses to top of door jamb.

c. all brick laid to the line.

d. erect proper scaffolding.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XIII-1, a burglar-proof production.

2. View figure 1 in this task package to observe the brick at the

head of the door. It is not below the head, but is even or could

be 1/4" above.

3. Observe the lintel placement ou page 189, Masonry Simplified,

Volume II.

4. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume II, page 365, Opening in Masonry

Walls. Masonry Simplified, Volume I, Window and Door Details.

5. Proceed to the Learnin& Practice.



LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 6. Corner blocks

2. Level 7. Mortar board

3. Brick hammer 8. Brick

4. 6' standard spacing rule 9. Metal wall ties

5. Mason's line 10. Door frame

1. Check with your instructor for information regarding the steel

door jamb,

2. The height of tha wall + 1/4" will correspond to the height of

the door jamb. Determine the brick course spacing for the wall

height.

3. Using established leads, maintain correct course spacing and stretch

line between leads to the height of the course.

4. Using 3/8" to 1/2" head joints, lay all brick to the line,

cutting the brick at the door jamb where necessary.

5. Embed metal wall ties in proper position. Check with the

instructor for the door jamb metal ties.

6. It will be necessary to use scaffolding, so install it properly

and follow all safety procedures. Leave this project erected;

you will use this setup in the next task package.

After all this practice of laying to a line, yot: should be a

good candidate for the TV show "What's My Line." You did a jamb-up good

job with this package.
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STEEL DOOR JAMB INSTALLATION

Figure 1

4
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UNIT XIII: BUILDING AN 8" BRICK WALL SECTION WITH STEEL DOOR JAMB

INSTALLATION

TASK PACKAGE 2: BUILDING AN 8" STRETCHER BOND WALL ABOVE THE DOOR

LINTEL

PREREqUISITES: UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGE 3; UNIT XII, TASK PACKAGE 2

RATIONALE:

Stretch up to reach a higher level with an 8" stretcher bond

wall above the door lintel. It will take some stretching, but you're

the one to build this wall.

This is a continuing explanation of the previous teak package.

The unit consists of an 8" brick wall section with steel door jamb

installation. When you completed the last task package, you had built

only approximately 2/3rds of the total height of the wall section, so, with

your second wind, you should be able to finish the task without too

much difficulty. Using the same drive you have shown so far - get

with it and do it. Didn't I hear you say you want to go to higher

heights?

;Z99
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to install

a lintel and lay up an 8" brick wall in stretcher bond above the

door lintel maintaining the following standards:

a. properly position lintel above door opening.

b. 3/8" to 1/2" mortar space for head joints.

c. 1/8" for overall height for a given number of courses and

wall height.

d, all brick laid to the line.

Your performance will be evaluated according to the instructor's

cnecklist.

LEMING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XIII-2, starring James Common Bond's

tall sister.

2. Review Unit XI, Task Package 6, and Unit XII, Task Package 3, for

the proper procedure of setting the angle-iron lintels above

door opening.

3. Proceed to the Learning Practice.
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LEARNWG PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Trowel 5. Corner blocks

2., Level 7. Mortar ',0ard

3. Brick hammer 8. ilrick

4. 6' standard spacing rule 9. Metal wall ties

5. Mason's line 10. Lintels

1. Check with your instructor for the height of the wall above the

door opening of previous task packages; doterml.ne the ;,1-;ok

course snacing for th h2ight of the wall.

2. Stretch the mason line between established ?.cads, using the

correct eot,.se spacing, and lay up the 8" brick wall after

properly positioning the two angle-iron lintels above the

door opening.

3. Lay all brick to the line, maintaining 3/8" c '"2" t 1,1:=

to the given height 4- 1/8" of the wall.

You have now reached a new height in your r

and you have done exceptionally well. Cong,a1.1. It1

well done.

It looks as if you're going to beat James Covp.1 !lord at hir;

own game.
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BM-XIV

UNIT XIV: ESTIMATING MASONRY MATERIAL FOR A GIVEN WALL

PREREqUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 3 and 4; UNIT V TASK PACKAGE"2

UNIT XIV, TASK PACKAGES-2 and

RATIONALE:

Once you have reached the height of being what'll'

journeyman in the trade, you will have passed through a peri9d of

the keenest competition and an inward struggle. Upon becoming a

journeyman, competition decreases and opportunity increases, to those

who have taken advantage of knowledge. Knowledge pays dividends.

Many journeymen will never advance any higher than the journeyman,

because of their inability to estimate quantities of material, read

plans and understand the specifications of masonry. This task

package will prepare you to be able to calculate quantities of

materials for masonry walls. So prepare for the time when opportunity

will knock. Be ready!

Continue by reading the General Objective for the unit and the

Specific Objectives for the individual task packages; proceed to the

Learning Activity, which will furnish the information of what you are

to accomplish and the proper procedures for doing it.
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OBJECTIVE:

GENER!

Upon completion of this unit package you will be able to estimate

quantities of material needed to construct a masonry wail (s).

SPECIFIC:

Upon coupletion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Calculate in writing the quantity of brick needed to construct

five different types of walls, given the length, width and height

of each.

a. single wythe of wall, using standard brick in stretcher bond.

b. single wythe of wall, using engineer's brick in stretcher bond.

c. two wythes of wall, using standard brick in common bond.

d. single wythe of wall using Roman brick in stretcher bond.

e. single wythe of wall, using standard brick in Flemish bond.

Your work will be evaluated according to the instructor's checklist.

2. Calculate in writing, the quantity of mortar needed to construct

a brick wall, given the length, width, height and mortar joint

thickness. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance

with the instructor's checklist.

3. Calculate in writing the quantity of masonry cement needed to

construct a brick wall, given the length, width, height and mortar

joint thickness. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance

with the instructor's checklist.
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

4. Calculate in writing the quantity of sand needed to construct

a brick wall, riven the length, width, height and mortar joint

thickness. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance

with the instructor's checklist.

5. Calculate in writing the quantity of block needed to construct

three different types of walls, given the length, width, and

height of each.

a. single wythe wall, using stretcher bond.

b. cavity wall, using stretcher bond.

c. foundation wall, using stretcher bond.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

6. Calculate in writing the quantity of metal wall ties needed

in the construction of four different types of walls, given the

length, width and height of each.

a. 8" solid brick wall, using z-bar metal ties.

b. brick cavity wall, using rectangular metal ties.

c. brick veneer wall, using corrugated metal ties.

d. 12" composite wall, using continuoes metal ties (durawall).

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.
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UNIT XIV: ESTIMATING MASONRY MATERIAL FOR A GIVEN WALL

TASK PACKAGE 1: CALCULATING BRICK QUANTITY

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 3

RATIONALE:

A good estimator makes a good mason - if the estimator is a

mason who knows his brick quantities. Ability in estimating saves

both time and money, as you'll see in this package.

Estimating material quantities for building a brick wall is

as important as using a map to plan the route in taking a trip to

an unfamiliar place. Good planning eliminates the loss of time

and money. It is necessary, therefore, to be able to calculate

the quantity of brick for a given wall before the wall can be

constructed for several reasons. Oftentimes brick masons take some-

one , s 'alculation for estimating the quantity of brick and end up

an incorrect quantity, which results in higher costs and a

loss of time. Eliminate this error by learning how to calculate the

quantity of brick. This package will give you the opportunity to

sharpen up your mathematical know-how.

Now read the Objective and do the Learning Activity and

Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to

calculate in writing the quantity of brick needed to construct five

different tvpes of walls given the length, width and height of

each:

a. single wythe of wall using standard brick in stretcher bond.

single wythe of wall using engineer's brick in stretcher bond.

c. two wythes of wall using standard brick in common bond.

d. single wythe of wall using Roman brick in stretcher bond.

e. single wythe of wall using standard brick in Flemish bond.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XIV-1, an estimable show.

2. Read pages 12 and 13 of Plan Reading for Brickmasons.

3. Review Unit I, task package 3, if necessary.

4. Packages 1, 6, 7, and 17 of Mathematics for Vocations.will be

used in calculating the quantity of brick for a given wall.

5. View information sheet and figure 1, brick estimating, in this

task package for examples.

6. This completes the Learning Activity.; begin on the Learning Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

I. Acquire paper from your instructor for calculating in writing the

quantity of brick needed to construct these five brick walls.

2. Determine the quantity of brick for :ngle wythe, using stand-

ard .riek in stretcher bold 42' 9' high.

3. Determine the quantity of brick for a 4" wall, using engineer's

brick in stretcher bond 76' long x 9' 8" high.

4. Determine the quantity ct !crick for an 8" wall, using a

standard brick in comil,ort bond 28 1/4" long x 12' 8" high.

5. Determine the quantity of brick for a 4" wall, using Roman brick

in stretcher bond 48' long x 16' 4" high.

6. Determine the quantity of brick for a 4" wall, using standard

brick in Flemish bond 28 1/4" wide x 48' long x 9' high ( 4 sides).

7. When you have the quantity of brick calculated, let your instructor

evaluate your amounts. You will need to retain a copy of the

answers for the quantity of brick required to construct the given

wall; they are the basis of the next task package.

It takes a little yeast to make the dough rise; it takes a

little work to make the dough.

Give a good estimate of your ability by doing well in your

masonry course.
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To estimate the number of face brick and common brick needed to
build the foundation walls of the building in PLAN A, Information

Sheet 1, using a 3/8" mortar joint. The brick are to be laid in

stretcher bond (no header courses).

The brick on the outside (1 width) arc face brick, and the
rest of the wall (2 widths) will be common 1:r:.ck.

Tv C.:(2 number face 1,1,k ,eeded for the foundation

walls:

a. Multiply: the perimeter of the foundation walls x the height
of the foundation walls.

144' perimeter of ..he foundation walls

x 12' height of thu founk.-L!on walls

288

144

1728 sq. ft. of walls

b. Deduct the area (number of sq. ft.) of all openings in the
foundation from the area (number of sq. ft. ) of walls.

1,728 sq. ft. area of walls
- 416 sq. ft. area of openings
1,312 sq. ft. area of van to, be covered with face brick

c. Multiply: The number of sq. ft. of wall to be covered with face
brick x the number of brick needed to build 1 sq. ft. of wall

4" wide (from the table).

1,312 x 6 2/3 face brick needed to cover 1 sq. ft. of wall laid

with 3/8" mortar joint.

1,312 sq. ft. of wall to be covered with face brick.

x 6 2/3 face brick needed to cover 1 sq. ft. of wall.
3/ 2,624

874 2/3

7,872

8,746 2/3 = 8,747 face brick needed for the foundation walls

d. Subtract: the number of face brick needed for the outside 4"
of the foundation walls from the total number of brick
needed to build the foundation walls; the remainder will
be the number of common brick needed.

25,280 total brick needed for the foundation walls
- 8,747 face brick needed for the foundation walls
16,533 common brick needed for the foundation walls

Information Sheet
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UNIT XIV: ESTIMATING MASONRY MATERIAL FOR A GIVEN WALL

TASK PACKAGE 2: CALCULATING AMOUNT OF MORTAR

PREREQUISITE3: NONE

RATIONALE:

You have no doubt heard about the mortar board that the

graduating seniors wear at their graduation exercises. When you

wear your mortar board at your graduation, by that time you

should know how to calculate mortar quantities for masonry

projects. The mortar involved in this task package is of the

kind to bond masonry units together and, in order to know the

quantity needed for the given brick wall, it is necessary to

calculate it. It will be necessary to bridge the gap between the

first task package (quantity of brick) to the amount of mortar

necessary for the amount of brick for the given wall. In that

task package you gained knowledge that will help in the mathemat-

ical calculations of this task package. Now read the Objective,

do the Learning Activity and complete the Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able-to

in writing the quantity of mortar needed to construct

a rick vnll given the length, width, height/and mortar joint

thickness. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance

with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Read and study pages 12 and 13 of Plan Reading for Brickmasons,

or pages 54 - 56 of Bricklaying Vocational Training.

2. Use mathematics packages 5, 12 and 17 to calculate quantity of

mortar.

3. Proceed to the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. Using the informatia that you calculated in this task package,

(quantity of brick), calculate the quantities of mortar necessary

to lay up the following walls.

2. Obtain paper from your instructor for your calculations.

3. Determine the amount of mortar, in cubic feet, for a wall

42' long x 9' high, using 3/8" mortar joints and standard brick

in stretcher bond.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

4. Determine the amount of mortar, in cubic feet, for the quantity

of brick calculated for a wall 76' long x 9' 8" high, using

1/2" mortar joints and engineer's brick in stretcher bond.

5. Determine the amount of mortar, in cubic feet, for the quantity

of brick calculated for a wall 28' 4" long x 12' 8" high, using

3/8" mortar joints and standard brick in common bond.

6. Determine the amount of mortar, in cubic feet, for the quantity

of brick calculated for a wall 48' long x 16' 4" high, using

1/2" mortar joints and Roman brick in stretcher bond.

7. Determine the amount of mortar, in cubic feet, for the quantity

of brick calculated for a 4-sided wall 28' 4" wide x 48' long

x 9' high, using 1/2" mortar joints and standard brick in

Flemish bond.

8. Now that you have the quantity of mortar needed to construct

the glven walls, have your instructor evaluate them again. As

for this task package, retain the figures of amounts of mortar

needed in order to calculate the materials of the next two task

packages.

This is like building a pyramid from the bottom up.

When you wear your mortar board at graduation,,yoa will know all

4,
about this process of calculating quantities of mortar.
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UNIT XIV: ESTIMATING MASONRY MATERIAL FOR A GIVEN WALL

TASK PACKAGE 3: CALCULATING AMOUNT OF MORTAR CEMENT

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XIV, TASK PACKAGE 2

RAiioNALE:

This task package deals with the ratio between the quantity of

masonry cement and the amount of sand used in mixing a quantity of

mortar to lay a number of brick to a given wall. The masonry cement

i3 the cementious material arLd is usually a mixture of portland

cement and lime or ground limestone. !iasonry cement may be used in

combination with portland cement, but it should never be used in place

of portland cement or portland cement in place of masonry cement.

Iry to recall that masonry cement is to be used in the construction

of walls, not slabs such as sidewalks, porches, basement floors, etc.

It is now time to go to the Objective, then to the Learning Activity

and Learning Practice.
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9BJECTIVIL:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to calculate

in writing the quantity of masonry cement IneCed to construct a

0rIck wall, ti.-2 length, width, height and mortar joint

space.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNINC ACTIVITY:

1. Use mathematics packages 5, 11 and 17 to calculate quantity of

masonry cement.

2. tJse the following information to calculate quantity of masonry

cement for the calculated quantity of mortar.

Note in the table for the given mortar space of 3/8" that a

greater quantity of M type mortar is needed in relationship to

the 0 type. The difference in the amount contributes to the

increased strength of the mortar joint.
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LEARNTNo ALLIVIrY (cont'd):

Bags of Masonry Cement Required to Lay 1000 Brick

MORTAR TYPE-1 WALL THICKNESS
T--- WIDTH OF JOINTS IN INCHES

1/4"

4"

N 4" 2.3

S 4" 2.0

0 4" 1.8

.3/8" 1/2" 5/8" '

r5
*
5 7.0

6.0

5.2

5.7

3.5 4.7

3.0 4.1 :

2.7 . 3.6

4. Proceed to the Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. Using the information retained from calculating the amount of

mortar needed to construct the given walls and the table supplied

in the Learning Activity., calculate the quantity of masonry

cement needed to construct the given wall of the first task

package of this unit.

2. The calculations should be the number of bags of masonry cement

to the quantity of mortar needed to the given wall. Any part of

a bag is to be counted as a full bag.

3. Obtain paper from your instructor for your calculations.

4. Determine the bags of masonry cement needed for the quantity of

mortar calculated from the brick wall 42' long x 9' high, using

3/8" mortar joint, type N mortar.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

Determine the bags of masonry cement needed for the quantity

of mortar calculated from the brick wall 76' long x 9' 8" high,

usiap 1/2" mortar joint, type S mortar.

determine the bags cf masonry cement needed for the quantity of

Liu- calculated from the brick wall 28' 4" x 12' 8" high, using

mortar joints, type A mortar.

7. e miue the bags of masonry cement needed for the quantity of

mortar calculated from the brick wall 48' long x 16' 4" high,

using 1/2" mortar joint, type S mortar.

determine the bags of masonry cement needed for the quantity

mortar calculated from the four-sided brick wall 28' 4" wide x 48'

long x 9' high, using 1/2" mortar joints, type N mortar.

9. You now have one of the two ingredients which are needed for

making a quantity of mortar. In the next task package you will

calculate the quantity of sand and discuss the water. Halfway

home - so get with it.

You're cementing your way toward a profitable career in masonry.
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UNIT XIV: ESTIAATINC MASONRY MATERIAL FOR A GIVEN WALL

TASK PACKAGE 4: CALCULATING QUANTITY OF SAND

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XIV, TASK PACKAGES 2 AN'? 3

RArIONALE:

The footprints in the sands of time are legendary, just as

is the correct amount of sand needed in the mixing of mortar when

it comes to constructing a building. The sand used in the mortar

must conform to a specified quantity established by the American

Society of Testing of Materials, and the mason needs to be familiar

with this standard Amount. The building supply firms generally

furnish the sand from the masonry contractors' estimates. This

fact is another reason for knowing how to calculate the amount of

sand needed for the job, as well as the amount needed to make the

mortar mixture. Now is the time to continue to the Objective, then

do the Learning Activity and Learning Practice.
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LEARNING PRACIICIL:

1. Using the information retained from task package 2 of this unit,
calculate quantity of mortar needed, and fram the information
supplied in the Learning Activity, cal,:ulate the quantity of
sand in cubic yards needed to censcru.L the given walls of the
first tisk package of t!2. unit.

2. Obtain paper from your instructor for your calculations. Retain
the fraction part of a cubic yard.

3. Determine the cubic yards of sand needed for the quantity of mortar
calculated from the br;ek wall 42' long x 9' high.

4. Determine the cubic yards of sand needed for the quantity of mortar
calculated from the brick wall 76' long x 9' 8" high.

5. Determine the cubic yards of sand needed for the quantity of mortar
calculated from the brick wall 28' 4" long x 12'.8" high.

u. Determine the cubic yards of sand needed for the quantity of mortar
calculated from the brick wall 48' long x 16' 4" high.

7. Determine the cubic yards of sand needed for ,the quantity of mortar
calculated from the four-sided brick wall 28' 4" wide x 48' long
x 9' high.

This is the second of the ingredients needed to mix a quantity of
mortar; the only remaining material is the water. To make the
mixture add the greatest amount of water to make your mortar

workable. vo the sand and the water make you dream of the lake
or ocean? One day soon, after gathering in some of that green

from working, you will be able to take advantage of the sand and

water at the ocean.
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UNIT XIV: ESTIMATING MASONRY MATERIAL FOR A GIVEN WALL

TASK PACKAGE 5: CALCULATING BLOCK QUANTITIES

PR7hEQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGE 4

RATIONALE:

How many blocks would you need to block if jou needed to block

some blocks? This question is about as nonsensical as the old query

about the woodchuck chucking wood. But this is a no-nonsense

package on the accurate calculation of block quantities.

In this task package you will be able to calculate the

quantity of blocks needed to construct a block wall. It is necessary

to calculate the amount of materials needed in the construction of

any building and, as the carpenter needs to know how many 2 x 4's

are needed in a given wall, the mason must figure the number of

blocks needed in a given wall. Estimating the quantity of blocks

for the given wall aids in costing out the building and the order-

ing of supplies. This package will further uevelop your math skills

as well as plan-reading abilities. Now, continue on by reading the

Objective and doing the Learning Activity and the Learning Practice.

Refer to the Objective as often as necessary.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to

calculate in writing the quantity of blocks needed to construct

t1-1-ee different types of walls given the length, width, and

fight of each.

a. single wythe of wall, using stretcher bond.

b. cavity wall, using stretcher bond.

c. foundation wall, using stretcher bond.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Use mathematical packages 1, 3, and 5 in calculating the

quantities of blocks needed in the Learning Practice.

2. You will not have an opportunity to view a sound-slide package

for this task package, so when you are in the downtown area,

observe the block structures and then attempt to estimate the

quantity of h1-66;used in the construction of a structure

with9j having dimensions to work with.

ihere is no textbook material available so, using the example

provided in the Learning Practice, calculate the quantities of

blocks for the given wall.

14
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd) :

4. This completes the Learning Activity; begin on the Learning

Practice.

LE.1RNING PRACTICE:

Ont cf the various means of estimating the quantity of blocks

r. cded for a given wall is this example:

E.<ample: How many blocks are needed for a wall 48' long x 8' high?

a. Cal:ulate the number of blocks per course.

h. Determine the number of courses in the height of the wall.

c. Multiply the number of blocks per course by the number of

courses for the quantity of blocks for the given wall.

d. The block is 16" or 1 1/3' in length. Divide this block

length into the wall 48' x 1 1/3' for number of blocks per

course. 48 s 1 1/3 = 48 e 4/3 = 48 x 3/4 = 36 blocks per

course.

e. The block is 8" or 2/3' in height. Divide this block height

into the elevation of the wall (8'); your answer should be

12 courses of blocks.

36 blocks per course

x 12 course wall height

432 blocks needed to construct the wall 48' long x 8' high.

I. Obtain paper from your instructor for calculating in writing the

quantity of blocks needed to construct three different types of
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

walls.

2. Determine the quantity of blocks for a block wall 120' long

N 24' high, using stretcher bond.

Determine the quantity of block for . block cavity wall
..

75' long x 18' high, using stretcher bond.

4. Using figure 1 of this task package, determine the quantity

of blocks needed for the foundation wall using stretcher bond.

5. Calculate with the dimensions shown on the drawing; the

height elevation is to be 8' for the figure 1 foundation.

Now that you have the foundation built on solid ground,

continue with the next task package after your instructor has

evaluated your work.

Stay with it! Happiness is a job well done.

Block by block, you're steadily building up your skills as a

mason.
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UNIT XIV: ESTIdATINC MASONRY MATERIAL FOR A GIVEN WALL

TASK PACKAGE 6: CALCULATING METAL WALL TIES

PREREQUISITES: UNIT V, TASK PACKAGE 2

This package concerns ties. Not neckties, railroad ties, or

hog ties. The ties here are metal wall ties, wnich all good masons

should know about.

Have you ever had the misfortune of having a tie rod end

break at the front wheel section of your automobile? The tie rod

has a definite purpose for the front end of the automobile, just

as the metal wall ties have an important function to tie two or

more wythes of masonry walls together for structural strength.

Aetal ties are also used to attach brick veneer to wood frame or

other structural walls. As with other building material it is

necessary to calculate the quantity of wall ties needed for a

structure, and the local building codes provide the criteria for

the location of the, metal ties in the wall. There are many

varieties of metal ties, and your local building material supply

centers can furnish this information. This package has been

developed to provide you with Learning Activity and Learning

Practice. Continue with the 1)1esthre, the Learning_Activity

and the Learning Practice.

Xe7



oBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of tnis task package you will be able to

calculate in writing the quantity of metal wall ties needed in the

2

IiI1111,

:-Insi.ruc ion of fol.:- different types of walls given the length,

width or height of cacti:

a. 8" solid brick wall using Z-bar metal ties.

b. brick cavity wall using rectangular metal ties.

c. brick veneer wall using corrugated metal ties.

d. 12" composite wall using continuous metal ties (durawall).

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Sorry, no sound-slide package for this package.

2. Read information about the metal ties on pages 15 and 16 of

Bricklaying Vocational Training.

3. This completes the Learning Activity. Proceed to the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Use the criteria that most building codes provide to determine

the quantities of metal wall ties for the given walls as recorded on

page 15 of Dricklaying_Vocational Training.
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LEARNING 1"ZACTIGL (cent'd):

1. obtain paper from your instructor and, if you are not sure of

the Objective, discuss it with him at this time.

2. Determine the number of Z-bar metal ties needed for an 8" solid

bric wr it 12D long x 43' high.

Determine the quantity of rectangular metal ties needed for a

brick cavity wall 260' long x 28' high.

4. Determine the quantity of corrugated metal ties needed for a

brick veneer wall 144' long x 9' 6" high.

5. Determine the quantity of continuous metal ties needed for the

plan shown on figure 1 of this task package. The answer should

be in total lineal feet.

Give the answer to your instructor for evaluation. See, these

types of math problems are fun when relating them to the building

of a structure.

It looks as if you're really tying in your increasing knowledge

of masonry.
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UNIT XV: BUILDING LAYOUT

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XV, TASK PACKAGES 1 AND 4

RATIONALE:

When you look at all the structures in your locale did it ever

occur to you that someone had to lay out the structures before any

other trade could do its part of the work. That is what this task

package is all about. ..ne layout of a building on a job site by

measuring with a 100' tape, using the 6-8-10 and diagonal methods for

checking squareness. The builder's level (transit) will also be used

to lay out a building as well as to establish elevation leveling

points. Batter-o.7ard construction and use are also necessary to the

operation of building layout and are included in the unit. You will

set up a transit for use and will be able to identify the parts of

the transit using the information found in one of the packages. Continue

by reading the General Objective for the unit and the Specific Objectives

for the individual task packages. Co on to the Learning Activity which

will supply the information as to what you are to accomplish and the

proper procedures.

OBJECTIVES:

General:

Upon completion of this unit package you will be able to lay out a

building by measuring and using a builder's level.
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OBJECTIVES (cont'd):

Specific:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be able

to:

1. Us,2 a folding rule or tape to measure given length of wall, with

a standard of accuracy of + 1/8" for measurement, using the rule

or tape.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Construct and position a batter-board system for a wall or

foundation maintaining the following standards:

a. batter-boards to be positioned 4' to 5' beyond all building

lines.

b. height of batter-boards to be 18" to 24" above ground level.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with figure 1

in this task package.

3. Lay out a building or foundation using the 6-8-10 and diagonal

methods.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

4. Identify in writing, from the illustration in this task package,

the following:
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_ t be to your advantage to complete

Packages 2, 3 and 4 must follow

repents on the preceding package (s).

the ca-sk rachates you are to view a sound-slide program, read the

1,erfo. practical exercises. The number and

:ask pazKazes Incaucled in this unit are:

2-zri: FL' _A:a FOLDING RCLE citiD TOE

"ASK o0AFr

.r;



BM-XV 4

LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

TASK PACKAGE 3: LAYOUT OF A BUILDING

TASK PACLAGE 4: BUILDER'S LEVEL

TASK PACKAGE 5: LEVELING WITH A BUILDER'S LEVEL

TASis, PACKAGE 6: LAYING OUT A JOB SITE USING BUILDER'S LEVEL

Upon completion of the Learning Activity, begin work as outlined.

If you should feel confident enough to pass a comprehensive test at

this time, contact your instructor. However, should you feel you

are not ready to be tested, begin your work as outlined above.
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UNIT XV: BUILDING LAYOUT

TASK PACKAGE 1: FOLDING RULE AND TAPE

PREREQUISITES: NONE

'RATIONALE:

It's not time to fold up now. Just tape your attention here

to the folding rule and tape.

It is obvious that proper interpretation of reading a folding

rule or tape is fundamental to :.wilding construction, as without

accurate interpretation of the rule, dimensions given on a plan

would be useless. The folding rule and the tape are indispensable

measuring devices that the brick mason uses whenever it is

necessary to lay out a wall, measure a distance along the wall,

measure a distance along the wall to place a door, window spacing,

or for any other piece of equipment that must be placed in or

through the wall. The brick mason must know how to use the folding

rule with the inch marking to measure as well as the brick mason's

spacing rule you learned about in a previous task package. Read

the Objective and Learning Activity and then do the Learning

Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use a

folding ,-le or tap-, to measure a given le,.gth of wall with a

standar" accuracy of + 1/E". Your performance will be eval-

uated in accordance with the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. Begin the Learning Activity by going to the kesource Center and

viewing sound-slide package BM-XV-1, starring Tapey Rule.

2. View figure 1 in this task package. Observe the marking on the

enlarged view showing the 1/16" graduations of the one inch

.scale. This scale repeats itself the length of the folding rule

or tape, even if the tape is 100 foot in length.

3. There is no reading material available on the use of the

folding rule or tape, so see your instructor for a demonstration

for measuring a wall.

4. This completes the Learning Activity; proceed to the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Folding rule 2. 50' or 100' tape
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LEARNING PRACTICE (c'Jlit'd):

1. Observe your instructor's demonstration of the uses of the

folding rule and 100-foot tape. Be prepared to demonstrate

tht Ljd of the. ,4 measuring devices wh: the instructor requests

you to co so.

2. Make and record the following measurements to the nearest

1/16" or 1/8" as indicated in the following exercises. Accuracy

of measurement is inportcnt in this exercise, so be careful in

your interpretation. When you use the 50 or 100-foot tape it

will'be necessary to have a classmate hold the zero-end of

your tape. If you find in making your measurements that you

are having trouble with common fractions and mixed numbers,

refer to Mathematics for Vocations, packages 1 and 2.

Observe the graduation marks on the one inch scale in figure

1 of this task package so you will be able to measure the

fractional part of the inch in making your measurements.

4. Using the folding rule measure the length of five standard

brick, including a 3/8" head joint to accuracy of + 1/8".

5. On the floor of the shop in a space designated by the instructor,

mark and measure the length of the following walls, using the

folding rule:

4 feet 1 5/8 inch length.

b. 7 feet 7 7/8 inch length.

c. 3 feet 3 1/4 inch length.

NaS
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

6. Using the 50 or 100 foot tape, measure the exterior wall

which contains the garage door of the masonry shop.

a. length of the wall + 1/8".

b. .sight of rnp wall + 1/8" from ground level to the head

of the garage door.

7. Now discuss the measurements of the walls with your instructor

to see how well you have met the Objective. If you have

successfully achieved the Objective, he will indicate to you

to proceed to the next task package. Congratulations! You

now can scale to greater heights.

Don't fold up your rule or run in your tape until you have

measured success.
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UNIT XV: BUILDING LAYOUT

TASK PACKAGE 2: BATTER BOARD

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Batters-up sounds like the beginning of a baseball or softball

game, but it is the beginning of the learning about batter-boards

used in the construction industry.

The subject of squaring the building to be constructed is one

of the most important features to insure the success of any building

operation. In order to place the lines of building in position, it

is necessary to have some arrangement to support the line. This is

where we use the batter boards. The long sides of the batter boards

are designed to allow you roam to adjust your lines as you are

locating and squaring up the building. They must be placed far

enough behind the building lines to allow the other operations of

construction to be completed without disturbing the batter boards.

Now continue with the reading of the Objective, then doing the

Learning Activity and Learning Practice.

.141.
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OBJLCTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will he able to construct

and position a batter-board system for a wall or foundation main-

tunin; standards:

a. batter-boards to be positioned 4' to 5' beyond all building

lines.

b, height of batter boards to be 18" to 24" above ground level.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with figure 1

in this task package.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XV-2, featuring Batty Board.

2. Read page 80 of Masonry Simplified, Volume II.

3. Read the information and observe the batter board-pattern on

figure 1 of this task package.

4. This completes the Learning Activity; proceed with the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Brick hammer 4. Stock for batter board

2. Sledge hammer 5. Nails

3. Stakes 6. Saw
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

1. Discuss with your instructor the setting up of batter boRxds.

2. Take all of the tools and material to the job site to construct

the batter boards.

3. 11 taoding or page 77 of Masonry Simplified, Volume II,

specified, locate small stakes at each corner of the building

layout.

4. At each corner construct a set of batter boards 4 to 5 feet

behind the building line in the following manner:

a. Partition and drive three long stakes approximately 2

feet into the ground and the remaining 1 1/2 to 2 feet

above ground as shown on figure 1 of this task package. The

stake should be positioned at right angles to each other and

approximately 5 feet apart so the building lines can be

adjusted along the batter-board for true location.

b. Nail the batter-board to the upright stakes so the top

edges are approximately 18 to 24 inches above the ground.

c. Diagonally brace one of the legs of the batter -board system

to give added strength.

5. The batter-boards are positioned 4 to 5 feet behind the building

line to permit the excavator to dig the foundations without

disturbing the batter-boards, for they are used again for other

opeartions in the construction of the building.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

6. This completes the Learning Practice. Have the instructor

evaluate the Objective and continue to the next task package,

where you will put the batter-board to use.

Naka sLccess your Objective in life.
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5

7RECTING BATTER BOARDS

Batter hoards are boards nailed to stakes driven in the ground just
beyond the corners of the foundation walls, for the purpose of holding
the lines in a secure position. They are built solid, so that they
cannot shift their position by the earth giving away, when excavated,
and to give ample room for working space and materials. The necessity
of the boards is apparent when one can see that the stakes defining
the outline of the foundation walls would have to be disturbed for
excavating purposes. They also assure the lines being put in their
proper places from day to day. They may be mark.,d by a pencil mark,
nail head or saw cut. The best method is to hav saw cuts as they
cannot be disturbed as a nail head or pencil mark can.

The best materials to use for the batter boards are pieces of 2 inch
by 4 inch driven into the ground at least 2 feet or more, depending
on the character of the ground. On these stakes nail firmly 7/8 inch
by 4 inch boards.

Figure 1

)
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:V: -tLb1NG L.. T

1'A,L1,:d: 3: 1_.:T or A BUILDING

L.1i1 XV, TASK PACKAGES 1 AND 2
"

gol: with your best friend and with the

g in ttk! 13th ;1-en, both golf balls are lying

thi ictanro from the cup. The one way you can

ui or -t le"6;. is by sinking that putt. The

putt must be very accurate.
Accuracy is what needs to be practiced

when you are laying out the building lines, squaring the first right

angle corner and finally the diagonals of the completed building

layout. it will be necessary to read your tapes while measuring

the dimen3ions of the building, as when you read a green to sink a

long putt. Now read the Objective, do the Learning Activity and then

proceed with the Learning Practice.
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! Upon completion ot this task package you Jill. be able to lay out

ot Lt..utttion using the 6 - 3 - and diagonal

ti&t Lr,sLucLor C

-L'

wt ,1 be ev.d.uo,.,..c. in accordance with

Vi.
-,-3, icaturing Larry Layout.

itcad pager; 79 and do of nasonry Simplified, Volume II.

3. Read pages 20 and 21 of Bricklaying III, by Delmar.

4. This compleies the Lz..arning ,ctivity; proceed to the Learning

Practice.

Tools Lquipment

1. hammer 5. ason's line

10u-foot. square 6. Nails

3. Carpenter's square 7. Saw

4. Folding rule 8. narking pencil

1. 0i,;cuss with your instructor the 6 - 8 - 10 and diagonal methods

used in the layout of the building lines.

2. Take all, your tools and equipment to the site layout you completed

setting up the batter boards.
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e; :igure i in t .:s task 7--':age, locate

tie mason's line to the respective batter

z.--% be ,ttached to a driven into the

a saw SC.1!= _J the board and tying the

:t_ Tc.,pcc:ive batter board, using the

car-;,.-7f- 7's w, clan -to as a helpmate) to aid

. lint. at corner of lines A and B.

c.:-rner the 8 - 8 - 10 method described in the

''E your instructor demonstrate how to mark the first

Lec mason 1;ne with 'I mark for reference.

are adjusted so that the final measurements

locate the other lines onto the remaining

-N7A27Z.S. accuracy of measuring the building is very

the building.

t'ne b"-'i'".1g lines are correctly located,

asuring with the 100-foot tape from the

az:mere ,:sta..1ishi-d by the intersecting lines in front of the

,ct:cr 1oa7cs. The asurement between t;.e two diagonal lines

ou rre sattsfied that this exercise has been completed

co_ atIy, _ ctor check your work for your evaluation.
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LE:ittl'UNG ITACi 1..(.1:

T.he evation is now ready to be dug; so dig in and get another

task package.

Succesa i:: the sum of planning and wor .
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LAY'NG OUT A SQUARE CORNER

BATTER BoARD
(:S-C-f--

10.0

OUTSIDE OF
FOUNDATION

40/1 OR MORE

Figur: 1
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UNIT XV: BUILDING LAYOUT

TASK PACKAGE 4: BUILDER'S LEVEL

PREREqUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

It's time to level with the builder's level. If you pause here,

you will get to know a valuable instrument for the mason. And that's

on the level.

This task package will carry you to a useful knowledge of how

to obtain accurate layouts with a builder's level, known in rainy

sections of the nation as a transit. Before the brick mason can use

the transit for measurement purposes, he must first know the method

of setting it up and the component parts of the builder's level. This

is a precision instrument, so it must be treated with kindness and

great care, in storage or in use. In this task package you will gain

the skills of knowing the parts of the instrument, as well as how to

set it up for use. Continue by reading the ailestiu and doing the

Learning Activity and Learning Practice.
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OBJECT1VL:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to identify

in writing, from the illustration in this task package, the

following:

a. all component parts of the builder's level.

b. list the seven steps in setting up the level.

Your performance will he evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XV-4, a star feature.

2. Read page 86 of Advanced Bricklaying, by Delmar.

3. Read Modern Carpentry, pages 43 to 51, on Leveling Instruments.

4. This completes the Learning Activity; now begin the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Builder's level (transit) 2. Tripod

1. Report to your instructor and discuss the builder's level, its

care, installation and use.

2. In the blank spaces write the component parts of the builder's

level from the illustration on figure 1.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

1.

2.

3.

4.

3. In the setting up cf the builder's level, fill in the blank

spaces that complete the seven steps:

a. in setting up the tripod, it is necessary to be certain

it is set on the ground,

b. Set the tripod head as as possible with the eye.

c. Check the leveling . Be sure they are

d. Place the of the telescope over two opposite

leveling screws.

e. Follow these two rules for final adjustment:

a. Grasping the leveling screws (under the barrel) with the

thumb and forefinger, turn both thumb screws in or both

out, with the same amount of

b. The will always go in the same direction

as the thumb.

f. After

the

the bubble over one pair of screws, turn

to the opposite set of leveling screws and

repeat the just mentioned operation until the barrel can
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BM-XV-4 4

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd) :

be turned in any

in the

with 'ile bubble

g. Alvays check the bubble with each new .

4. Do not strain the threads on the screws while adjusting the builder's

level but, finishing this task package, you can strain for the next

task package afur you have the instructor check your work.

Masonry could very well be your ticket to success.
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5

6

TRANSIT

7

QS.5-)
LEVEL VIAL
(TOP VIEW)

Figure 1
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UNIT XV: BUILDING LAYOUT

TASK PACKAGE 5: LEVELING WITH A BUILDER'S LEVEL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XV, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

Don't give in to any transitory fantasies here, but become

familiar with the use of the transit. This transit has notning

to do with the bus line, taxicabs or subway systems, but this

task package will carry you to a useful knowledge on how to

obtain accurate leveling points with a transit.

A brick mason must be able to use a builder's level or transit

with precision if he is to establish grades (leveling points) with

a great degree of accuracy; the skill in using a builder's level

or transit is obtained by the actual practice in using this

instrument. Continue by reading the Objective, and doing the

Learning Activity and Learning Practice.
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2

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to use the

builder's transit to establish level points to an elevation

I;tandard 1/4".

Your pe-lomance wil1 1e evalqAted in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package dil-XV-5, a level-headed show.

2. Read Modern Carpentry, pages 43 to 51, on Leveling Instruments.

3. This completes the Learning Activity; proceed with the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Builder's level (transit) 4. Stakes

2. Tripod 5. Wood folding rule

3. Rod or story pole 6. Marking pencil

1. Report to your instructor and discuss the use of the leveling

instrument to establish level points. Check out the transit

from the instructor.

2. Set up the transit on the tripod as in task package,four of

this unit at the site location of the batter-boards.
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LEAltNiNG PEALTICE (coat'd):

3. On the batter-Loard, at the highest elevated point on the

job site, place a mark on one of the corner stakes six inches

above the ground. This is known as a bunch mark.

4. Uith sn, aid of A classmate, as the rod man, have him hold the

bottom of the rod to rn Lunch mark on the batter-board.

Sight a level line with the transit to the rod, setting the

target_ on the rod to the sighting cross hair of the transit.

A story pole can be used in place of the rod and target by

placing a pencil mark on the story pole for the. transit reading.

The third method for reading the setting of the level to the

bench mark is by u.:ing the folding rule, holding it in the same

manner as the rod, and with you reading the scale on the folding

rule.

5. Have your helper hold the rule against each corner on the batter-

board in succession, as you sight a level line wit'l the transit,

having your helpe: line up the rule to ti' exact bench mark

before. Have him mark this dimension in each batter-board.

G. When you have completed this exercise you will have sighted a

level line to all corners; with the same technique as you just

performed, you can check the height of your walls as the building

is being constructed in order to eliminate the error of having

the building out of level.



4

LEARNING nACTICE (cont'd):

7. t: hen you are satisfied you
have completed the job satisfactorily,

have the instructor check your work.

You did a good job and that's on the level. For more transit

work go to the next task package.

Keep your eye on your destination - success!
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Finding out tin difference of grade between several
paints is called It -iing. To do this- Set the instru-
ment about midway between the two points whose
difference of grade is to be determined and level the
instruno 'it. as explained on the preceding page Hold
the rod fight up" at one of the two points tt died
s:ation,i read it thrk L ji the telescope wh. the
horizontal crosshair seems to cut the graduation; on
Ole rod Nut, this reading, take the rod and
it "straight r the otler station Then, .itheut
iisturbing the ri:-rionent 'n its position. swing the
telescope clear z.tround to si.ht the rod and note the
reading The tween the tv.0 readings
will tell how trio,ii Ile biation is abate or below the
other. Example:

Iwo 4

II\
. il
M

M is the instrument, placed about midway between
the two points v.hu-ze grades are to be determined
At station X, the rod reads 4 feet. 2 inches, at
station Y. it reads 2 feet. 6 inches Station X is
then 1 foot, 6 inches below station Ythe figure citi
get when you subtract the lower level from the higher

tunn:i.j ovcic;:a linos with a level

Level the instrument over one end point (Figure
(I I)) Hold the rod at the first stake point and
niljust the position of the target so that it falls on the
eresshairs of the instrument Move the rod bark to
the nett point and proceed as before Repeat as
man% times as necessary. When the rod moves he,

the range of the instrument, set up over the
next to the last marked point and mode the instru
merit until the target falls on the crosshairs Then
pro-Cued as before

5
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UNIT XV: DU I EDI= LAYOUT

TASK PACKAGE 6: LAYING OUT A JOB SITE USING BUILDER' S LEVEL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XV, .SK PACKAGE 4

how du you think the astronauts reached the moon? You know it

was by spaceship, but the entire trip was planned and laid out for

the desired route of the spaceship, and the spaceship was kept on

course with delicate instrument readings.

In this task package you will not be working with as fragile

an instrument as the astronauts used but, nevertheless, you are

working with a precision instrument that, when correctly used, will

chart a building layout. The necessity of accurately reading the

numbers and degree reading on the dial will benefit in less reworking

of the operations in employing the transit. Adjust to the environ-

ment and read the Objective, do the Learning Activity and proceed to

the Learnin& Practice.



2

letior this task acka, you will be able to lay out

site usim:: a huilder's transit.

1-c cva uated in accordance with the

pnzKapo XV-6 starring J.O.B. Site.

1-ticoo loe no reading e - for this task package due to

inl. So follow the directions very carefully

Pr,z;tice.

y. i__:.ustrations on f _r I of the task package.

3e the 'Learning Activity; begin now with the

121.1J:z1N:

utpmen:

levol (Trans,- ) 4. Small stakes

5. Hammer

z. ta7Ne 6. Nai_s

the line A-A represents the front

line, 5z for 2 our first operation set up the level with plumb

of



Bti-: V-6

3

LEARNING PRACTICE (coat'0):

bob centered over point J. Level the instrument. You did not

use the plumb bob with the transit in other task packages, so

check with your instructor to see that it is being properly set

to point J.

2. Sight level on one vil(' of point A, aligning the vertical crossbar
in the barrel to that point A.

3. Tighten clamp screws at that position.

4. Move the horizontal scale until its zero matches zero on the

vernier dial. See figure 1, the numbers 3 and 4, on the

illustration.

5. Release clamp screw and move the head 90°. This is at right

angles to line A - A and locates line B G.

6. With the 100-foot tape, measure off the distances I B and C

to establish building line B - G.

7. Repeat the operations in steps 1 through 6, setting up on corner B.

Establish point C from B - G and tape
required measurement to

C from B G.

8. Establish point H in the same manner as prescribed and the building

should be ready for batter boards. The offset D - E - F is

easier to lay out by measuring with the tape from parallel lines.

9. This completes the unit on Wall and Building Layouteand you

have come a long way, baby! So have the instructor evaluate
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LEARNING PDACTICL (coLtie):

your work and rot with another task package.

Keep laying out your effort, and you may have some day soon

the opportunity to lay out a 30-story b! ilding.
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Cenera! Cozcripiion of level
The 10172 inch long telescope with a built-in sun-

shade- furnishes a sharp magnifying power of 18
times, and has an objective lens (1) of 1 :11; inch
diameter- To focus on an object. turn the focusing
knobs (2) in the proper direction, with either your
right or left hand. No separate focusing of the cross-
hairs is necessary. since they are in a fixed focus.
The I% inch long telescope vial is protected by a
strong die cast easing.

The fully enclosed, adjustable horizontal circle (3)
is divided in degrees and numbered every 10 degrees
in quadrants, from 0 degrees to 90 degrees. Various
angles can be measured with the aid of the index
vernier (4). Approximate horizontal settings are held
firmly in-place by means of a clamp screw (5). Fine
horizontal settings can be made with the tangent
screw (6).

The instrument is mounted on -the tripod head
a center screw and cup in the tripod head assembly
(not shown) which screw.; onto the protective die cast
base assembly (7). At the lower end of the tripod's
center screw. a hole is pro. ided for the cord of the
plumb bob. which is used to center the leveltransit
ors a desired point

Four leveling screw.: (8) 'met the in4troment.
When remmiog the instrument from the triikul. fir.t
lowen the four lei cling cre.; before unscrewing the
renter "-crew

Figure 1

.36!)
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',7N1T PAGKA1E XVI: FUIA:ii; or MAZuNin

Oitt.;121.;OUISIlla;:, UNIT I, TASK PACKAGif.S 3 AND 4;

UNIT V, TASK PACKACAES 2 AND 4

Masor.ry w.il]s and partitions for residenco-: and other small

building must be planned taking 3n each and every rc.virem,,!:t

they mu:A sati.Ify. .nni. in 'itut,c;-, slection of the

p.Irticular kindf o w::)1 cc '.ors to be must he known

and thorourny underdtoed by t:Ie maon or architect doing the

planning. Both careful planning and good con2tmotion are

necessary in order to make walln and partition s:'tisfactory in

terms of safety as well as functional requireme,its. This unit

explains the functions and uses of a foundation wall, a brick veneer

wall, a brick and block wall, a partition wall, a curtain wall, a

panel wall, a cavity wall and a parapet wall. The descriptions

of a firewall, a coping and a buttress are also explained. Continue

by reading the General Objectives for the unit J,d the Snecific

Objectives for each task package. Direct rir attention to the

LearninFr Activity which will indicate 1,o you what you are to

accomplish and how to proceed in the completion of this unit.



1311-XV1 2

Upc% coAnlotio- o till i1L paskrvw yt.o will be able to

demon:-trate kn(.,12d=70 of the vPriety of walls and partitions

le;eti

Upo,, fo: this unit, you will be able to:

1. Rc,,ur,' c L2o .
n m sroration related to a ioundatio

'

al:

a. 3 type:.; of mat,.riaL. that are usec: in the construction of a

foundation.

b. 6 specifications for concrete foundations for small buildings.

c. 4 types of foundation supports.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Record writing the following information related to a brick

veneer wall:

a. name three types of walls that can 1) veneered.

b. sketch t,wo method:, of preparing a new foundation for brick

veneering a frame building.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

nstructor's checklist.

3. Record In wi.Jtii7 the following information related to a brick

and bloc:: (tile) wall:
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f;t)tc, !:.gs TLv:2,1t:Ice:1 or reaoor:1 for conr3-tructinr, a brick

and block wall in preference to a solid brick wall.

b. name two ar:!as of use for a brick and block wall.

. ;(_, -ted L .ordance with the

in

I. Record in ,rriting the following information related to a

partition wall:

b. name 1t type., of ma:,onry- m,:Lcrial used in the construction

of a partition wall.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

5. Record in writing the following information related to curtain

and panel walls::

a. define a curtain wall.

b. define a panel wall.

c. name two methods using the panel wall in constructiL,n of

a building.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor'n, checklist.

6. Record in writing the following information related to a cavity

wall:

a. define a cavity wall.

b. name three area, of use for a cavity wall.



C. on:, or ldranYlges of' asing' a cav]ty wall

over usin7; Cl solid hricl: wall.

Yt.r erforn-ince will be evaluated in accordance with the

7. R:ord wr,:;ng the fc,lo.:isg illforr,atjon related to a

retaining

a. doL'in,2 a wall.

h. :hc c for a rctainlng wall.

c. descriLe prcr tion of -.1 retaining wall.

Yor perf'orma.lce will be evall.at.ed in accordance with the

iml..ructor's checkL).-A.

8. Record in writing the following information concerning a

parapet wall:

a. define a parapet wall.

b. sketch a section of parapet wall.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

9. Record ln writing the :^1lowing information related to a

firewall, a wall coping and a buttres.:.

a. define each type of wall.

b. sketch a nectiolf of each.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordanceiwith the

instrawtor':. checklist.



i in ACT L I l' :

lout may be completed in any

..,211,Luu ,JJ FT* %.itn_n the unit; there are nine

packni-es for he unv.. In the task pachaces you will be asked

to %low n so S-s]lde pror-xam, 1-vad assirnmony-i, answer question:,

tnJ perfor:i ,r1? TKe tak packaces contained

in the unit itre z.ud '1,mber arc as follows:

TASK 2ACOG 1: JALLS

WILLS

TASK l'ACKA,L; WALLS

TASK PACKAGE 4: PARTITIM WALLS

TASK PACKAG1, 5: CURP.Ain Ali!) PANEL WALLS

TASK PACKAGE 6: A CAVITY ALL

TASK PACKAGE 7: A RETAINING WALL

TASK PACKAGE 8: A PARAPET WALL

TASK PACKAGE 9: IDENTIFICATIOU OF A COPING,

A BUTTRESS AND A FIREWALL

At this point, should you feel able to pass a comPrehensive

test on the functions and use:. of walls covered in this unit

contact your instructor. However, should yc',1 el that you are

not ready to be totted, bec_n your work as outlined above.
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:ounrons 1.AstInr.;. i3uild your masoL-:

fldm Cou)adation and t'?..r will remain with you for a long

:e sanesame is cllaracteristio of foundations for structures, you'l_

lectrn here.

Foundations are the key to the longevity of most struct1,1-L.:_

A properly derigned and constructed foundation will be in useful

colidition for many years, and the foundation built on a rack wil:

stand long,er than those built on soft ground. You, yourself,

should get a good foundation in your -:tudies. Foundations of every

t:ne conccrn us every day, and here's your chance to learn shout

cm-0.1 buileing construction.

You will learn about kinds of materia2, types of support

c-ecificaltons concerning concrete foundation wall thicknesscs fe

-m?11 b,,ildinc-s. You are now ready to read the Obilecive, do tl'e

icarrin- Activity and complete the Learninr Practice.
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to recur

:1 fonn'aton wall:

fe co uetion

1

for' .u7.^

'It Lr0

;

View zod-:.:lidic r:-:vT--1, ('I21 1r l'ound

E9 to ]23 Volume II.

_ Obse_ firuIc 3, rar-c 97; ilrnare 11 pe.,7e 103; figure 14,

zag,c an:: figure 1:I Tv-=e 107, which illustrate different

7.aterials nsnd in construction of foundations.

L. noLsi-cle, visit a construction site to observe the types

of foundation sunports in use.

. :hits comnletcs the Icarninz Activity; nroceed to the Learnin-

i'rac:ice.
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1Zeport r.o your instructor and discucs three tyre.; of materials

that afe used in the construction of a if,-.:ndatIon.

In the cnecifications for concrete fou: 'tions, fill in the

thc- follow4ng

-L:.:ermation fou.1, on na,-,.es 109 and 110 of

Ilume

c-. _ructca of e..)..1 frame .:it._

foan(1atiou wall is at least

inches trick when t1,e structure is over 20 feet

long.

b. To-story residen:-e constructed of brici; veneer with

wood frame. The concrete foundation wall is

inches thick when thA foundation is 8 feet into the ground.

c. Two-story apartment building construc_ed of masonry walls.

The concrete foundation wall is inches.

3. In the specifications for concrete foundations on pages 109

and 110 of Masonry Si*]t?lif led, Volume name in writi. : the

concrete foundation wall thicknesses of ese six sma]

building':, by filling in the blank spaces.

a. One-story residence constructed of wood longer than 20

feet; the foundatior thickness 4s inches.

b. Two-story residence constructed of brick veneer with wood



}

:o,:rdasdon o ectIi' thickn--es is fnches.

'd of mosonry

ir inches.

barn ,:ons:.ructed of wood

'1..ickness is inches.

. to

4

Lxterfor wars :o baoem,-nt sake wall ot.

f-:'.ee thick.

17_ follr -:P- Of founiation zusnorto used in

included in

-

:our,aations c constructed at

tae arpez:ry Lo area se supnDrt the house your carpentry

wiII co

answers 7,3 the :nstructor for evaLlation and, with

L:.o. on to the next tank package.

L fo.;..ni:ion is the key to success.
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UNIT XVI: FUNCTIONS AND USES OF MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 2: BRICK VENEER WALL

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I; UNIT V, TASK PACKAGES 2 AND 4

RATIONALE:

Don't climb the walls. Just brick veneer them. You'll learn

how to do it here.

Walls have been an important part of man's existence since

very early history. He has used them to protect himself and his

family and furnishings from the elements.

The modern wall serves the same functions are those built

in the past; improved construction techniques and the intro-

duction of new materials have resulted in structures which are

vastly superior. In the brick veneer wall of this task package

the development of the metal wall ties enables the brick veneer

on different types of back-up wall to be constructed to Isemble

a solid brick wall, but to retain the advantages of economy and

better insulation qualities. Now continue by reading the Objective

and doing the Learning Activity and Learning Practice.
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AULGTIVE:

2

IUpon completion of this task package you vill be able to record

n wricl.;. the for4owing information relattA to a brick veneer

wall:

a. name three types of walls that can be brick veneered.

b. sketch two metl!cds of preparing a new foundation for brick

veneering a frame :,Lild_c:.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the.

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM , featuring B.V. Wall.

2. Read page 15, Bricklaying Vocational Training, section Metal

Ties, observing three types of back-up walls used in brick

vPnoer4ng from the types of wall ties employed in structurally

bonding the brick veneer to the back-up wall.

3. Read pages 363 and 364 in Masonry Simplified, Volume II.

Study carefully the illustrations in figure 43, page 364.

4. Proceed to the Learning Practice, having completed the

Learning Activity.



3

FA.RNING PRACTICE:

L. p,lour from the instructor to record in writing the

answers to the following statements.

a. What type of back-up wall uses corrugated wall ties nailed

studs?

b. In brick veneering an office building using dovetail wall

ties, what is the type of back-up wall used?

c. ';-)ther type of 4all was constructed using 4" x

3" x 16" masonry units with embedded corrugated wall ties.

Due to reasons of economy, the brick veneer was not to be

laid up immediately. What is the back-up wall constructed

of?

2. Refer to the reading on page 363 and the illustration of Figure

43 on page 364 in Masonry Simplified, Volume 11. Sketch two

methods for providing foundations for brick veneer over old

frame walls.

3. Can you believe you did the whole task package? Well, you

did. Give your work to the instructor so he can evaluate

it.

You're really scaling the walls toward success as a mason.
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UNIT XVI.: FUNCTIONS AND USES OF MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 3: BRICK AND BLOCK WALLS

PREREQUISITES: UNIT I, TASK PACKAGES 3-4

MATIONALE:

Some walls are necessary for protection. Our homes and

other buildings contain such walls. They protect our lives and

property from weather aad othtc possibilities. Many of the

walls are of brick and block, as you see here.

In examining the permanent buildings on the high school

campus, you will observe the greater number to be brick and block

construction. The brick wythe is on the exterior and the block

wythe on the interior of the same wall. These two materials, when

used in this manner, become a single wall due to the structural

bonding employed while under construction.

Although brick and block wall construction is used for

residential purposes, most of this type of construction is in

commercial work, such as schools, churche&, office buildings, and

shopping center buildings. This fact is mainly due to the economy

of material, rate of installation of the material, and the preparation

of the interior block part of the wall to be a finished wall. After

reading the Objective, do the Learning Activity and Learning, Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Cpcn ,ompletion of this task package you will be able to record

in writing the lollowing information related to a brick and

,ick (tile)

st.l. re:ISow. 1 ,)not';' tmg a briC

and hick 11 , r, i 1

I brio!,

D, naiau two atea of osti 1)1., w,L1.

Your pct-tormince will he evaluated ,(.0:dance with the

ln:,tructor's checklist.

1LAENING

View sound-slide package BM-XV3-3, starring Bricky Block.

2. Read page 341 in Masonry Sim_ptified, Volume 11.

3. View figure 1 in this task package of a sectional view of d

brick and block wall.

14. Fhis corpletes the Le.,rnlm, p' ,ed with the Learning.

2

1

Pracric.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. On a sheet of paper list in writing two advantages or reasons for

constructing a brick and block wall in preference to a solid

brick wail that you studied in the reading assignment on page 341,

Masonry Simplified, Volume II.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cent'd).

2. Name In writing two arecs of use for a brick and block wall of

structure that you studied in the reading assignment on page

341 !Aas-onry Sipplified V'oinme, IT.

it yoe teel eon drt tcody lor eval uat ion, go to the

t n ! e 1 H ue L Iluated 1)1,, iss

.,1 f ol brick or.O. ck

I, 7, oz,s 'IiC ;, 0 10 L rt''t 1 +-1,:d in the textbook.;

UI i:goce I e u a brick and block

,all.

Brick and b!oci. ;: h-eat your bones, hut in a wall they

givv ,-;tr,agth, character, and beauty. That is what you're doing or

%oorseIl. Get another task package.

0

Wythe by wythe, you buiLd a solid .:reer In masonry.
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BRICK AND BIP( I. SECTION

34"

3-8"

I

7-3"
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U 4iT XVI: FUNCTIONS AND USES OF MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE . PARTITION WALTS

P7.2;;R-.2
;;R NOM;

Ar_ artL:tic iined? If you are, the construction

of Partition walls will -oi to exercise your artistic talents

in masonry. %the knows?, "ou r ;,7,como. the Picasso of the nartitions.

In the construction nf' all buildings, except the one-room

variety, partition walls become very important members of those

buildings. There are many different masonry materials employed in

the construction of a loar,ition wall, with many varieties of design

in using the material. This is another area of masonry construction

where you as a mason may call on your artistic abilities to create

many different effects. This type of partition is a non-load

bearing wall; that is, it will not carry any structural load upon_ it.

The other type of a masonry partition -ill is the load-

bearing wall, and it must be constructed according to the local

building code regulations. Now read the Objective and do the

Igamiaa Activity and Learning. Practice.

S. I
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Upon completion of this task package you will be able to record

5.1-; t!ao following information related to a partition wall:

a '3efire nartition

name ; tycx,- of manry uned in the construction of

a partition wall.

Your performance trill bh yaluatcd in accordance with the

instructor checklist.

ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM

feature.

2. Read Masonry Simplified, Volume II, pages 318, 319, 328, 341,

342, 345, and 356, sections on partitions.

3. This completes the Learning Activity; proceed to the Learning

Practice.

a triple-action

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. On a sheet of paper write the definition of a partition wall;

refer to the reading assignment on pages 318 and 319, Masonry

Simplified, Volume II.

2. Name in writing 4 types of masonry material used in the

construction of a partition wall; you studied this information
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UNIT XVI: PUNCTIGNS

TASK PACKAGE 7: 3.

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Good. You are better

one thing in CQfl it.. *Caamg

As one becomes more mums masset=r vst7=--`, tot Steeirrye

the use of the walls

wall is not toa muck

walls; but its 'coati

ered in the constructIon

does what the word retaillmg

observe retaining

and around trees, as y

construction. of the

account the front 1'4 fr

"P4-41,Ar.A.

thickness of w

-.tam f.rma =:11= masonry

alike azecsr- Qtaislar--

a ralata5m4 wk7111

-

system to allow water

water pressure that is a c E ien2=7;4z-

walls. Ncw continue witk the

and Learning aice.

iu

&-winsirt

the



UNIT XVI: FUWCTIONS AND USES OF MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 5: CURTAIN AND PANEL WALLS

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

It's not curtains here - but curtain and panel wails. Learn

about these two types of interesting masonry walls.

The use of a structural-steel skeleton or framework for many

buildings has been common practice for a long time. In this type

of building the structural-steel skeleton is erected, and then-the

curtain-wall masonry is laid up to fill in the exterior wall

sections of the building.

The panel wall was developed as a means of saving appreciable

amounts of material and labor, over the solid brick wall. The use

of panel walls is generally limited to one story structures; such

walls are also used as garden walls. If you have an opportunity to

visit Charleston, South Carolina, go to Rainbow Rs .,r and see the

beautiful brick homes with their panel-constructed garden walls.

Continue by reading the Objective, and doing the Learning

Activity and Learning Practice.
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OBJECTTVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to record

in v,::i..1-; th z! folJ.owing information related to curtain and

panel .walls:

a. define a curtain wall.

b. define a panel wall.

c. name twc methods using the panel wall in the construction of

a building.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package B , starring Curt Panel,

2. Study the definitions on page 61 in the Glossary Terms of

Bricklaying Vocational Training.

3. 'Read and study page 331 and the illustrations of figure 15 on

page 332, Nasonry Simplified, Volume II.

4. This completes the Learning Activity; proceed with the Learning

Practice.

LEARNII1G PRACTICE:

1. On a separate sheet of paper state in writing the responses to

the following:
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The definition cf a curtain wall from the reference you studied

in;ricklaying Vocational Training, page 61 of the Glossary.

3. The definition of a panel wall, the reference you studied in

itaining, page Cl of the Glossary.

4. Tuo methods of using ravel walls in building a structure.

5. Take tv_ sh.?ets paper with yor.r references to the instructor ,

for evalua..E.,:: 7:n accordance with his checklist.

6. In your masonry shop there are curtain and panel walls not of

masonry; discuss these with your instructor.

With the number of different types of walls in this unit, one

could get walleyed.

If you know your walls, you can scale them to success.
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UNIT XVI: FUNCTIONS AND USES OF MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 6: A CAVITY JAIL

PEEREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Cavities have their advantages -- when they're. associated with

cavity walls. Learn about cavity walls here.

The cavity wall may be used in most one or two-story

buildings if the builder or owner so desires. Its resistance

to rain penetration is the most outstanding feature of the cavity

wall, with its 2" minimum cavity space and proper drainage holes

(weep holes) at the bottom of the wall to divert out any moisture

penetrating the upper member of the wall. The cavity wall also

acts as a barrier to sound and has a better insulation value than

solid masonry. An improvement of over 25 percent in insulation

value was found for unventilated cavity walls compared with solid

walls of the same masonry material. In this task package you will

learn the identification of and the areas of use and advantages of

employing cavity masonry walls over solid masonry walls. Now

continue with the Objective, and do the L..LearmrajMakatzand

Learning Practice.
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CTP1

neon completion of this a7:1- to rao

in writinT the followl= infermati% relatoil caTity

a_ define a ca-7ity

b. name three areas of uze f- ca7it 1.

c. state two reasons or acma.,--

Your

usin- a solid Jail.

rZormance

instructor's checli.st.

=44

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM

Mr. Cavity.

2. Read page 61, 7-1

Terms.

3. Read pages 336 v-

Cavity all.

4. Also read zages 177 to 179, s-__

section Cavit

5. This completes the

Practice.

7-1,..1=re I

.Lea--anrqui
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. On a sheet of paper record in writing the definition of a

cavity ;a114 the reading you studied on page 61 of Brick-

laying Vocational Trainins will be helpful.

2. Upme in writing nree areas of use for a cavity wall; refer

to the reading material you studied in Masonry Simplified,

Volume II, pages 336 and 360, and pages 177 to 179, Masonry

Simplified, Volume I.

3. On a sheet of paper, state in writing two advantages of

using a cavilwall over a solid brick wall.

4. Take yo responses to the instructor for the evaluation in

f the Objective.

You're on your way to saying, "Look, Ma, what beautiful

/7 cavities!"
Oh, I mean cavity wall of course.
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UNIT XVI: FUNCTION

TASK PACKAGE 7:

PREREQUISITES: NNE

RATIQNALE:

Have vat: retasnori

Good. You are

one thing

maasorm-s Ines

As one becomes mare mmaze .. za7. masci=v 1st ArA'-1 ebuterve

the use of these

wall is not toe

wAlls; but its location

r=m wzIm- sisseszry

afdied atreasami- 1st masio--`

erect in the canstruction are imeortant. Stacearsinatmlmg

-, wawa"does what the word reteing

observe retng

and around trees, as

construction of the

account the front T4.1

thickness of well to a gam traimage

system to allow war

water pressure that is a c

walls. New continue with the

and Leatninn Fr -1"

aimmF ra relieve tte
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to

record in writing the following information related to a

retaining van.

a. define a retaining wail.

b. name three areas of use for a retaining wail.

c. describe proper construction of a retaining wall.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist:

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM , featuring Perry Masonry.

2. Read pages 24-27 in Plan Reading for Brickmasons. Observe the

illustrations of the retaining walls of the types of tree

protection varieties. Observe in figure 5, page 24, the

sectional view of the retaining wall where the symbols of brick,

gravel and earth are used.

3. Read and study the Technical Notes on information sheets numbers

I through 4 in this task package.

4. This completes the Learning Activity; proceed to the Learning

Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. On a sheet of paper, state in writing the definition of a

retaining wall in the reading assignment, page 24, Plan Reading

for Brickmasons.

2. Name in writing three areas of use for a retaining wall fr the

reading assignment.

3. On a sheet of paper describe in writing the proper const

of a retaining wall from the information sheets I through 4,

Technical Notes, in this task package.

4. When you feel you are ready for the evaluation take the sheets

of paper with the responses on them and give then to the

instructor.

5. When the instructor is satisfied with your performance, in

accordance with the Ob ective, he will give you the green light.

for another task package. Go! Go! Go!

Retain all your masonry skills for happiness and prosperity.
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CYLSRAL CLAY PRODUCTS INSTITUTE3 ,.)00000oeo 00
THE DESIGN OF REINFORCED BRICK MASONRY RETAINING WALLS

INTRODUCTION

One of the most effective uses of reinforced brick
ra..sonry is for the construction of retaining walls,
;,17 nts. other strl:tural components de-
signed to withstand lateral pressure from earth.
:Jcling reinforcing steel allows the designer to

educe the mass, and hence the cost of such
.al?.: and their foundatiOns. At the same time it is

c: eatA a wall which, when finished, will
laivc :-irfac.?, the color and texture of

with other st' actures in the
a: ea.

Probably i.ae most common sizes of earth retan-
ing walls range from 3 to 6 ft. in height. For that
reason, a chart to facilitate the design of walls
of these heights has been included for reference.
Walls up to 6 ft. in height arc often used to maintain
a change in grade at property lines or to restrain
earth in a fill for a drive or roadway. Such walls
may be used in basement construction (where no
lateral support is offered by the structural system
above), or in the construction of swimming pools or
open tanks, basins or bins of various kinds. RBM
retaining walls are also of great value to the land-
scape architect as terrace walls, garden walls without
pilasters and other features of his tvork.

LF.SIGN OF LOW WALLS

Table 1, page 2 may be used for the design of
walls not over 6 ft. in height. Because a retaining
walleven a low onecan be subjected to a wide
variety of loading conditions, two classifications of.
walls are listed. They are "M" or medium-duty
walls and "H.' or heavy-duty walls.

Medium-duty walls may safely and economically
be used where all of the following conditions exist:

I. The slope of the surface of the back fill is less
than 3 to 1.

2. There is no surcharge from wheel loads or
bearing from foundations of structures above
closer to the back of the wall than 1.1-2" times
its height.

3. The soil is not dense and can be well d:ined.

1

Fig. 1
Masonry retaining walls are widely used in residential work.

Note the weep holes iorraed by clay pipe.

Heavy-duty walls should be used where any of the
following conditions exist:

1. The slope of the surface of the back fill is 3 to 1
or steeper.

2. Driveways or foundations for buildings exist
or are planned within a distance behind the
wall of less thari 1> times its height.'

3. The soil is very dense clay or a combination of
clay, silt and rochz, and preserts a drainage
problem.

Fig. 2 shows construction details for the loW
RBM retaining walls covered in Table 1. It will be
noted that there are alternate details indicating a
concrete foundation in addition to the masonry one.
Individual job conditions will determine which type
of foundation is more economical. The speed, due
to continuity of construction,.and lack of formwork
would probably dictate the use of a masonry founda-
tion on the smaller jobs; while for the larger or longer
walls a concrete foundation is often used.

:3:13116

Information Sheet #1
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7c , which fouzlo :Lion 1, us,..d, the (Innen-
rius-.- be no les- than those shown, since

: over-c..le a sliding
N.0,en a structure 1- ,..ubjee',ed to

F.
:C; )1 the szem on the footing is deter-

minimum dimension "x",, In the
- becr:u:..e of the excessive loading,

of the resultant forces acting on
the use must be controlled. Therefore, the ste
---rxst o: be placed as far out on the footing as in
-1-nil:tium-eility

etaining Is or otit
,-)rrein!,irced, which will be subjected

a:r.-freciubie we..a.th-zrin:: or moisture conditions,
careful must be given to the quality of

mortar ased. I: should con ;ist of portland cement,
lire,? (yr lime putty, and aggre;,:tte and

ouid eoz,for:- to the r,.quirerner. for Type A-1 or
,tions for Mortar

). .e A-1
I. jowinij proport:c s ,Ras

rt portiand cement, 1. part lime, and
and .-;", parts sand. Type A-2 mortar

m-sig.-vs of 1 part portlanci cement, .17,"., part lime, and
between SI and 41 parts sand.

Grout used in bonding the reinforcement should
be of fLie sace proportion a, the Inc rtur, except that
pea rzrzvei etTual to not more than 2 parts by volume

tbe ro is id cement may be added. Such pea
zrt-i-et s'nonR: be graded with not more than 5 per

pz....-s.--tinz the No. S sieve and with not less than

STEEL REQUIRED MR

95 per cent passing the h -inch sieve. When adding
the additional water to facilitate pouring the grout,
caution should be used to prevent the additiol of too
much water which will result in segregation of the
grout components.

WORKMANSHIP

Since reinforced grouted brick masonry is con-
sidered hornogeneons, care should be used in its

`ruction to insure complete bond. Both the
. and rear wythes of masonry should be laid with

full head and bed joints, and furrowing of the bed
joints should not be permitted. It is considered
good pract to slope the top of the bed joint mortar
toward the center of the wall in order to minimize
the amount of mortar forced into the grout space
when the brick is shoved into line.

One of the wythes or tiers of masonry may be
built up 3 courses before grouting,. but the ether
should not be built up more than 1 course above the
grout. Each pour of grout should stop no higher
than IJ:2 inches from t` top of the masonry and
should be puddled with a wooden puddler to insu,
complete bond with no voids. When pouring the
grout, care should be taken to see that none is
spilled on the face of the wall, since the resulting
stains will add to the cleaning problem when the
wall is finished.

When back filling is done, it is important to see
that earth is placed first in front of the foundation
and well tamped before replacing the earth behind
the wall. The depth to the frostline or adequate
bearing will determine the distance below the finished
grade to which the foundation should extend.

TABLE 1 -

LOW RBM RETAINING WALLS::

vv*" H!--.1'2;!-47

1 Fil
BASE WIDTH

(W)
! ' MIN.LEADING

i

.

DISTANCE 1 VERTICAl. BARS
(x)1--
4" #3 0; 24"hk

2 Feet 1.-0" ,

H
--1

1 #3 0, 15"6"

M 7' ,i3 0, 24"
H 9" I f'4 (ii 18"
M 10" #3 e, IS"5 Feet 3%-0"
H j 12" #4 4 12"*
M 13" #4 (a 15"6 Feet 3%7"
H 16" #4 (y, 8"

i

HORIZONTAL I BASE REINFORCING
BARS (b) (c) . 1 11)

. 2#4 2#2 1#3 (Y- 20"
2#4 ' I 2#2 I #3 y.,. 20"

3#4 2#2 i #3 (q. 20"

3#4 2.2 I #3 (Y 20"

3-44 , 2#3 I #3 0. 15"
I3,#4 2#3 ; #3 0,i 15"

4#4 i 2#3 .1 #4 4 15.
1 4#4 .'1 : 2_u3 : g4 (a 15"

= s.-.1ierrizte oars may be cut off at one-half well height.
Desion`fottors:

Aitowoble stress in steel (L): 20,000 psi
Allowobie compression in masonry (fm): 650 psi

Allowable soil bearing: 2000 psf

fr ^ e 0.
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2" .?NetSpa.-

Oars *b
(1121'0.0

iFf

t sOamnpreaing

1

it_
Weep ; Alternate tile
holes =3 I 0 drain

r"-Inr"llNBortud*

Bonsai

o

Bars. c"

WALL SECTION

ALTERNATE 031.1NDATION

Fig. 2
Wall section showing steel placement.

DRAINAGE
An important factor in the successful design of a

,RBM retaining wall of any type is the provision for
adequate drainage. Earth which has become
saturated with moisture has a tendency to exert
much more severe pressure on the wall and can also
cause structural damage through successive freezing
and thawing cycles. For this reason, weep holes
should be placed at intervals above the finished grade
in front of the wall.

Weep holes used in retaining walls should be
larger than those normally used in building con-
struction. Often the best practice is to omit half

a brick and substitute a piece of oiled 2 x 4 (slightly
tapered) through the entire wall which can then be

6

removed after the grout has sufficiently set. Another
detail frequently used is the permanent installation
of a 3- or 4-inch clay drain tile. The spacing of these
weep holes will depend on the drainage problem and
the density of the soil.

Another method of removing water from the back
fill is the installation of a continuous drain behind
the wall at the base of the stem. Such a drain, often
called a "French Drain", should be surrounded by a
pervious material, such as gravel or crushed stone,
and should be laid with open joints. When a eon-
tinuou3 drain is used, it may be designed to drain
through weep holes to the face of thewall or it may be
drained into an underground sewer, if one is available.

As insurance against seepage through the wall
which may possibly cause efflorescence at a later
date, the back of the wall should be dampproofed in
the following manner: a M-inch troweled on parg-
ing coat should be applied, bevelled at the top and
coved out at the base. After the parging has set for
at least 7 days and when the surface is dry, it should
be covered with a dampproofig consisting of one
coat of creosote oil and twv coats of coal tar pitch.
The pitch should be heated to flow freely but not
above 350 degrees.

Back fill placed directly 'behind the wall should
be of crushed rock or gravel if the soil is too dense to
provide rapid drainage. ,

tESIGN OF LAMER WALLS' ,
. -

In the design of 'a retaining wall of any type,
certain procedures must be, followed.' One of the
first steps, after determining conditions of the site
and the required height of the wall, is to compute
the thrust exerted by the bank of earth behind the
wall. Three things must be .established: (a) the
amount of the force, (h) its point, of apPiication,
and (c) its line of action or direction.

There have been through the years a number, of
. empirical and mathematical investigations made to

determine approximately such forces.' C. A. COu-
lomb, as early as 1773, published a' paper dealing
with earth pressures against retaining walls. Cou-
lomb'S theory, supported by laboratory and field
observations, is still a basis for ingenious graphical
solutions currently in use.,' Another theory exten-
sively employed was first proposed by W. J. M.
Rankine in 1858. Since refined, it is the basis for the
design charts used in this'paper.

Following are the steps, in their normal sequence,
for the design of a reinforced brick masonry retain-
ing wall:

1. Choose tentative proportions and dimensions
for the structure, including the stem, base, and
position of the stem on the base.

Information Sheet #3 .
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2. Calculate thrust exerted by the earth.
3. Take moments of all forces acting about a point

(usually the heel of the base) to determine
is if_ ! o ;erturning.

'i. 7,ressure at
ule toe of Lae bas,_ 4gainzt the allowable soil
bearing pressure.

*t; Check the factor of -safety against sliding.
6. Make a structural design of the cantilex ,rs

comprising the stern; and both the toe and heel
of the base.

The v!-ove bc-hi followed in the prepa-
rition I, the d:.t:: th Table 1. In all cases, conserva-
tive va:-,3s for ali,)labk unit stresses have
used. In actual practice, when not using the chart,
allowable soil bearing pressure should be investigated
and the design should also comply with limitations
imposed by local building regulations.

A more detailed explanation of a step-by-step pro--
cedure for the design of larger IZBM retaining walls
wilt be publishd at a later date.

CONCLUSION

In the foregoing, an attempt has been made to
introduce and outline .a simple method for the suc-
cessful design of small and moderate site RBM earth
retaining walls. In Table 1 and accompanying

7

details, only one type of wall has been considered, the
"T" wall which is designed as a cantilever supported
on a base which itself is composed of 2 cantilevers.
There are, h, , ever, many different applications of
retaining Certain cellar or foundation walls
built to withstand considerable earth pressure may
be so considered. In such cases, the wall is usually
considered as a vertical beam, supported at the top
by the first floor construction and at the bottom by
the cellar floor slab.

Other variations include abutments for highway
and railroad bridges. The current trend toward the
more extensive use of grade-separation intersections
on modern express highways gives the designer an
additional field in which to work. It is anestablished
fact that due consideration given to esthetics and
landscaping in the design of highway structures
results in less driver fatigue. Its attractiveness and
low construction cost makes RBM an excellent
medium for such work.

While information contained in this and other
sources will facilitate the design of most retaining
walls, for extensive or unusual projects, it is recom-
mended that the services of an experienced engineer
be utilized. Walls of more than 15 to 20 ft. in height
or those with difficult soil conditions demand the
services of 8n expert trained in soil mechanics.

Information Sheet #4
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UNIT XVI: FUNCTIONS AND USES OF MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 8: A PARAPET WALL

PREAEQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

A parapet is not a parakeet which is a real pet. A parapet

is a particular type of wall, having a special use. Study_it

here.

Parapet walls are rarely used on a structure that has a

steep, sloping roof. They are employed as wall sections above the

roof line of buildings that have flat or nearly flat roofs. The

parapet wall is that section of the wall built up somewhat higher

than the roof. This type of construction is usually found on

apartment buildings, store buildings, and some styles of houses.

The comparative instability of the parapet wall is of concern

because of the danger to life and surrounding property in the

event of damage to it during windstorms or earthqakes. For this.

reason, building codes regulate the height of a parapet wall. In

this task package you will learn what a parapet wall is and be

able to relate the details of one with a sketch. Continue with the

Objective, doing the Learning Practice after completing the Learning

Activity.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to record

in writing the following information concerning a parapet wall.

e. define a parapet wall.

b. sketch a section of parapet wall.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM , starring Parry retwall.

2. Read pages 319 and 320, Masonry Simplified, Volume II. Observe

figure 4, page 320, of section entitled Parapet Walls.

3. Read pages 233 and 234, Masonry Simplified, Volume I, section

Parapet Walls; observe figure 29, page 235.

4. Study the definition, page 11, Bricklaying Vocational Training.

5. This completes the Learnin& Activity; now do the Learning

Practice.

4(11
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

I. On a sheet of paper state in writing the definition of a parapet

wall you studied in the reading assignment, page 61, Bricklaying

Vocational Training.

2. Sketch a suction of a parapet wall as illustrated in figure 4,

ic)ge 320, Masonry Simplified, Volume II, and figure 20.

3. Discuss with a classmate one of the buildings in the downtown

area that has a palzqet wall.

4. When you feel you are ready for an evaluation in terms of the

Objective, have the instructor evaluate your responses.

5. When the instructor is satisfied with your performance in

knowing the parapet wall, start another task package.

A packet learned is a packet earned.

I
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urn XVI: FUNCTIONS AND USES OF MASONRY

IDLM.:ICAflON OF A COPL, DUTTRESS AND A FIREWALL

PREREOUISITLS: :;01iE

RATIOZW-L:

Arc ruady with the firewall and the buttress? Okay,

c.)plit;; rigaE nere.

In masonry construction you will be involved in the building of

a firewall if you work on the construction of apartment and shopping

center buildings that adjoin each other.

Wall coping is a variety of masonry materials used on the top

of retaining walls, parapet walls, and walls of similar nature to

prevent the water from penetrating into the intersection of the walls.

A buttress is employed to give added strength to a long exterior

wall in the same manner as a pilaster is used for an interior wall.

The advantages of the buttress are that the inside face of the wall is

straight, free of projections, and acts as the stabilizer of a long

wall on the outside of a buildin-). The design of the buttress and

distance from center to center of each are dependent on the structural

loads the wall has to carry. Read the ,Objective and complete the

Learning Activity and L,2arning Practice.
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II VI.:

Lpou completion of this task package you will be able to record

:r writing the foLowing information relatcd to a firewall, a

deli::: 01,1) LYN

skotc;) a seciioa 111 each.

' ).1( oerfoimance Wii, be evelnatt'St in accordance with the

4,1 A toi

LEAINC ACTIVITY:

I. Viet. pockage !ill , featuring F. C. Buttrc-%.

2. Study definitions oft paf;es 1:4; and 61, BricHaving Vocational

Training, of coping and firewalI.

Study the definition, page 16 in the back of Nasonry Simplified,

Volume I, of buttress.

4. Read and 3t.udy pages 320-322, sections hall Coping, Buttress in

Walls, and Fire Ilesistance of Brick Walls and Partitions.

Observe figure 4, page 320, and figure 6, page 321, Masonry

Sinplitied, Volume,

This completes the Learning Activity; now do the Learning Practice.
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101 XVII 2

OB.McTIVES:

General:

Upon completion of this unit package you will be able to interpret

blueprints and specifications for masonry construction.

S,ecif!c:

Upon completion of the task packages for this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Correctly name in writing, from given illustrations, the

following:

a. 6 basic types of architectural lines.

b. 8 commonly used types of architectural symbols.

c. 8 commonly used masonry abbreviations.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Interpret a commercial building plan by recording in writing the

following:

a. dimensions.

(1) walls.

(2) footings.

(3) elevations.

(4) doors.

b. material.

(1) exterior walls.

(2) interior walls.

(3) ceilings.
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OBJECTIVES:

Your perfolmauce will be evaluated in accordance with, the

instructor's checklist.

3. Orally discuss types of material and standards of bricklaying

that relate the building specificat,ons, using the Specifications

for Clay Products on page 8 of Plan Reading for Brick masons

as a guide.

4. Perform the following:

a. design and sketch a plan view (first course) and four

elevation views of a simple outdoor fireplace.

b. build an outdoor fireplace that you designed in statement

a, using appropriate masonry standards.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

There are four task packages in this unit and they should be

completed in numerical order until you have completed all the units

As an example, it would be difficult to read a set of blueprints

of a small house if you did not know the lines, symbols, and the

abbreviations which the architect uses as the language of the

blueprints. In the task packages you will look at a sound-slide

program, read assignments, and perform practical exercises. The

titles of the task packages contained in the unit are:



BM-RVII 4

LEARNING AC1IVITV (cont'0)

TASi. PACKAWE I: LIKE, SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 2: INTERPRETING BUILDING PLANS

TASK PACKAGE 3: INTERPRETING BUILDING SPECIFICATIONS

TASK. PACI;AGE 4; DESIGNING, SKETENTNG AND BUILDING FIREPLACE

Upon completion of the Learninc, Activity, proceed with the

work as outlined above. If you should feel confident enough to pass

a comprehensive test at this time, contact your instructor. However,

should you feel you are not ready to be tested, begin your work as

outlined above.
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' XT

:LADING BLUtPRINTS TO BUILD STRUGURLS ACCORDING TO PLANS

AND SPECIFICATIONS

't:ASK p c KAqt. 1: LINLS, srus, MI) ABBRaIATIONS

Pr,. SITES: NONE

ATInr

Line up your symbols and abbreviations. Get your brain in motion.

:_o w, call the plays on tLis task package.

A skilled brick mason is one able to perform work without constant

ision, much like the quartetback who runs his team without the

coach sending every play. Ile is able to follow directions and

out orders to their completion without requiring a foreman or

supervisor to interpret and explain each step of the job. Most of

his assignments are on paper, but in a different form than you may

be accustomed to; either in the form of a drawing or in writing. For

a very small building it would take an average size textbook to write

all tae details needed for construction. Instead of that, the

architects have established plans and specifications for the craftsman

to follow. Lines, symbols, and abbreviations play a great part in the

internretatic*i of plans, so this is where we'll start this task Package.

s with this task pa..:.age can "line" you up to be a "svmbol"

for your comm. (abbreviation).
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nBJECTIVL:

boon completion of this task package you will be able to correctly

name in writing from given illustrations, the following:

a. ( types of architectural lines.

b. 3 tyres of architectural svmbola.

c. 8 architectural abbreviations.

Abbreviations shown on pages 3 through 7 in Plan Reading for

hrickmasons. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance

with the instructor's checklist.

LEA: NI ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XVII-1. starring Mr. Abbreviation.

2. Read and study pages 2 through 7 in Plan Reading for Brickmasons,

by Structural Clay Products Institute. It is necessary to learn

the lines, symbols, and abbreviations to be able to understand

plan reading.

3. At the end of your Learning Activity have the instructor give to

you a set of drawings with specifications and see if you can point

out to him the following lines and symbols from the plans and

abbreviations from the specifications:

a. :Dimension line

b. Center line

c. Invisible line

41.2
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LEAa:0:;G ACIIVIfY (conttd):

d. Extension line

e. Section line

f. syml=o1

7% symbol

h. Concrete svmool

i. Aborevi,tion for concrete block

i. .i,breviation for fotting

k. Abbreviation for !,ection

4. Proceed to LearninR Practice if confident of the Learning Activity.

LE1RNI:4; PftACTICL:

1. Using figure 1 in this task package, record in writing the ,.ames

of all the lines in the blank spaces provided.

2. Using figure ? in this task package, record in writing the names

of all the symbols in the blank spaces provided.

3. "rom the list of items, write in the abbreviation for each in the

blank spaces:

a. Brick e. Elevation

b. Center to center f. Footing

c. Column g. Masonry opening

d. Concrete block n. Partition

4. Learning to read blueprints is much like building a house after the

excavation is made, from the footer upwards, or from the lines,

symbols and abbreviations to the completed plans.



11X-M1-1.

4

LEARNING PRACTICE (coned):

5. Cive the sheets of answers to your instructor for evaluation.

Co line up for a symbolic new task naci:age.

Line yourselF up so that you viii beco6 ule symbol for success.
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1.

TYPES OF LINES

5
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UNIT XVII: READING BLUEPRINTS TO BUILD STRUCTURES ACCORDING TO PLANS

AND SPECIFICATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 2: INTERPRETING BUILDING PLANS

PLAEOUISITES: UNIT XVII, TASK PACKAGE 1

RATIONALE:

To construct a building as it was planned, with the cooperation

of the owner and architect, all of the skilled workmen must know

how to read blueprints (plans). When every man knows what he must

do and does his part of the work correctly, then the building will

be completed with all the specified parts and materials fitted into

their proper places.

Every mason should know how to read blueprints so that he

can quickly and accurately translate the information on the blueprint

into his part of the actual building. A mason not only knows his part

of the work but also about how the work of the other trades fits in

with his work. This is what this task package is all about. If you

are one of the many that do not care for a great deal of reading, then

take the bull by the horns and put the Objective to work after going

through the Learning Activity and the Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to interpret

a commercial building plan by recording in writing the following:

a. dimensions

1. walls

2. footings

3. elevations

4. doors

b. material

1. exterior walls

2. interior walls

3. ceilings

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM- XVII -2, starring Mr. Blueprint.

2. Read and study pages 6 and 7 of Plan Reading for Brickmesons.

Begin with the section on the Building Plans, page 6 through

page 7.

3. The ideas recorded on the plans will show:

a. size of the building

b. shape of the building

41.8
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

c. materials used to constru

d. walls and partitions

arrangement of the rooms, hailwz:.s, stairs and cl sets

f. location of doors, windows, fixtures and

g. dimensions

h. how the building will look

4. Read pages 8 through 14, 17 through 22, a 31

in Building Trade Bluearint Reading,, by -_s.

5. Refer to Sheets 2, 3 and 4 of the Uited States

Building.

6. If you have studied the material in

thoroughly and it is not clear i

with your instructor. If it is clear

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. Rnfer to the drawings of the Unit

cf-ce

cc

check

Office Building

on Sheets 2, 3 and 4 in Plan Readinz for Brizknasans, used

in completing this following assignment and record your answers

in the spaces provided. When finished, have your instructor

evaluate your work. Answer questi

a. How wide is the footing for t

b. Now thick are the building walls.

t
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

c. What masonry materials are in the exterior walls?

d. What masonry materials arc in the interior walls?

e. What is the wall finish of the mail vestibule?

2. Answer questions using Sheet 3 drawings.

a. What is the dimension from the top of the floor slab to

the top of the bond beam?

b. What is the size of the doors in the east elevation?

c. What is the dimension from the bottom of the windows to the

top of the finished floor slab in the west elevation?

3. Answer questions using Sheet A drawings.

a. What are the metal jamb dimensions for the 4" block wall?

b. What is the dimension of the masonry wall from the bottom

of the entrance windows to the floor level?

c. What is the distance from the finished floor to the finished

ceiling?
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LEARNING PRACTICE 'd):

a. Wha

G-2-4?

Liatels az= sat.

oz-zss tzeoti

you have _twapec

to tae aext task lao.A.ay.

You

readingt
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UNIT XVII: READING BLUEPRINTS TO BUILD STRUCTURES ACCORDING TO

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 3: INTERPRETING BUILDING SPECIFICATIONS

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Let's be specific and rap about the in thing. Specifications

are the written information, directions and explanations without

which no blueprint is complete. The specifications are needed to

clarify the information and directions in a blueprint, and to give

such specific information and directions as cannot be placed 'on a

blueprint but without which you could not construct the building as

it was planned. Specifications are important not only for the

information, but also they are a part of every contract. In the

contract for the construction of a building, it is stipulated that

all the word and materials which the contractor supplies will

meet the requirements that are stated in the specifications. The

specifications, with the plans, are required when one applies for

a building permit. So, with our permission, you may go on to the

Objective, the Learning Activity, and then the Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to orally

discuss types of material and standards of brick laying that

relate to the building specifications, using the Specifications

For Clay Products on page 8 of Plan Reading For Brickmasons as'

the guide. Your performance will be evaluatf in accordance to

the instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XVII-3, starring Tom Specific.

2. Read and study pages 8 through 11 in Plan Reading For Brickmasocs.

Observe the specifications directed toward materials and workman-

ship of the brickmason.

3. In the specifications you get information about:

a. who is responsible for erecting the building or parts

building.

b. who must secure the various permits necessary.

c. who furnishes the needed insurance.

d. the responsibility of all parties who are a part of the

building contract.

e. how and when payments are to be made to the contractor or

contractors for completed work.
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LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

f. quality of the materials to be used.

g. cost of the materials to be used.

h. standard of workmanship which must be maintained.

i. who judges the standard of the workmanship.

j. which parts of the work will be done by the contractor.

k. which parts of the work will be done by subcontractors.

1. which parts of the work will be done by the owner.

m. who will subcontract the work.

n. who must protect the property and adjoining property during

construction.

o. who will clean up the property when construction has been

completed.

p. guarantees and penalties.

q. changes made during construction.

4. Success comes to those who persevere, sot having completed the

Learn Activit go forth to the Learning Practice.

PRACTICE:

. Refer to the information found in Plan Reading For Brickmasons,

pages 8 through 11, to be used in completing the following

assignment. Record your answers in the spaces provided.

a. The following specification should be used onl

work for which the materials will be subject to laboratory

before acceptance.
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PRACTICE (cont'd):

b. All brick shall be , whole, new clay or

shale brick.

c. Loadbearing structural tile shall conform to the standard

for Structural Clay Load-

Bearing Wall Tile (ASTM C 34).

d. Mortar shall conform to the Standard Specifications for

for Unit Masonry (ASTM C 270).

and true to lines.e. All brick shall be laid

Slashing of joints after should not be

necessary.

All unreinforced masonry walls shall be structurally

with either masonry

or metal ties.

Exterior brickwork shall be wiped with a

cloth as the work progresses and thoroughly

on completion.

Protf.ct masonry units, cementitious materials and

so that they are not wetted by rain;

or ground water.

All door and window frames

mortar around their entire

be set in

Flashings shall be properly built into the

as shown on the drawings.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

1. Before acceptance, all masonry chimneys and

built under this specification shall be subjected to a

smoke test for tightness.

Build your dream, and interpret the specifications to make it come

true.
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UNIT XVII: READING BLUEPRINTS TO WILD STRUCTURES ACCORDING TO PLANS

AND SPECIFICATIONS

TASK PACKAGE 4: DESIGNING, SKETCHING AND BUILDING FIREPLACE

PRERLoLISIMS: UNIT 1, rksK PACKAGE 5; UNIT VII, TASK PACKAGES 1-8;

UNIT TASK PACKAGES 1 and 2

RATIONALE:

Are you ready to draw a bead on drawing some sketches? Masons

snould be quick on the draw, you know. Some drawing ability gives

them better understanding of the preparation of building plans. And

on occasion they are asked to design projects for customers.

Now that you have had considerable experience in working with

building plans, you will have the opportunity to design and prepare

a set of drawing sketches for a project which you will construct.

Masons do not normally design and prepare working drawings, but this

exercise will give you some valuable insight into the mechanics of

preparing plans which you will constantly use in performing your work

on the job site. This experience will be important to you when you

are asked to design and construct a small masonry project for a

future client. Continue by reading the Objective and doing the

Learning Activity and Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to:

a. design and sketch a plan view (first course) and four elevation

views of a simple outdoor fireplace.

b. build .a outdoor fireplace that you designed in statement a

using appropriate masonry standards.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNIX ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package XVII-4, a fireside show.

2. Read page 73 :a Bricklaying III. Observe the directions and

suggestions to construct an outdoor fireplace.

3. .Review task package 5 of Unit I, if necessary, to calculate the

course spacing and height of your wall.

4. Review task packages 1 and 2 of Unit XVII, since these are the

prerequisites for plan reading.

5. Use the skill gained from task packages 1-8, Unit VII, to build

your design of an outdoor fireplace.

6. fith the Learning Activity completed, proceed with the Learning

Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. Using the knowledge gained from previous task packages, you

are now going to have the opportunity to be creative and design

an outd000r fireplace.

2. Your design will be a sketch of a simple outdoor fireplace,

similar to the one on page 74 of Bricklaying III. It will

consist of the following:

a. plan view (first course)

b. front elevation view

c. right side elevation view

d. back elevation view

e. left side elevation view

3. The fireplace is not to be over 42" in length, 38" in width and

28" in height.

4. Take your sketch to the instructor for his approval.

5. With the instructor's approval of your design and sketch, construct

the outdoor fireplace in the masonry laboratory.

6. Secure the appropriate tools and equipment to construct the

fireplace.

7. Dry bond the first course layout, using your sketch.

8. Mark layout on the floor.

9. Lay up first course bedding on mortar.

10. Use standard head joints 3/8" to 1/2".

429
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LEARN INC PRACTICE (cont'd):

'11. All dimensions + 1/8".

12. All courses plumbed + 1/4" and leveled + 1/4".

With the added s:alls and knowledge gained from this task package,

why don't you build an outdoor fireplace for your family?

Brick masons helped build America.

4%20
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UNIT XVII t: 1DENTIF1CATio Oi TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIAL

FOR CONCRETrF. 3ASONRY

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XVIII, TASK PACKAGES 2 and 3

RP.E1ONALH:

Wi.h the constru:Aion industry at a very high level of

employment, the youthful job-seeker does not have any difficulty

in finding employment in the cement and concrete industy. This

field offers an excellent opportunity for good earnings, advancement,

and good working conditions; the resourceful mason may advance to

the status of a concrete technician or an inspector.

Today's concrete worker is more advanced than his counterpart

of 20 years ago. Yesterday's workman knew how to handle, mix and

place concrete, but sometimes did not know why certain practices

were good and others bad. This, you will have an opportunity to

learn. You will learn how to make concrete a strong, long-lasting

material that 30 years from now you'll be proud to say, "I did

that job." This unit will make you acquainted with some of the tools,

equipment and materials for concrete masonry.

Contintie by reading the General Objective of the unit and

the Specific Objectives for the task packages; read the Learning

Activity, which will inform you of what you are to do.
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OBJECTIVE:

GENERAL:

Upon completion of :his unit p__ckage you wi idenzify

and describe tools, equipment and macerf mix and fini

concrere.

SPECIFIC:

Upon completion of :Ale :.ask packages this rzu will be

able to:

1. Do the following:

a. identify in writing the names o= twelve cop.dni, used hr

tools for placing and finishing concrete.

b. identify in writing the use of each c the twelve hand tools

identified in statement a.

Your performance will be evaluated in acco, dan.e with the

instructor's checklist.

2. List in writing four types of concrete an-4 stare one eristic

of each type.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

3. Correctly identify in writing five ingredients e. in concrete

mixture (and state the effect each ingredient has in a concrete

mixture). Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.
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OBJECTIVE (cont'd):

4. Describe in writing the procedure used in mixing concrete by hand

and mechanical methods.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

The task packages in this unit should be completed in-numerical

order. Begin with task package number one and then two, three and

four, in their numerical order. You will notice that only the

last package has a Prerequisite: 2 and 3 of the same unit. In the

task packages you will be asked to look at a sound-slide presentation,

read assignments, answer questions and perform some practice exercises.

-//".
taskThe number and naffs of the ask packages included in this unit are

asfollawS:

---''''-'- TASK PACKAGE 1: CONCRETE HAND TOOLS.

TASK PACKAGE 2: CHARACTERISTICS AND TYPES OF CONCRETE.

TASK PACKAGE 3: CONCRETE INGREDIENTS.

TASK PACKAGE 4: MIXING CONCRETE.

Should you feel able to pass a comprehensive test over the tools,

equipment, and material for concrete covered in this unit, check

with your instructor. If not, begin your work as outlined above.
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UNIT XVIII: IDES

CONOSZTE

TASK P CONCRETE. EANIC

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

It
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The tools
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OBJECTIVE:

:'.pon completion of this task package you will be able to do the

following:

ident:_ff in writing the names of twelv rlommonly used hand

ioc placing and finishing concrece.

-1' writing the use of each of the twelve hand tools

mLationed in statement a.

Your performance will be eval,x,ted in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package XVIII-1, starring Handy Toolkit.

2'. Read pages 64 - 66 and 77 - 81 in Concrete Technology, by

Delmar.

3. Study figures 36 through 48 on pages 77 through 81 in

your textbook.

4. You have completed the Learning Activity; proceed to the

Learning Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. On a sheet of paper list in writing twelve commonly used

hand tools for placing and finishing concrete studied in

43 S.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (coiled):

reading assignment on pages 77 through 81 in Concrete

Technology.

2. Opposite each name of the hand tool of th.2 preceding lint,

indicate the tool's principal use.

3. Have a claqsmate name a tool, and you rispond by mentioning

its ae.

When you feel you are ready for an evaluation in terms of the

Objective, go to the instructor.

5. When the instructor is satisfied with your performance in

stating the names and uses of the hand tools, start the next

task package.

Tool up your capabilities and become handy with success.

Remember man is a tool using animal.



gal GOPI AVAILABLE

OF TOOL!' , .
EnUIP;1::T ri.TER1AL For

. _

:*Assn:in'

AI 1D TYPE:.; OF

PUOLMN:tTLS: NoNL

?':.ere r.. L.11 1,,,tr:clicf: of concrete in terns of the quality

and other characteristics of the ingredients used in a mixture.

The most important types he discussed in this task package.

One of the types is the regular concrete, in which a standard

mixture of material!; is used. The second is a lightweight

concrete mixture using other ingredients than regular concrete.

The third is gunite which is used where extensive repair work

is required to refinish a concrete wall, and the fourth type has

additional reinforcement added to the regular concrete.

The ,eneral requirements of hardened concrete are strength

and durability -- strength to perform the fanctions of the concrete

and durability to resist exposure to the elements. Now, continue

with reading the Objective and doing the Learning Activity and

Learning Practice.

43S



,s.1cLore you he able to list

2- ,uncr,2te ,ne characteristic

of cac., t-re. Your purlormance :.:11 be evaluated in accordance

ACiiYiTY

View sound-slide pac%.17.c. 1 -XV1II-2.

P.ead pages 66 and 67 of Masonry Simplified, Volume 1.

This completes the Learnin,, Activity; proceed to the

Learning Practice.

ITACTICE:

1. On a sheet of paper list in writing four types of concrete

in the reading assignment on pages 66 and 67 in Masonry

Simnlified, Volume I.

2. Opposite the of each type in the preceding list, indicate

one characteristic of the type of concrete.

3. Cover up the list of names with your hand and, from the

c:Iaracteristics, recall the name of the type of concrete.

,,cn you feel you are rcadv to be evaluated in terms of the

go to t, instructor.
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UNIT XVIII: IDENTIFICATION OF TOOLS, EOUIPMENT AND MATE"IAL FOR

CONCRETE MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 3: CONCRETE INGREDIENTS

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

You know that all mixtures contain ingredients. This fact is

true of concrete. It's a mixture, and here you study its ingre-

dients.

Concrete is a mixture of sand, crushed rock or gravel, and

cement. After these ingredients have been thoroughly mixed, the

fourth ingredient is water, added in proper portions to give the

concrete mixture the proper consistency. When concrete has been

placed after mixing, it hardens int^ a dense mass of great strength.

The fifth ingredient could be an adm atm to add color, hasten or

retard setting time, give the concrete more workability.

The selection of aggregates is of particular importance in

making concrete. They should not contain materials having harmful

effects, such as dirt, clay, coal, or other organic matters. The

American Society of Testing of Materials classifies the type of

Portland cement to be used for snecified job conditions. Water is

added to the mixture of portland cesent, coarse and fine aggregates.

441.
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RAT10WALE (coned):

Admixtures should always he used following the directions furnished

by the manufacturer. Now continue with the objective, do the

Learning Activity and complete the Learning Practice.

OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to correctly

identify in writing five ingredients used in a concrete mixture and

state the effect each ingredient has in a concrete mixture. Your

performance will be evaluated in accordance with your instructor's

checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XVII-3, featuring Maxie Mix.

2. Read pages 73 through 85 of Masonry Simplified, Volume I.

3. Observe figure 10, page 78, and figure 12, page 82.

4. This completes the Learning Activity; now begin the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. On a sheet of paver identify in writing by listing five ingre-

dients used in a concrete mixture you studied in the reading

assignment on pages 73 through 85 of Masonry Simplified,

Volume I.

44'Z
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LEAR"ING r'.CTICE (cc. c',1}

2. Opposite each ingredient of the preceding list, indicate the

effect it has in a concrete mixture.

3. Have a classmate give you the name of no. ingredient or the

elie.:, an ingredient has in a concrete .ixture, and you respond

wit:- the opposite meaning.

4. Go to the instructor when you feel you are ready to be

evaluated in terms of the objective.

5. The instructor will recommend another task package for you when

he is satisfied with your performance.

With the skills You are achieving, you will not he a coarse mason

but a fine one.

Success is a mixture of ingredients - tools, equipment, material;;,

know-how, planning, and hard work.



UNIT XVIII: IDENTIFICATION or TOOLS, EgfiPMENT AND MATERIAL

FOR CONCRETE MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 4: MIXING CONCROTE

PR-ZN!.QUISITEg: UNIT XVIII, TASK PACKAGES 2 A7D 3

RATIONALE:

Concrete in one

material::

san ary, economical and fire resistant. The upkeep cost of

/ concrete in low, and many ways of fini:Jiing the concrete make it

the most intorenting of all ntructural

,e1.1 an the moat uneful, because it is strong, durable,

attractive in appearance. 'Because it is plastic when first mixed,

concrete can be placed into any type of form that is desirable.

Perhaps no other structural material in dependent on no much

for ita success than the people who mix and place it. Selection

of quality ingredients, accurate proportioning, careful mixing, and

proper placing are (--sentia] to good concreting. Unlike the mixing

of mortar, in which you -ace the greater amount of water, the

concrete mixture uses Lhe least amount of water to make it a

plastic mann. The lens water uned in a batch o. concrete, the

greater the strength in of that concrete. In thin task package you

will learn how to mix concrete by hand and by mechanical means.

Continue with reading the Objective and doing the Learning Activity

and ,Learning Practice.
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Y.VY.C-'217E:

Upon completion of this tank package you will be able to describe

in writing the procedure used in mixing concrete by hand and

-,cnanical method:,. ':e.z.r performance will bc evaluated in

accordance with ',he inntfuctor's checklist.

UARNING ACTIVITY:

7. View nound-nlIje packa:-e X7:II-L, held over or another week.

2. Read pages 91 through (.:4- of nasenrISimplified, Volume I.

Observe figures 16, 18, 19 and 20 within these pages.

3. Read page 75 of Concre%u Technoiogy.

4. Thin complete:- the Learning Activity; proceed to the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

1. On a sheet of paper dcz,cribe in writing the procedure used in
ry
mixing g concrete by hand which you studied on pages 91 - 94 of

nasonry Siaolified, Volume I.

2. On a sheet of paper dencribe in writing the procedures used in

mixir orncrete by mccnanical methodn found or. paten 75 and 76

of Concrete Technology-.

3. DL;CUZI-J with a cianamate the advantages or dicadvantagen of

using the first methetl in step 1 over the second method in step 2.

445



,EAMit.; (cont'd):

4. 60 to the i:wtructor when you feel you Lu- Yre3ared to be

evaluated in term:; of the Objective.

5. The in:If-ruetor will give you another tz r ::kace when he

riaJI:flod w1 ti 70u perfurmarxe on th:. taok paekapr.

nix anti mtch for your next mAckace.

Mx work with play or, ;ou Ail 'cuceeed.
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BM-XIX

X1X: :IETHODS FOR TROWELING SMOOTH FINISHES AND TEXTURES UN

CWCRETE SURFACES

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

This task package deals with the final finishes on the

surface of concrete that give the desired appearance and texture.

The proper time for troweling or finishing the concrete is important.

Where a smooth dense surface is desired, floating must be followed

by steel troweling it some time after the moisture film or sheen

disappears from the floated surface, and when the concrete has hard-

ened enough to prevent fine material and water from being worked to

the surface. Delay this step as long as possible for excessive

troweling tends to produce crazing and lack of durability. Steel

troweling should leave the surface free of marks and ripples. The

wood float finish, brooming and exposed gravel operations are similar,

except for the final finish.

Now, read the General Objective of ads unit and the Specific

Objectives of the individual packages. The Learning Activity of

the unit will tell you what to do and the procedure in carrying out

the task.
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BM-XIX

3

LEARNING ACTIVITY (cont'd):

the specific concrete finish. The unit contains the following task

packages:

TASK PACKAGE 1: TROWELING A SMOOTH FINISH

TASK PACKAGE 2: A WOOD FLOAT OR BROOM FINISH

TASK PACKAGE 3: EXPOSING GRAVEL CONCRETE SURFACE

Upon successful completion of the Learning Activity and Learning

Practice in the packages of this unit, if you should feel confident

enough to pass a comprehensive test at this time, contact your

instructor. However, should you feel you are not ready to be tested,

begin your work as outlined above.
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XIX: '...:1110D, 1POWLLI1 G SIIOOTH FINIS1Es AND TEXI7:RES ON

CONCRETE SURFACES

PACKACr 1: TROWELING A SMOOTH FINISH

PRLREQUISIALS: NONE

RATIONALE:

If you're an old sm,othic, you'll enjoy this package. gives

you a chance to accomplish sore smooth work. So trowel on into t=e

package.

In troweling a smooth finish on a concrete surface vith a steel

trowel, the proper time for final troweling is important. The car:ore:a

is allowed to stand until it is quite stiff but still wet:cat:1e; the

steel trowel will compact the concrete or topping to produce a dense

surface without drawing the cement and fine ingredients to the surface.

Too much steel troweling causes hair cracking and also a dusting

condition after the concrete is hardened.

The steel trowel finish should only be :;,plied on interior or

exterior protected areas. Another practice that is not recommended

is dusting the wet concrete with portland cement to c the concrete

to get the final finish. This completes the Rationale. Read the

Objective, do the Learning Activity and complete the Learning Practice.



Br-xix-1

OBJECTIVE:

T

Upon completion of this task package you will be rile t,)

achieve a smooth finish on a concrete surface using a steel

trowel. Your performance will be evaluated in accordance vith

the instructor's checklist.

LinN.P.0 ACTIVITY:

I. View sound -slide package Bll-:SIX -1, starring Smoothie Yrmcd.

Roa,1 page 39 in Concrete Technology, section 1rowolin!,1.

3. bide. figures 47, 46 and read the accompanying matk,rial for i;anc,

and Power Trowels in Concrete Technolca.

4, Ghserve the illustration on the bottom of ripe 34= tit f!gurt

:lasonry Stmclified, Volume I.

Steel forms 2' x 2' x 2" to be made in the metal shop fpr use

in the masonry shop.

6. This completes the Learning Activity; proceed to the Les -i.

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1.

2.

3.

Steel trowel.

Wooden float

2' x 2' x 2" steel forms

4.

5.

Concrete

is reinforcing wire

11 6"
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BM -XIX -2

UNIT XIX: METHODS FOR TROWELING SMOOTH FINISHES AND TEXTURES ON

CONCRETE SURFACES.

TASK PACKAGE 2: A WOOD FLOAT OR BROOM FINISH

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

A wood float here is not a raft with which to tour the

Mississippi River, And the broom is not a witch's broom with

which to ride the sky. Learn about these terms as they apply

to masonry.

Need a little traction? Try a wood float or broom finish on

a concrttta surface. This is what this task package is all about -

being able to achieve a texture finish on a concrete surface

using a wood float or a broom. For gritty, non-slippery concrete

surfaces, this finish can be done entirely with the wood float, or

the wood float and final finish with the broom.

S_oewalks, driveways, patios or other concrete surfaces should

be textured when they are in unprotecteJ, areas. Another type of

texturing used in these circumstances will be detailed in the next

task package. Smooth surfaces in these areas are dangerous, espec-

ially during and immediately after a rainstorm. Continue now with

the Objective, do the Learning Activity, and complete the Learning

Practice.
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BM-XIX-2

OBJECTIVE:

r--

1

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to

Iachieve a texture finish on a concrete surfqce by using a wood

Ifloat or broom.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XIX-2, featuring Broomy Float.

2. Read page 88 in Concrete Technology.

3. Observe figure 26, page 344, Masonry Simplified, Volume I, the

illustration at the top of the page; also figure 30, page 349,

in the sarc textbook.

4. There are not any illustrations of a mason using the broom finish,

so have your instructor demonstrate.

S. This completes the Learning Activity; now go on with the Learning

Practice.
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LEAR'1NG PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Wood float 5. Concrete

2. Broom 6. # 8 reinforcing

3. 2' x 2' x 2"

steel forms

wire 6" x 6"

1. Place the concrete in the 2' x 2' x 2" steel form to be

finished, using a wood float or broom to achieve the texture

on the concrete surface.

2. Follow the directions in the reading assignment on page 88,

Concrete Technology, to the completion of the concrete surface

for the wood float finish. Observe the illustration on

page 349 in Masonry Simplified, Volume 1.

3. If you desire to apply the broom finish, the same steps apply

in the preparation of the concrete to the setting so as to

make the final texture on the surface. Have your instructor

demonstrate how this is achieved. As you become skilled in

using the broom, try some artistic patterns by moving the broom

in different directions. They will give you a pleasing result.

4. When you have finished your texture of the concrete surface, have

the instructor evaluate it; and if he is satisfied with your

performance in accordance with the itiaaLLKE, reach out for

another task package.
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111-XIX-3

UNIT XIX: la:THOUS FOR TROWELING SMOOTH FINISHLS AND TEXTURES ON CONCRETE

SURFACES

TASK PACKACE 3: EXPOSING GRAVEL CONCRETE SURFACE

PREREQUISITES: NONE

RATIONALE:

Just as the clothing industry has its latest fashions, the exposed

gravel concrete surface is the latest thing in the texture finish of

concrete projects.

The exposed gravel surface is becoming the most popular finish

on concrete patios, sidewalks and concrete surfaces around the popular

shopping centers. As with any new fashion, the cost of installing

concrete with the exposed gravel texture is higher per square foot

than other types of texture or smooth finishes. Now that you are

exposed to this type of concrete surface, expose yourself to the

Learning Activity and do the Learning Practice after reading the

Objective.



BM-XIX -3

OBJECTIVE:

2

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to achieve

texture finish on a concrete surface by exposing gravel. Your

performance will be evaluated in accordance with the instructor's

checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

I. View sound-slide package BH- XIX -3, starring Gravel Certie.

2. Read Patterned and Textured Finishes, pages 89 and 90 in Concrete

Technology.

3. There is very little reading naterial, so follow the directions

in the Learning Practice to achieve an exposed gravel concrete

surface.

4. This completes the Learning Activity; proceed with the Learning

Practice.

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Wood or magnesium float 4. 6 reinforcing wire G" x 6"

2. 2' x 2' x 2" steel forms 5. Retarder

3. Concrete 6. Compressor sprayer



BM-NIX-3 3

LT ARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

1. In the 2' x 2' x 2" steel forms, place the concrete to be

finished to achieve an exposed gravel finish on the surface.

Concrete should be stiff and not too wet.

2. StruA.g:it edge tba concrete to the to of the forms and allow

the _:encrete to ccr approximately 20 minutes.

3. You may use the descriptions in the reading assignment on pages 89

and 90 in Concrete Tochno1n7,y to achieve the exposed gravel

surface on the concrete, and study the following directions not

covered in the reading.

4. Uring the compressor sprayer containing a chemical retarder,

observe the direction on the retarder container and avoid any

danger working with a chemical, making two quick passes over the

entire surface of the slab.

5. The next day (24 hours later) you can remove the fine material

from the surface, using a stiff brush or broom and a little water.

If there are a few stubborn areas, use a steel wire brush, but

be careful not to rub too hard.

6. Check with your instructor and have him evaluate the exposed

gravel surface, and you have hit a milestone in the learning of

a comparatively new development in concrete finishing.

Expose your talents to success.
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UW1 XX: USE OY CONCRETE MAz,CNRY

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XIX, T. CKAGES I

TASK PACKAGE

A'r IONALE:

in order for concrete

XX,

concrete sidewalks, concrete

t-.1-ewayN, concrete floors, concrete steps ani porch slabs e poured,

there muse be a means or cc=airinz the wet plastic pier= 1 in

its desired design, until it is hardened. This is cone ii rough the

formwork that is constructed eartr lutber or metal. Forms for

ced enoughconcrete must be tight, ri qtr :

to keep their true alignment and strong enou h to bold

of concrete. In the placing in :he forms, good compacting

concrete ingre ients and

assure complete filling of the forms. ..l3 minate4 ih a honey co-

in concrete work. Placing of concrete should he -arr= - en contiLuously

to avoid cracking at the joining areas. Reno.. of for in most

cases is completed after a or the _.rte's settir, up. When

removing forms the same day as the pour, exlreme care must be exercised

in the form removal.

Now read the General Obiective this unit and the Specific

Objectives of the individual task thn do the Learning Activity,

which will indicate to

completion of this unit.

techniques produce a right -tom

h to proceed . the



2

OBJECTIVE:

CENERAL:

Upon completion of this unit package you will be dole to construct

formsf p'_ Lt. conctvte and remove forms fol .ariety of concrete

t, r let Loi. sic k for this unit, you will be able

1. Do ti.e

a. list two types of materials that are used itt concrete formwork.

b. describe in writing five requirements of formwork.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

2. Construct a concrete footing for a residence doing the following:

a. construct concrete footing forms.

b. place concrete in the forms.

c. remove forms from the footings.

Your performance will be evaluated in accorim-e with the

instructor's checklist.

3. Construct a concrete sidewalk, doing the following:

a. construct concrete forms.

b. place concrete in the forms.

c. remove forms from the sidewalk.
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BM-XX 4

InKNING AC,(VITY.

In order to complete this unit successfully, you must

complete the task packages in numerical order, beginning with

o, t.. ::ages is a stepping

stone (,2-11k.reto) to nother or,d. In the p,:an;;es you will view

a sound-slide program, read assign-lents, answer questions and

construct forms; place concrete in footings, sidewalks, driveways,

:Irage floors, porch slab:, ant' steps; also remove forms from

hardened concrete. The titles of the packages contained in the

unit are:

TASK PACKAGE 1: MATERIALS AND REQUIREMENTS FOR FORMWORK.

TASK PACKAGE 2: CONSTRUCTING A CONCRETE FOOTING.

TASK PACKAGE 3: CONSTRUCTING A CONCRETE SIDEWALK.

TASK PACKAGE 4: CONSTRUCTING A CONCRETE DRIVEWAY.

TASK PACKAGE 5: CONSTRUCTING A CONCRETE GARAGE FLOOR.

TASK PACKAGE 6: CONSTRUCTING CONCRETE PORCH SLAB AND STEPS.

Begin work on the individual task packages and, upon completion

of all packages, check with the instructor fs,r the unit evaluation.
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AFt) ULE OP CO.C.C1-1:::e

Ai 70 IL

PRERVi :

-- the universe, rc -1

.*)e ;et acluainted wit L-a;.Po:zry fo=o-s_ at t-.-_-1.5 7cin=.

arc en.!oyal,le.

in which it was cast; so it is every bit as imoortant and as

ossential as the concrete for which the formwork was built.

The adaptability and versatility of concrete is a kmown fact,

and it is used in all kinds of structures. One fact seldom

given due consideration is that the very nature of the concrete

which makes it of such great value in construction work is

dependent solely on the formwork. It is not unus,

formwork cost to exceed that of the concrete. Structura177,

form-gork is important because of the great or weight

the concrete it must contain until the concrete :sass becomes

hardened (set). A cubic foot of concrete (re :.l. will -ei.`

approximately 150 pounds, as perhaps this makes it unde

why it is necessary for the formwork to be wel builbuilt

You 1.i.11 learn of the m'terials of formwork and requirements o

formwork. Now continue with the Objectives,



ri-XX -1

'1 I t r;

nnd ,x--10:e the learnin- Prectico.

to do the-

0' !,hai, arc in concrete

cf fomwork.

Your perfor=ce, will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

AC]'IVIT7:

L. Viw ound-siide package EM-XX-1, a show with form.

2. Read and study pages 3 thr)ugh 7 and 36 through 41 in

Masonry Simplified, Volume II.

3. This completes the Learning Activity; proceed with the Learninr.

Practice.

". On :,:lect of paper list in writing two types of materials

ur'i In concrete formwork as discussed in the reading assignment,

1,-:7:cl2 7 through 1 of Masonry Simplified, Volume II.



:ive re -,..zire-rents of formwork.

c: r= 2:7,7 pages tnrc.Ifn 69 in

' c.1 disadvantages of

heALF-L=. 2quirements of the

..:.: :our re:onz--es to the

terr:s Objective.

your non.ormance in

kn:n,ln: -11e maz,r'alz- -nd reouirements of formwork, go on

,another rack:1,-s.

" :oncreta toels i=ediately after using them; the

-nnrdene:1 concre-7.e is diffieul: remove and a clean tool

cln De sed 2rea:er ad-mntn,.o.

formwork :o he requirements of success.

4',



PREPARATION uND USE OF CONCRETE MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 2: CONSTFUCTING A CONCRETE FOOTING

PhEREQSIEES: UNIT XX, TASK PACKAGE 1

You don't have to go to the fIot of the class to study footing.

In fact, ,..ou may be at the of the class and study footing concrete

f that is. Learn abeut

In this task package you will obtain the knowledge of constructing

footing forms, placing concrete in the footing form, and removing the

forms from the concrete after the concrete has set the required length

of time.

The footings are the stabilizing members of the structure to be

built. They need to be deep enough, below the frost lint., and on firm

soil to be of a great value. There are very few structures built that do

not require a footing under the wall. The most economical of footings

is the concrete footing. As stated in task package I of this unit, the

footing formwork should be structurally well built, and also the aligaing

of the footer forms is very importaut, care should be exercised in placing

concrete into the forms; do not bump the forms if using a wheelbarrow to

transport the concrete to the forms. In order to know how such concrete

will be needed for the footing and the concrete jobs which are to follow, there

are two principal methods u;:qd for calculating the amount of concrete needed.



Fi-st, the concrete calculator is available for and, secondly,

re is e mathemLitical methcd for iigurin _he amount. Now,

th- . do the 'earnin:! and *.e Learning

:cu will be ahle to con-

.,trust a concrete footing for a residence, doing the following:

construct concrete footing forms.

1) place concrete in the forms.

remove forms from the footings.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

View sound-slide package BM-XX-2, featuring Footsy Foote.

2. Read Footing Formwork, pages 8 through in Masonry Simplified,

Volume II, for the construction of footing forms.

3. Read pages 9Z. to 96 in Masonry Simplified, Volume I, for placing

:-.,:ncrete in the forms.

Read pages 49 and -2 in Masonry Simplified, Volume II, for form

removal.

4 C. -43



3

1 as 11,:r. T
. .

5. The formula used for calculating concrete is:

L' x W' x D'
- number of cubic

:7 fe-

fPi = in .; = depth in feet.

Concrete is calculated in ub c yards.

This completes the L trvin; .:.tivitv; proceed to the Learning

LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Form lumber mat::rials 8. Tripod rod and target

2. Hammer and nails 9. Hatc:et

3. Sledge hammer 10. Mason's line

4. Folding rule and 100' tape 11. Concrete

5. Shovels 12. Wrecking bar

6. Wooden float 13. Wheelbarrows

7. Builder's transit 14. Short strqight edge

1. Construct concrete footing forms using the _eading assignment or.

pages 94 to 96 in Masonry Simplified, Volume II, as the procedure.

2. Oil or wet with water the inside of the forms just before placing

the concrete.

3. Place concrete in the footing forts as directed in the reading

assignment on pages and 50 in Masonry Simplified, Volume I.
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B-YX-2 4

LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd)

4, When the concrete is filled to the ele-:.1.-ion required in the

fo); F.,,rive off the top of ,:oncrete for a uniform

and 1,vL.J. surface, sing he wooden float.

R.?mov i -ms from -ho conkte footing as directed on pages 49

and 50 in Volume II.

?..;v:1 the 4,t-...nnr

checklist.

each operation according to his

Foot your way to success with well-constructed concrete footing.
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:1"1 AIX USE OF CONCRETE !!ASCiRY

TASK PACKACL 3: CONSTRUCTING A CONCRETE SIDEWALK

.... UNIT >X, TASK PACKAGES 1 tXD

KATIONALC:

East Side, West Side - around the town. You've heard of

Lido rlhs of !Iew York, haven't you? Well, they had to be

consttuoied in forms, as indicated in this package.

For the many thousands of feet of sidewalks in your city

already in use, the form builders had to con3truct forms to

contain the thousands of cubic yards of concrete that they consist

of and then remove the forms after the concrete hardened. These

are the processes involved in the constructing of a concrete

sidewalk. The width and depth of most city sidewalks are 4 to 5 feet

wide and the thickness of a 2 by 4; but, as with other structures, the

local building codes are the standards by which sidewalks are to be

built. The skills obtained in constructing sidewalks will:be stepping-

" larger Slab, such as a driveway or a floor. Now,

continue with the Objective and Learning Activity and complete the

Learning Practice.
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',,on cor.pletion tai t:ds task -,-ackat7c vou L::' be able to construct
1

.A.4...:1._..- ;.:.,...dli. coing the followinv:

... co.1...."ct c'oncroLe forn.>.

nlac, ccncre:e is tI:o forms.

rc:,: lor:.r fr.., the sie.s.:11k.

...r -,_:..1 ,:,c, _Ill :-..- ,valt..o_2d in accordance with the

.- 14C' Or r, C.It'L "iSt

LE.N.".:NEX: ACTIVITY:

l. View sound-slide package Bn-xx-4, starring Side Walk y.

Z. Rend raf:es 339 through 343 in !'!asonry Simplified, Volume I,

the section raiilding nasonry Sidewalks.

3. Read lases 49 and 50 in nasonry Simplified, Volume II, for

removing formwork.

Calculate the amount of concrete using the information of

task package 2, Unit XX.

5. This completes the Learninp. Activity; procctd with the

Learning Practice.

473
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iM -XX- 3

,.;

Tools and Lquipment

I. Form lnwuer materials . Tripod, rud and taret

2. ha.er au ii nails 10. hatchet

vammor 11. Mason's line

4. Folding rule and 10f,' tape

a. Shovels

u. Straight eaFil

Concrtte

;_ruc.;:in;' bar

14. 1:hec1tarrow

7. hooden float or uroom 15. ixpansion joint naterial

8. Builder's transit 16. Cinders or gravel

1. Construct sidewalk forms described in the reading assignment

pages 339 to and including the first paragraph on page 342, oi

Masonry Simplified, Volume 1.

2. Place the concrete in the sidewalk forms after wetting or

oiling the forms according to the specifications in the

reading assignment on pages 342 and 543 in Masonry Simplified,

Volume I.

3. The surface of the concrete sidewalk may be finished as

described using the wooden float, or a broom finish may be

applied giving a different texture.

4. Remove the forms from the concrete sidewalk as described on

pagcs 49 and 50 in Masonry Simplified, Volume

5. have the instrtor evaluate each operation according to his

checklist. Cet .Mother task package to keep your enthusiasm up.
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UNIT XX: PREPARATION A.NI) USE OF OVI':CF,171-1.

TASK PACKAGE 4: A L IIRIVE4AY

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XX, TASK FACKACES

RATIONALL:

You are going to lea

roadway or drag strip, but

building off the main

a driveway; not a city street,

.ce or other small

similar to the sf.-c;.7a :onstructicn in the previous tack

package, except the forty be '-- wider apart, which will

necessitate your working on top of the concrete as illustrated

on page 49, figure ry

will place expansi

reading assignment. You

and remove the

up. It is now time

and complete the Learnim?.

4 Volume I. Also, you

neoessary as explained in the

struct formwork

Ctiectiv

e the concrete

the hardenin

Learning_ Activity

-175
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06JECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will be able to construct

a concrete driveway doing the following:

a. construct concrete forms.

b. place concrete in the forms

c. remove forms from the driveway.

Your performance will be evaluated in accordance with the

instructor's checklist,

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XX-4, featuring Drivey Way.

2. Read pages 329, 330 and 34é in Nasonry Simplified, Volume I.

3. Review if necessary pages 339 through the first paragraph on 342

for the setting of the driveway forms.

4. Read pages 49 and 50, in ilasonry Simplified, Volume II, for form

removal.

5. Calculate concrete as recorded in task package 2, Unit Y.X.

u. This completes the Learning Activity; now do the Learning Practice.

LLAkEING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

I. Form lumber material

2. Hammer and nails

3. Sledge hammer

4. Folding rule and 100' tape

5. Shovels

6. Straight edge
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.-oncnetc

s =.

= Volume and if

_row

:x7:.nslon j---t rterici

cr gravel

in rkla.:ing assignment,

for concrete sldevalks in tasL,

'7 ::fter wett'ne cr

the rea,-Elne assiEmment

snr, ', Volume I.

the c Icrete driveway

r.az.er tv3n either the -wooden fict

S --serlbed on pages 4,

-'17,e
SZC'_7 accorcIng to his checklist.
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BM-XX-5

UNIT XX: PREPARATION AND USE OF CONCRETE GARAGE FLOOR

TASK PACKAGE 5: CONSTRUCTING A CONCRETE GARAGE FLOOR

PREREQUISITES: UNIT XX, TASK PACL:AGES 1-4

RATIONALE:

Don't let your attention drain away and stay off those ski

slopes for a while. Let this package trap your attention and focus

it on the slope and drainage for a garage floor.

The construction of the footing, the sidewalk, and the

driveway were somewhat similar, but each required different skills

not employed in the other. In constructing the garage concrete

floor, you will be working within closed walls and your forms are

constructed somewhat differently from the others. The forms, as

the directions indicate in the reading assignment, are set to give

a slope for drainage purposes to the trap. The forms must be removed

after an early set and the spaces filled in with concrete before

final finish is applied to the floor. Place the concrete in forms as

directed in order to level the concrete, using your straight edge.

Continue by reading the Objective and doing the Learning Activity and

the Learning Practice.
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OBJECTIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you wi11 be _Ible to

construct a concrete floor for a garage, do:hz :he fol:owinz:

construct forms.

b. place concrete in the forms.

c. remove forms from the floor.

Your performance will be evaluated in accord.._., with :he

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide package BM-XX-3,

2. Read pages 347 through 349 in Mason 7,:1==E-

Observe,ffiure 22, page 336.

3. Calcu ate the amount of concrete needed for Zs:

om the information in task packaze i: Xi.

This completes the Learn Activi 77,- 1.'ze IearnInz

Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Form lumber materials 10. Wooden float or broom

2. Hammer and nails 11. Steel trowel

3. Sledge hammer 12. Wheelbarrow

4. Folding rule and 100' tape 13. Wrecking bar

5. Builder's transit 14. Mason's line

6. Tripod, rod and target 15. Cinders or gravel

7. Shovel 16. Expansion joint material

8. Rake or hoe 17. Concrete

9. Straight edge.

1. Construct the concrete garage floor forms described in the

reading assignment, page 347, and the first paragraph of page 348,

in Masonry Simplified, Volume I, referring to figure 22, page 338.

2. Place the concrete in the garage floor forms, using the tech-

niques described on pages 348 and 349 in Masonry Simplified,

Volume I.

3. Follow the directions on removing the forms and filling in the

spaces left with concrete.

4. As '3ith the other concrete jobs, the concrete floor surface can

be finished with the steel trowel, wooden float, or broom texture.
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LEARNING PRACTICE (cont'd):

5. Have the instructor evaluate each operation in accordance with

his checklist.

If you can pour successful garage floors, you'll be able

to drive a sleek buggy into your own garage.
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UNIT XX: PREPARATION AND USE OF CONCRETE MASONRY

TASK PACKAGE 6: CONSTRUCTING CONCRETE PORCH SLAB AND STEPS

;.): UNIT XX, TASK PACKAGES 1 AND 2

RATIONALE:

If you tread onward to new skills, you'll be an early riser in

Cie masonry world. Concentrate now on this package dealing with the

porch slab and steps.

One of the most important features of masonry steps is the

treads (the section one steps on) and the riser (the vertical distance

from tread to tread). These must be planned to provide comfortable

use and safety. The height of the riser is determined by the distance

from the top of the sidewalk to the doorstep, and risers should be

of equal heights between 6 and 8 inches. The lower the riser, the

wider the tread needs to be. A desirable formula to use for steps

is twice the height of the riser, plus the width of the tread, equals

25. The porch slab is constructed in the sa:L. manner as a sidewalk;

and when built in the same operation with the steps, concrete should

be placed in the steps at the same time. This is known as a

monolithic pour. Steps and porch slabs, if not firmly supported by

the soil, should be strengthened by the use of steel-reinforced bars

properly located. Continue with reading the Objective, doing the

Learning Activity and completing the Learning Practice.
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03JEf:TIVE:

Upon completion of this task package you will b

cunsLruct coueze_e

b. place concrete.

c. recto- :o form from the steos and cor:'1-

followinF:

Your performance will be evalt:_ted in accordance with the

instructor's checklist.

LEARNING ACTIVITY:

1. View sound-slide packaze 517XX-6,

2. Read pages 352 through 354 in Masc,,-

sections Steps and Entrance Platforms.

3. Observe figure 19, page 335, in Masonry Sin:7--

4. Calculate quantity of concrete for

information in task package 2,

5. This completes the Learn

Practice.
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LEARNING PRACTICE:

Tools and Equipment

1. Form lumber materials 9. Wooden float

2. Harmer ani: nails 1( Steel trowel

3. Sledge hammer 11. Broom

4. Folding rule and 100' tape 12. Wheelbarrow

5. Mason's long level 13. Wrecking bar

6. Shovel 14. Mason's line

7. Rake or hoe 15. Concrete

8. Straight edge 16. Reinforcing rods

1. Construct the concrete porch slab and steps forms illustrated

in figure 19, page 335, and the reading assignment, pages 352

through 354, in Masonry Simplified, Volume I.

2. Wet or oil the porch and step forms.

3. Place the concrete into the forms in the same manner as you did

in construction of the footing, sidewalk, driveway, garage floor,

or follow the directions on page 353 in Masonry Simplified,

Volume I.

4. It is possible to remove the form from the porch and steps after

the concrete is set the same day and the concrete voids filled in

and finished off; but perhaps you had better follow the directions

on page 354 in Masonry Simplified, Volume I, the section Form

Removal.
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L:.atiiNG PRACTICE (cont'd):

5. Have the instructo: evaluate each operation acccrd_ina to his

checklist.

'11-.2nd by trea-1, you're climbing the steps to


